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I.-S U B -A T O M IC S .
Rendering visible and photographing of the Hertzian-wave 

region. V. K. Arkadiov and D. I. Penner (Compt. rend. 
Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 315— 317).—R adiation of A 
of ~ 1  cm. can be rendered visible or photographed by causing 
it  to  impinge on a  photographic plate  covered w ith a  th in  
layer of Al, Cu, or Ni particles ~ 1  mm. length. Shaking 
the p late causes sparking between the  metallic particles, 
which produces a  photographic trace. L. J . J.

Selective absorption of light in interstellar space. A. 
H unter (Physical Soc. Hep. Progr. Physics, 1940, 7, 150—159, 
and Nature, 1941, 147, 152— 153).—A progress report and a 
review. L. S. T.

Distribution of energy in the visible spectrum of daylight.
A. H. Taylor and G. P . K err (J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 1941, 31, 
3—8).— Spectral energy distribution between 4000 and 
7000 A., and colour tem p., are recorded for direct sunlight 
and a  varie ty  of different types of sky, near Cleveland, Ohio.

L> J  • J  *
The corona spectrum, June 19, 1936, at Omsk. G. Schain 

(Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 778— 781).— 
A spectrophotom etric investigation of the corona as observed 
a t  the eclipse on th is date  has been made. The in tensity  of 
emission lines varies w ithin large limits, absolutely and 
relatively, when passing from one region of the corona to 
another, and from one eclipse to  another, as shown by  com
parison w ith da ta  obtained from the  1929 eclipse. There is 
no proportionality between intensity  of emission lines and 
th a t of the continuous spectrum w ith increasing distance 
from the solar limb, and w ith changing brightness of different 
regions of the  corona. This can be explained in  term s of the 
ionisation theory. There is evidence th a t  a  single source 
controls th e  equilibrium and excitation in the chromosphere, 
the protuberances, and th e  inner corona. A. J . M.

Breadth of spectral lines at large densities of a homogeneous 
gas. V. Fursov and A. Vlassov (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 
1, 335— 340).—The broadening of the resonance level caused 
by  dipolar interaction between similar mols. in gases under 
pressure is calc. The results are no t applicable to  all spectral 
lines involving the resonance level, bu t to  those which arise 
through transitions from upper levels to  the resonance level, 
and to  those corresponding w ith transition from a resonance 
to  a  m etastable level. There is satisfactory agreem ent w ith 
experiment. A. J. M.

Theorem on nuclear motion in atomic spectra. J . P . Vinti 
(Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 882— 883; cf. A., 1940, I, 49). 
—M athematical. The theorem derived concerns the  energy 
shift of an at. level due to  nuclear motion, and is in a  su it
able form for calculating isotope shifts when the radial wave 
functions are known only as numerical vals. N. M. B.

Isotope shift in boron. J. P . Vinti (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 
58, 879— 881 ; 1941, [ii], 59, 103).— (a) Shifts reported by 
Mrozowski (cf. A., 1939, I, 289) are calc, w ith the aid of 
M orse-Y oung-Haurwitz wave functions (cf. A., 1936, 133). 
R esults are -0 -3665  cm.-1 for either member of AA 2497, 
2498 of B i  and +0-566 cm.-1 for A 3451 of B ii , and their 
comparison w ith experim ent and other da ta  is discussed. 
The estim ated possible spread due to  nuclear spin is ~ 0-03  
cm.-1 in each case, explaining the absence of nuclear spin 
hyperfine structure in the spectrograms.

(b) A correction. N. M. B.
Pressure effects of homogeneous rubidium vapour on its 

resonance lines. C. S. Yi (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 884— 
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887).—The broadening of the resonance lines of R b in absorp
tion up to 150 mm. pressure of its own homogeneous vapour 
was studied w ith a  21-ft. grating. For pressures < 1  mm. 
the broadening was very symmetrical, b u t a t  high pressures 
i t  showed van der W aals-type asym m etry. The aP , /2 com
ponent showed red, and the aP 3/2 component violet, asym 
m etry. Both lines showed th e  proportionality  of the w idth 
to  concn. of R b atoms. The experim ental w idth a t  half-max. 
is greater by a  factor 1-5 than  th a t predicted by  H ouston's 
theory (cf. A., 1939, I, 50), and the width of the transition  
from aP 3,2 is greater by a  factor 1-6 than th a t  from 2P l ii . A 
narrow diffuse band was observed near the shorter-A side of 
the 2P ]f2 component and a  similar one near the longer-A 
side of the 2P 3/2 component. N. M. B.

Influence of extraneous elements on line intensity, m .  
Effect of anions. W. R. Brode and E. S. Hodge (J. Opt. Soc. 
Amer., 1941, 31, 58— 63; cf. A., 1940, I, 329).—The effect 
of addition of a  variety  of anions, in the form of Ca or Ba 
salts, on the in tensity  of emission lines of Bi, Pb, Sb, Sn, 
Cd, and Zn oxides or carbonates mixed w ith CaC03 and 
excited by  means of a C arc is recorded. Anions which tend 
to  give subhalide band spectra show a greater effect in 
repressing line in tensity  than  those which break down to 
CaO or BaO. The effect of C aF, is >  th a t  of CaCl,. The 
effect generally increases w ith concn. of th e  te s t element, 
and in the case of CaF, approaches a max. w ith increasing 
[C aFJ. In  the absence of adm ixtures, for a series of salts 
w ith a common cation, the line in tensity  of the cation 
increases w ith the volatility  of th e  sa lt or its  decomp, 
products. L. J . J .

Hyperfine structure of ionised mercury lines, (a) L.
Sibaiya. (n) S. Mrozowski (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 925; 
1941, [ii], 59, 104).— (a) A comparison of the results of Mrozow
ski (cf. A., 1940, I, 138) w ith those independently obtained 
by Sibaiya.

(b) A discussion of the above. N. M. B.
New lines and terms in the arc and first spark spectra of 

molybdenum : Mo i and Mo n . (Miss) M. R . Schauls and 
R. A. Sawyer (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 781— 783).— The 
spectrum  excited in a  hollow-cathode discharge was photo
graphed from 540 to  10,830 a . The resonance tr ip le t of 
Mo ii, “S-^P0, was found, thus locating the lowest term , eS 5/2, 
a t  11,783-70 cm .-1 below the previously known lowest level 
eZ>,/2. 20 new lines are classified, 7 new levels established,
and 2 new m ultiplets, «jD-«P» and SD -6X)<>, arranged. 36 
additional lines of Mo i are classified. N. M. B.

Interactions in the tungsten atom, W i, in a magnetic field.
J . H . Roberson, J . E . Mack, and G. R. H arrison (¡Physical 
Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 895— 902).—General expressions are 
deduced for th e  magnetic field dependence of the energies 
and intensities of neighbouring levels (regardless of coupling) 
of an atom . The energy dependence is tested  experim entally 
for the levels 21,4482 and 21,453l of W i and vals. for consts. 
are found. Discrepancies between calc, and observed energies 
are a ttribu ted  to  slight repulsive forces from o ther levels and 
disturbances of reference lines. N . M. B.

Comparison of X-ray absorption fine-structure for two 
elements in the same crystal. S. T. Stephenson (Physical 
Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 873— 876).—The fine-structures on th e  
short-A side of the K  X -ray  absorption edges of Cu, Se, Br, 
Rb, Sr, and As in RbBr, SrB r2, Cu2Se, CuBr, ZnSe, AgBr, 
CuSeOj.SHjO, CuHA s03, and Cu3(As0«)2,4H20 , investigated 
w ith a  focussing transm ission spectrograph, are n o t identical 
for two elem ents in th e  same ionic crystal lattice, and some
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are different even a t  150 v. energy distances from the main 
edge. The finc-structure is influenced by factors o ther than  
crystal structure alone. N. M. B.

Measurement of the excitation potentials of the mercury 
atom by means of a photon counter. M. Djatschenko and V. 
Selegenev (Compl. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S.S., 1940, 29, 19— 
21).—The excitation of H g atom s by electrons of varying 
energy lias been followed by means of a photon counter. 
The observed energy levels arid ionisation potential agree 
w ith spectroscopic and photo-electric vals. O. D. S.

Photo-electric spectrophotometry and its uses in industry.
W . D. W right (Physical Soc. Rep. Progr. Physics, 1940, 7, 
36— 40).—A progress report. W. J.

Photo-electric efficiency of iron, cobalt, and nickel at dif
ferent temperatures in the soft X-ray region. K. S. S. Iyer 
(Current Sci., 1940, 9, 537— 538).— Soft X -rays, freed from 
ions and electrons, were caused to  strike a  ta rge t (Fe, Ni, Co. 
or Cu) and the photo-electrons produced were a ttrac ted  by 
an  external shield m aintained a t  54 v. above the potential 
of the target. The photo-electric current was measured a t 
tem p, between 30° and 950°. The photo-electric sensitivity 
($) of Fe is const, up to  —780°, then decreases by — 10% 
between 780° and 900°, and thereafter increases. The Curie 
point of Fe is 770° ± 5 °  and the a ->  j3 transition occurs a t 
this tem p, w hilst the £ a transition occurs a t  910°. Co 
and Ni give const, vals. of <j> throughout the whole temp, 
range, showing no variation a t  Curie or transition points.

W. R. A.
Photo-electric work functions of (100) and (111) faces of 

silver single crystals and their contact potential difference.
H . E. Farnsw orth and R. P . W inch (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 
58, 812— 819).—A detailed account of work previously reported 
(cf. A., 1940, I, 50). The work functions determined photo- 
electrically by Fowler’s method of analysis were compared 
w ith the contact p.d. measured by  the Kelvin null method. 
W hen outgassed Ag is deposited by vaporisation on the 
crystal faces there is evidence th a t a more gas-free surface is 
obtained than  by heating alone. Results are explained by 
postulating th a t  long heating produced a  stable gas con
figuration of a  unimol. surface layer, and th a t the surface after 
deposition was mainly free from th is gas. The work function 
in the la tte r  case was less by 0-09 ± 0  03 v. N. M. B.

Energy losses attending field current and thermionic emis
sion of electrons from metals. G. M. Fleming and J . E. 
Henderson (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, S87— 894).—Measure
m ents in the same tube were made by observing the therm al 
e.m.f. in a  junction from which the emission currents were 
drawn. No measurable tem p, change was observed for field 
emission up to  thermionic tem p. For thermionic emission, 
tem p, changes were observed which, when correlated with 
power losses from the filament as a  function of tem p., yield 
the val. 4-46±0-09v. for the work function of W. Results 
strongly support the view th a t in field emission the electrons 
escape by penetrating ra ther th an  by  surm ounting the surface 
potential barrier as in  thermionic emission. An expression 
for the average net energy loss per electron em itted in therm 
ionic and field current emission is deduced. N. M. B.

Temperature dependence of the work function of tungsten.
(a) W. B. N ottingham , (b) J. G. P o tter (Physical Rev., 1940, 
[ii], 58, 927— 928, 928).— (a) A criticism of P o tter (cf. A., 1940,

’ (b) A reply. N. M. B.
Mechanism of spark discharge in air at atmospheric pressure.

I. L. B. Loeb and J . M. Meek (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 11, 
438—447).—The inadequacy of the Townsend equation for 
explaining sparks in a ir a t ~ a tm . pressure is shown, and the 
mechanisms active in air a t higher pressures are given. A 
quant, criterion for stream er form ation leads to  a quant, 
theory  for spark  breakdown in air a t  atm . pressure, and this 
accords  ̂w ith experim ent and predicts departures from 
Paschen’s law. The theory is applied to  longer sparks a t 
atm . pressures and the effect of the decrease in density of 
photo-ionisation in longer avalanches is considered. R esult
ing modification of Meek’s mechanism (cf. A., 1940, I, 276) is 
discussed, and the mechanism is correlated w ith the passage 
of lightning discharges. N. M. B.

Neutralisation and ionisation on a thoriated tungsten surface.
N. D. Morgulis, M. P . Bernadiner, and B. I. D jatlovitzkaia 
(J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1940, 2, 25—38).—The neutralisation of

Cs' and K ' and the ionisation of Cs, K, a n d N a a t 1400° K., and a t 
1700° k . for Na, on the surface of thoriated W a t different degrees 
of activation (0) or effective work functions (<f) have been inves
tigated. W ith increasing 0 the coeff. of neutralisation (i.e., 
the ratio  of the no. of ions leaving to the no. of atom s striking 
the surface) increases w hilst the coeff. of ionisation (i.e., the 
ratio  of the no. of atom s striking to  the no. of ions leaving 
the surface) decreases. Both processes are always deter
mined by vals. of $, undistorted by the contact field, which 
correspond w ith local vals. a t  spots where atom s or ions 
directly strike the surface and thus differ from the escape of 
electrons from the surfaces for which 4> has an  average val. 
over the entire surface. From detailed analysis of the 
experim ental da ta  the Tli film on the W  surface is considered 
to  possess a non-uniform (spotted) surface. W. R. A.

Electrical discharges in gases and their applications. I.
V. J . Francis and H. G. Jenkins (Physical Soc. Rep. Progr. 
Physics, 1940, 7, 230—302).— A progress report. W. J.

Excitation of atoms in a rare gas discharge. K. Panevkin 
( / .  Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1940, 2, 39—48).— Existing theoretical 
and experim ental d a ta  on the influence of current on concn. 
of excited atom s in  rare-gas discharges (He, Ne, and A) are 
critically discussed. Existing da ta  and probe measurements 
indicate th a t  the dependence of concn. of excited atom s on 
current is determ ined by variation in th e  electron tem p, 
w ith current. W ith increase of current the electron tem p, 
falls b u t the electron concn. increases. The superposition of 
these two factors gives a  max. for the no. of exciting collisions 
w ith a  certain m agnitude of current a t  which saturation  
concn. of the excited atom s occurs. Previous theories 
assume shortening of the life of excited atom s by collisions 
of a  de-activating type w hilst from the viewpoint presented 
the life is considered const. W. R. A.

Formation and maintenance of electron and ion beams.
L. P. Smith and P . L. H artm an (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 11, 
220—229).—The radial potential distribution in an  ionic 
beam of circular cross-section is calc, and th e  max. beam 
current which can be obtained w ith a  beam of given radius 
and boundary conditions is derived. Methods of preventing 
divergence of an ionic beam during the initial acceleration 
process are discussed. O. D. S.

Acceleration of electrons by magnetic induction. D. W.
K erst (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 841).— Using a lam inated 
electrom agnet w ith 8 in. diam eter pole faces and a  600-cycle 
per sec. magnetic field, electrons of estim ated energy ~ 2 -2  
Me.v. were accelerated to  produce X -rays by  im pact on a 
W  target. The estim ated electron energy prior to  im pact 
was ~ 2 -25  Me.v. N. M. B.

Fresnel diffraction of electrons as a contour phenomenon in 
electron supermicroscope images. J . Hillier (Physical Rev., 
1940, [ii], 58, 842; cf. A., 1939, I, 433).— Photographs taken 
w ith an  improved electron microscope show a new type of 
contour a t  the image of the line of separation of two areas of 
the specimen having widely different at. mass thicknesses, 
and sim ilar in  appearance to  the diffraction effects w ith a  
light microscope. Their origin and explanation are discussed.

N. M. B.
Radiation emitted by uniformly moving electrons. I. Tamm 

(J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 439—454 ; cf. A., 1937, I, 220). 
—M athematical. The theory of the radiation  em itted by  an 
electron moving uniformly in a  ponderable medium with 
velocity >  th a t of light in the medium is extended, and the 
effects of loss of energy by  collisions, ionisation, etc. are 
considered. L. J. J.

Specific charge of the positron. A. H. Specs and C. T. 
Zahn (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 861— 864; cf. A., 1938, 
I, 223).— D irect comparisons between electrons and positrons 
obtained from artificially radioactive Cu were made for 
/3-particles of velocity /3 =  ■—0-72. Results indicate th a t 
ejm 0 for positrons is the same (± 2 % ) as for electrons.

N. M. B.
Mobility of positive ions in their own gas. R. J . Munson 

and A. M. Tyndall (Proc. Roy. Soc., 1941, A, 177, 187— 191). 
—The mobility of Ne+ in Ne, A+ in A, Kr+ in Kr, and Xe+ 
in X e was measured. The mobilities can be calc, from the 
known mobilities of alkali ions in the gases; the observed 
val. is <  th a t  calc., the  difference being a ttribu ted  to  the 
phenomenon of electron exchange in the case of ions in their 
own gas. The variation of mobility w ith field E  and pressure
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p  was studied. In  K r and Xe the mobility falls w ith rise 
of E \p . G. D. P.

Mobility of alkali ions in gases. IV. Measurements in 
gaseous mixtures. H. G. David and R. J . Munson. V. 
Temperature measurements in the inert gases. K. Hoselitz 
(Proc. Roy. Soc., 1941, A, 177, 192— 199, 200—204; cf. A., 
1939, I, 044).— IV. In binary m ixtures of inert gases the 
reciprocal of the mobility of alkali ions is a  linear function of 
the concn. w ith the exception of L i+ in H e-X e mixtures. 
W ith clustered Li+ ions in m ixtures of an inert gas and aq. 
vapour, deviations from th e  simple law are observed which 
increase w ith the density of the gas. The effect is ascribed 
to  the increasing size of the clustered ion w ith increasing % 
of aq. vapour.

V. The tem p, variation of the m obility of Li+ in He, K+ 
in A, Rb+ in lir , and Cs+ in X e was measured over a  range 
of tem p. The results show th a t the approx. agreement with 
theory, previously found in the case of Cs+ and Na+ in He, 
is not general. G. D. P.

Negative-ion formation in iodine vapour by electron impacts.
R. Buchdahl (J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 140— 152).—The 
negative-ion form ation in I vapour has been studied by 
Lozier's method (A., 1934, 1159) w ith electron velocities 
0—7 e.v. The kinetic energies of the ions produced by 
electrons of different energies indicate th a t all are produced 
by the reaction I 2 +  e — I '  +  I. The probability of collision 
resulting in ionisation is 10-1— 10~3. The electron affinity of 
the I  atom , calc, from the dissociation energy of the neutral 
mol. and the kinetic energies of th e  electrons and ions, is
3-0±0-2 e.v. J . W. S.

Ferromagnetic anisotropy and the itinerant electron model.
H. Brooks (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 909—918).—M athe
matical. The itinerant or collective electron concept in the 
theory of m etals is applied, through Bloch’s " approxim ation 
of tigh t binding,” to  explain the quenching of orbital angular 
momentum in solids, and, through the introduction of l,s 
coupling, ferromagnetic anisotropy in cubic crystals. The 
anisotropy appears in th e  fourth approxim ation and has the 
correct order of m agnitude for Fe and Ni. A qual. dis
cussion of the behaviour of Fe-N i alloys is given.

N. M. B.
Eleventh report of the committee on at. wts. of the Inter

national Union of Chemistry. G. P. B axter, M. Guichard, O. 
Honigschmid, and R. W hytlaw-Gray (J.C.S:, 1941, 146—
151).—Recent work on the at. w ts. of C, S, P, K, I, Cs, and 
Ho is summarised, and in the case of Ho the new val. 164-94 
is adopted, the other a t. wts. remaining unchanged. A tten
tion is directed to  discrepancies between chemical and mass- 
spectrographic vals. for Sc, Tb, Tra, Ir, and Au. F. J . G.

New radioactive transition series. W. W ahl (Finska Kern. 
Medd., 1940, 49, 88—92).—The mass-spectra of two (un
specified) U minerals contain a weak mass-line 237, which is 
absent from monazites and V arutrask and Willberforce uran- 
inites and thus cannot be a T h or U isotope. 237 m ust be a 
member of a  new radioactive series, w ith end product 205Pb 
or 2°»Pb, and a faint line a t  205 occurs in the spectra con
taining the 237 line. I t  is suggested th a t  the atom  responsible 
is 237P a derived from the hypothetical 241U.

M. H. M. A.
/3-Radiation of radium-vi and the formation of the element 

of nuclear charge 85. W. Minder (Helv. Phys. Acta, 1940, 13, 
144— 152).—The increase of /5-radiation of R a em anation and 
its disintegration products w ith tim e has been determined 
up to  13 min. This increase is initially >  th a t required by 
theory on the assum ption th a t  R a-ii and Ra-C are formed, 
bu t can be explained if i t  is assumed th a t a  soft /3-radiation 
from Ra-/1 is present. The la tte r  is alm ost completely 
absorbed by m aterial of 1 mm. air equiv. A fter the absorp
tion, the remaining radiation agrees w ith th a t due to  Ra-B -f- 
Ra-C. The /3-radiation from Ra-yl am ounts to  ~ lo %  
of th a t  from Ra-B. If  th is /3-radiation arises from Ra-/1 
the element w ith a t. no. 85 m ust be produced. The name 
helvetium (Hv) is proposed for it, bu t chemical identification 
has not y e t proved successful. A. J . M.

Application of the coincidence method for measurements of 
short life periods. J . R otb lat (Proc. Roy. Soc., 1941, A, 177, 
260— 271).-—A method for th e  determ ination of radioactive 
life periods in the range 10“’ to  10-1 sec. is described. The 
half-life period of Ra-C ' was found to  be 1-45 x  10-1 sec.

Evidence was obtained for the absence of y-rays in the 
transition Ra-C ' ->  Ra-D, and some conclusions regarding 
the lifetimes of excitation sta tes of R a-C ' have been drawn. 
The application of the method to  the determ ination of the 
intensity  of weak sources and the efficiency of Geiger counters 
is discussed. G. D. P.

/3-Decay. A. Zavelski (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 
1940, 29, 12— 15).—The continuous /3-spectra of 3!P, T h-C " 
corr. to Z  =  0 by application of Ferm i’s theory  (A., 1934, 
579), and R a-£  corr. to  7. — 0, and adjusted to  the same 
upper lim it of energy as 32P  and Th-C", are compared w ith 
the curve deduced from Ferm i’s theory. All the spectra are 
less sym metrical th an  the theoretical curve, giving a  greater 
no. of slow electrons. I t  is suggested th a t  this variation is 
due to  the dependence of the shape of the spectrum  on the 
change in momentum of the nucleus. The unsym m etry is 
more pronounced in the order 3:P  >  R a-E  >  T h-C " >  theor
etical curve, i.e., in the order of the line in Sargent’s diagram 
(A., 1933, 443) to which th e  elements belong. Comparison 
with o ther experimental da ta  shows th a t these curves arc 
typical for elements belonging to  lines 3 (32P), 2 (Ra-E), and
1 (Th-C") of Sargent’s diagram. O. D. S.

Anomalous scattering of neutrons by helium. H. H .
S taub and H. T atel (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii]. 58, 820— 828; 
cf. A., 1939, I, 171).—A closer investigation of the anomalous 
scattering by H e of neutrons a t  — 1 Me.v. energy shows a 
backward scattering cross-section peak of 0-4 Me.v. half
w idth and indicates a  doublet structure w ith a  splitting of 
~ 0 -3  Me.v. The redeterm ined abs. ratio  of He and H sca tte r
ing cross-sections a t  2-5 Me.v. neutron energy was th a t  
previously found. The resulting lower abs. vals. of the 
resonance scattering cross-section are still consistent w ith 
th e  assum ption of a P  resonance level, and measurements 
agree w ith the dispersion theory. N. M. B.

Resonance scattering of protons and neutrons on helium.
F. Bloch (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 829— 836 ; cf. preceding 
abstract).—M athematical. A development of general dis
persion theory in which the wave function describing a 
resonance process appears as a monochromatic Fourier com
ponent of a wave packet which is built in such a w ay th a t it 
represents for / > 0  the decay of a compound s ta te  and for 
t < 0  the building up of the same compound state . The method 
is applied to  th e  resonance P  scattering of protons and 
neutrons on He. N. M. B.

Capture cross-sections for thermal energy neutrons. H.
F. R asetti (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 869—870; cf. A., 
1940, I, 426).—The intensity  of the /3-activity induced under 
standard  neutron irradiation is determined, and the ho. of 
neutrons is measured by using as standard  the activ ity  induced 
in Mn. D ata thus obtained are reported for slow neutron 
capture by 23Na, 27A1, 31P, 41K, “ V, 03Cu, “5Cu, 75As, -»Br, 
m Sb, and “ ’I , N. M. B.

Capture cross-sections for 3low neutrons. K. Sinma and
F. Yamasaki (Set. Papers Inst. Phys. Chem. Res. Tokyo, 1941, 
38, 167— 173, and Physical Rev., 1941, [ii], 59, 402—403).— 
From  measurem ents of the in tensity  of /3-rays from induced 
radioactive substances produced by neutron cap ture  the 
relative capture cross-sections of 50 isotopes for slow neutrons 
have been determ ined and the abs. cross-sections have been 
calc. W. R. A.

Laws of nuclear structure derived from nuclear spin3. S.
Tolansky (Nature, 1941, 147, 269; cf. A., 1936, 1040).— For 
stable atom s of odd at. w t. the th ree laws for nuclcar struc
tu re  are ; (i) in stable a t. nuclei w ith an odd nuclear neutron, 
the spin and angular m om enta of the  lightly bound or odd 
particle(s) tend to  oppose each other, (ii) in  stable a t. nuclei 
w ith an  odd nuclear proton, th e  addition of 2 neutrons does 
no t a lte r the nuclear spin, and (iii) in stable a t. nuclei w ith an
odd nuclear neutron, th e  addition of 2 neutrons m ay increase
the nuclear spin. As a  corollary to  (ii) it  is sta ted  th a t when
2 neutrons are added in presence of an odd proton, the 
neutrons set themselves w ith their spins in opposition.

L. S. T.
Disintegration of 14N and 15N by deuterons. M. G. Hollowav 

and B. L. Moore (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 847— 860; cf. 
A., 1939, I, 592).— A m ixture of 14N and 15N was bombarded 
w ith 1-Me.v. dueterons and the ranges of the disintegration 
particles were measured w ith  a  shallow ionisation cham ber 
and pulse amplifier. The shortest measurable range was
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2-1 cm. (15°, 760 mm.). The reaction 15N (d, a) 13C gave 
one group of a-particles (5-25 cm. range, Q =  7-54 Me.v), 
and UN (d, a) laC gave three groups of a-particles (11-97 cm., 
Q =  13-39; 6-54 cm., Q =  9-02; 3-47 cm., Q =  5-77 Me.v). 
The reaction UN (d, p) 15N gave two groups of protons (90-5 
cm., Q =  8-51; 21-02 cm., Q =  3-15 Me.v). A group pre
viously reported a t  66 cm. was due to  B contam ination. No 
proton groups due to  l5N (d, p) 18N were found, although an 
activ ity  of half-life 9 -5 ± l-0  sec. arose from deuteron bom
bardm ent of UN +  15N, bu t no t from 14N alone. N. M. B.

Gamma radiations emitted in nuclear processes. N. Feather 
(Physical Soc. Rep. Progr. Physics, 1940, 7, 66— 86).—A 
progress report. W. J.

Short-lived radioactivities of ijSi, ?JS, and “ A. L. D. P .
King and D. R. E llio tt (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 84G; cf. 
Barkas, A., 1940, I, 400).—Using 16-Me.v. a-particles, the 
following new reactions and half-lives have been observed : 
S M g ' (a. «) i l S i  (4-92 sec.); “ Si ( a ,  n)  JJS (3-18 sec.); gS  ( a ,  n)  
is A (1-91 sec.). Assignments by non-chemical means are 
discussed. N. M. B.

Long-lived isotope of yttrium. C. Pecher (Physical Rev., 
1940, [ii], 58, 843).—From Sr bombarded w ith 16-Me.v. 
deuterons from a cyclotron, radioactive Y (~100  days) was 
separated. I t  is probably 86Y produced by a 1 d—2n reaction 
from 88Sr (cf. Du Bridge, A.. 1940, I, 340), and emits a pene
tra ting  y-radiation giving an absorption curve in Cu, Pb, 
and Fe alm ost identical w ith th a t of R a y-rays; it  appears 
suitable for radiography. The yield is ~ 1 2  mg. R a cquiv. 
per 1000 yi-amp.-hr. of 16-Me.v. deuterons. N. M. B.

Electro-capillary theory of the splitting of heavy elements 
by slow neutrons. J . Frenkel (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 
125— 136; cf. A., 1939, I, 39S).—M athematical. A theory  
of the splitting of a heavy nucleus into two parts  of com
parable size is developed by analogy w ith the instability  of 
an electrically charged liquid drop. The drop becomes 
unstable when the ratio  y  of its  electrical to  its  surface energy 
reaches a crit. val. ~2-17. F or all known elem ents y  is 
<2-17 b u t th a t  of U probably approaches the crit. val. 
closely. I t  is shown th a t for y  < 2  th e  spherical shape is 
unstable. For arb itra ry  vibrations about the spherical shape 
of a liquid drop w ith a  uniformly distributed vol. charge the 
frequency of the fundam ental mode becomes 0  when y  reaches 
the val. 2. If the val. of y  is close to  the crit. val. the energy 
of capture of a  neutron m ay be sufficient to cause explosive 
rupture of the nucleus. The mechanism of this rupture is 
discussed. O. D. S.

Chemical nature of the radioactive fragments of thorium 
fission. Radioactive halogens. I. A. Polesitzki and M. 
Orbeli. II. A. Polesitzki and N. Nemerovski (Compt. rend. 
Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 215— 216, 217— 218).—I. On 
irradiation w ith fast neutrons, T h(N 03)4 yields two forms of 
radioactive I w ith half-life periods 1 and 15 hr., respectively 
(cf. Dodson and Fowler, A., 1939, I, 350). Evidence is 
obtained th a t the I  of shorter life is formed from a Te isotope 
of half-life period 40 min.

II . By copptn. w ith inactive Te and subsequent distil
lations w ith K I and K N O , i t  is shown th a t  ThCla, after 
irradiation w ith la s t neutrons, yields radioactive Te of half- 
life period 78 hr., which decays to  give radioactive I of half- 
life period 2-4 hr. Subsequent distillation w ith KBrOs and 
KBr, reduction of the B r in N asSOs, and pp tn . as AgBr 
shows the presence of two B r isotopes w ith half-life periods 
45 min. and 4-5 hr., respectively. J . W . S.

Nuclear fission fragments as radioactive indicators of iodine 
exchange between silver iodide and solution of iodide. A.
Polesitzki (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 441).

Radioactive I of half-life 15 hr. was obtained by the  fission 
of Th by fast neutrons. This I  was used to  study  th e  exchange 
of I between A gl and K I solution. There was a rapid 
exchange a t  the s ta r t which decreased considerably later. 
More aged ’ Agl showed a much slower exchange.

, A. J . M.
mv¡L relation for products of uranium fission. N. A. 

Perfilov (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S.S., 1940, 28, 426—  
428). W hen U is bombarded w ith neutrons, com paratively 
highly charged particles are em itted. The m agnitude of the 
charge can be determined b y  deflecting th e  particles in a 
magnetic field in vac. The trace of the  deflected particles 
was. obtained on a  photographic plate  w ith a th ick  emulsion,

in which tracks of protons failed to  give a  clear picture, and 
a-particles m ay be easily detected. The val. of m v/E  was 
found to  be 6-6 x  10~5 e.m.u. Assuming th e  energy vals. 
for th e  tw o recoil nuclei to be 91 Me.v. and 57 Me.v., 
respectively, and the masses 90 and 144, respectively, the 
effective charge is 20e. A. J. M.

Heat of fission of uranium. M. C. Henderson (Physical 
Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 774—780; cf. A., 1939, I, 593; Turner,
A., 1940, I, 340).—-The heat produced during slow-neutron 
bom bardm ent in a 13-36-g. sample of metallic U was measured 
on a  resistance therm om eter. Simultaneously th e  no. of 
fissions produced in a 54-pg. layer of U was counted by  an 
ionisation cham ber and pulse amplifier. The vals. found 
were 40 p -w atts and 340 fissions per min., respectively, giving 
an average heat of fission of 177 Me.v. ± 1 %  per fission.

N. M. B.
Velocity-range relation for fission fragments. N. Bohr, 

J. K. Boggild, K. J. Brostrom, and T. Lauritsen (Physical 
Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 839—840; cf. A., 1941, I, 3).— Statistical 
analysis supports evidence obtained from range m easure
m ents of tracks and from the counting of branches a t  various 
parts  of the range of a  large no. of tracks in U targets th a t  
there are two broad groups of tracks w ith 22 and 29 cm. 
range in air, indicating the presence of two main groups of 
fragments, as shown in chemical analysis of the fission pro
ducts b u t n o t clearly shown in th e  cloud-chamber tracks. 
Curves for the two groups are given. N. M. B.

Successive transformations in nuclear fission. N. Bohr 
(Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 864— 866; cf. A., 1940, I, 53). 
—M athematical. Assuming th a t  fission of heavy nuclei takes 
place in com petition w ith the escape of a neutron from the 
highly excited compound system, fission of the residual 
nucleus a fter neutron escape would still be expected, for 
sufficiently high excitation of the system. Since conditions 
for competition w ith neutron escape are often more favour- 
itble in th is second stage, such effects m ay give rise to  much 
increased cross-sections for the fission process. N. M. B.

Deuteron-induced fission in uranium and thorium. I. C.
Jacobsen and N. O. Lassen (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 
867— 868).—D eterm ination by means of deuteron beams from 
a cyclotron of the variation -with deuteron energy of fission 
yield for U and Th showed, in both cases, a  rapid rise a t
8—9-5 Me.v. For 9 Me.v. th e  estim ated cross-section in U 
is 5 x  10-27 sq. cm., and for th is energy the U -T h cross- 
section ratio  is 0-7, supporting the theoretical expectation of 
successive transform ations (cf. preceding abstract).

N. M. B.
Identification of two radioactive xenons from uranium fission.

C. S. Wu (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 920; cf. A., 1940, I, 
187; Dodson, ibid., 307).—Cs placed behind a  Be ta rg e t 
bombarded w ith 16-Me.v. deuterons gives an ac tiv ity  of 
half-life 5 days. B a similarly trea ted  gives activities of 
half-life 9-4 hr. and 5 days. Periods and absorption curves 
identify these w ith radioactive X e from U and Th fission. 
The Cs reaction is assumed to  be '¡¡¡jCs (n, p) 1oJXe. Evidence 
is given th a t  the B a reactions are *^Ba (n, a) 1|JX e (5 days), 
and '¡¡¡¡Ba (n, a) ’¡¡fXe (9-4 hr.). Hence the two chains found 
in U and T h fission are identified as ^ T e  (60 min.) ^ I  (22 
hr-) ->  ^ X e  (5 days) ->  }UCs, and 'gjTe (~ 1 0  min.) ->  ’Jjjl 
(6-6 hr.) ->■ ’« X e (9-4 hr.) ’pCs (?). I  (12-6 hr.) was separ
ated  from th e  fast-neutron-activated Cs, confirming the assign
m ent 15°I resulting from th e  reaction 1j|Cs («, a) ■'¡¡“I (cf. 
Livingood, A., 1939, I, 54). N. M. B.

Production of secondary ionising particles by non-ionising 
agents in cosmic radiation. B. Rossi, L. JAnossy, G. D. 
Rochester, and M. Bound (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 761—  
766; cf. Schein, A., 1940, I, 308).— Experim ents w ith various 
arrangem ents of counters show th a t  th e  influence of the 
position of th e  absorber on the counting ra te  of a  vertical 
counter arrangem ent near sea level is due mainly to  sca tter
ing, knock-on showers, showers from th e  air, etc., ra ther 
than  to  penetrating  non-ionising particles producing ionising 
secondary rays or to  photons producing mesotrons.

N. M. B.
Mean lifetime of the mesotron from electroscope data.

H. V. Neher and H . G. Stever (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 
766— 770).— Cosmic-ray intensities were m easured a t  various 
depths in two lakes, one .—12,000 ft. above th e  other, bu t of 
the same geomagnetic latitude. The difference in depths of 
the two sets of measurem ents was about equal in m ass to
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the air between the lakes. Assuming a ir and H 20  to  be g. 
for g. equiv. absorbers for the mesotrons involved, the ratio  
of intensities a t  equiv. points in  the two lakes was calc., and 
by m atching th is w ith the observed ratios a  val. 2-8 X 10-8 
sec. for the mean re s t lifetime of a  res t mass of 160 times 
th a t of the electron was found. N. M. B.

Neher-Stever experiment. E . Nelson (Physical Rev., 1940, 
[ii], 58, 771— 773).—Three problems im portant to  the quant, 
in terpretation  of experim ents (cf. preceding abstract) are 
discussed. The correct trea tm en t of the  altitude effect in 
the energy distribution is im portant in  determining the decay 
const, of the mesotron. The fraction of mesotrons decaying 
is independent of the zenith angle. The absorption in H 20  of 
cascades produced by  decay electrons, calc, from Serber’s 
shower theory, agrees w ith experiment, showing th a t one 
bu t not both of the decay products is shower-producing.

N. M. B.
Production of mesotrons by penetrating non-ionising rays.

B. Rossi and V. H . Regener (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 
837— 838).— Experim ents a t  4300 m. above sea level w ith 
special arrangem ents of counters give definite evidence of 
th e  production of mesotrons by  non-ionising rays (cf. Schein, 
A., 1940, I, 308), and indicate th a t th e  rays are more pene
tra ting  than  photons and m ay be neu trettos (neutral meso
trons) or high-energy neutrons. N. M. B.

Effect of an eclipse on cosmic rays. A. H . Compton (Physi
cal Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 841).—A prelim inary statem ent claiming 
the existence of an observed effect. N. M. B.

Absorption of cosmic rays in lead at a depth of 1000 m.
water equivalent. J. B arn6thy and M. Forr6 (Physical Rev., 
1940, [ii], 58, 844— S45).— A repetition of experim ents pre
viously reported (cf. A., 1939, I, 351), b u t w ith 70 cm. of 
wood replacing a  2-.o-cm. P b  shield, confirms a min. intensity 
a t 10 cm. of P b  followed by an increase, and a second min. a t  
42 cm. of Pb. A qual. explanation is proposed by assuming 
tlia t a t  such depths only a non-ionising radiation is present 
which produces secondaries w ith 10 cm. Pb range in the clay 
or brick layer and ionising secondaries w ith 25 cm. Pb  range 
in Pb. The min. a t 42 cm. of Pb  is explained by assuming 
th a t  in wood another kind of more penetrating particles w ith 
well-defined ranges of 40 cm. of Pb is crcated. These rays
m ay be protons, and those in clay or Pb  m ay be mesotronic.

N. M. B.
Disintegration of atomic nuclei by cosmic rays: A. Filippov, 

A. Shdanov, and I. Gurevitsch (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 
51— 65).—Tracks from the disintegration of nuclei w ith the 
emission of from 1 to  5 heavy particles have been observed 
on photographic p lates w ith  emulsion 50 p.. th ick and are 
described. Showers of protons making small angles w ith 
one another and processes accompanied by the emission of 
protons and mesotrons have been observed. Calc, energies 
of disintegration are ~ 2 0  Me.v. for disintegration into three 
and >  60 Me.v. for disintegration into six particles.

O. D. S.
Maximum energy which primary electrons of cosmic rays 

can have on the earth’s surface due to radiation in the earth’s 
magnetic field. I. Pom erantschuk (J. Physics, U .S.S.R ., 
1940, 2, 65— 69).—The radiation of the prim ary electrons of 
cosmic rays in the earth 's  magnetic field is considered. Cal
culation based on classical electrodynamics indicates th a t 
the radiation will p la y 'a n  im portan t role beginning w ith 
electron energies of 1018 e.v. The electron energy, E„, a t  the 
earth 's  surface is due to  th is radiation, related to  its energy 
a t  infinity, E 0, by  E , =  E 0EC/(E 0 +  E c), where E c is ~ 1 0 ”  
e.v. and depends on geomagnetic la titude and the angle of 
incidence of the electron. The spectrum of prim ary electrons 
entering the ea rth ’s atm . m ay have energies ~ 1 0 ”  e.v. due to 
radiation  in  the m agnetic field. W. R. A.

Registration of mesotrons by means of thick-emulsion 
photographic plates. A. Shdanov (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. 
U .R .S.S., 1940, 28, 110— 114).—Tracks w ith abnorm ally 
widely spaced grains observed in photographic emulsions 
exposed to  cosmic-ray showers are a ttribu ted  to  mesotrons. 
Their characteristics agree w ith mesotron properties as 
observed by Corson and Brode (A., 1938, I, 382). O. D. S.

Origin and nature of heavy ionisation particles detected on 
photographic plates exposed to cosmic rays. D. M. Bose and 
(Miss) B. Chowdhry (Nature, 1941, 147, 240— 241).—Addi
tional evidence th a t  supports previous conclusions (A., 1940, 

E 3  ( a . .  I . )

I , 341) is recorded. The component of the cosmic ray  respon
sible for producing heavy ionisation tracks in  photographic 
plates is more strongly absorbed in H 20  than  in a i r ; i t  is 
probably neutrons. L. S. T.

Radio echoes and cosmic-ray showers. P. M. S. B lackett 
and A. C. B. Lovell (Proc. Roy. Soc., 1941, A, 177, 183— 186).

Seasonal variations of cosmic-ray intensity and temperature 
of the atmosphere. A. Duperier (Proc. Roy. Soc., 1941, A, 177, 
204—216).—Exam ination of the upper atm . da ta  shows th a t 
there is a  lag in th e  warming of the atm . in spring which is 
correlated w ith dim inution of in tensity  of cosmic rays. A 
similar though less marked phenomenon is found in autum n. 
The cosmic-ray variations are more closely connected w ith 
the mean tem p, of th e  atm . up to  16 km. than  w ith the 
tem p, near the ground. This supports the view th a t the 
tem p, variation of penetrating  cosmic rays is related to  the 
instability  of the mesotron. G. D. P.

Bohr theory of nuclear reactions. R. Peierls (Physical 
Soc. Rep. Progr. Physics, 1940, 7, 87— 106).— A progress 
report. W. J.

Ratio of e, c, and h. A. Landd (Physical Rev., 1940, [iil, 
58, 843).— If a2jr is identified w ith 2n<ji, i.e., y  =  (2rr8/3)i, 
where a — " radius,” and <j> — the  universal scattering cross- 
section, then  a-1 (where a =  e2/c/i =  uly) has the val. 137-1273 
in exact agreem ent w ith experim ent. The physical origin of 
the factor 2it is unexplained. N. M. B.

Calculation of force fields from scattering. F. C. H oyt and 
W . E. Frye (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 784— 786; cf. A., 
1939, I, 304).—M athem atical. A method is developed for 
calculating th e  field which gives an observed scattering on 
th e  assum ption th a t  the interaction can be represented by a 
central field and th a t  th e  phase shifts can be calc, by the 
W K B approxim ation. Application to  electronic and nuclear 
scattering is discussed. N. M. B.

Elastic scattering in helium at 15°. R. L. Mooney (Physical 
Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 871— 873).—M athematical. M argenau’s 
interaction energy is used in a form modified for small vals. 
of the  separation param eter, and an angular distribution 
function is obtained for the scattered in tensity  of head-on 
collisions of parallel beams of He atom s w ith relative velocities 
appropriate to 15°. The scattering curve does,not show the 
regularity obtained in smooth-sphere model calculations, bu t 
the expected max. a t  90° is present. The calc, to ta l collision 
cross-section is 1228 X 10-16, and the diffraction cross-section 
is 34-21 x  10"16 compared w ith the viscosity cross-section
14-93 x  10-16 sq. cm. N. M. B.

Possible Kronig fine-structure in A'-ray emission spectra.
S. T. Stephenson (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 877— 878; cf.
A., 1941, I, 138).—A comparison w ith Kronig if-absorp- 
tion  fine-structure for Cu shows th a t weak Cu emission bands 
observed extending 34 X . ou t on th e  short-A side of Cu Kf3t 
are caused by  absorption of th e  Af-rays while emerging from 
the Cu target. N. M. B.

Gaseous model of atomic nuclei. J . Frenkel and V. Tscher- 
dincev (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1940, 2, 55— 64).—Theoretical. 
By treating  heavy a t. nuclei as a  degenerated Ferm i gas 
composed of protons and  neutrons, a  relation between at. wt. 
and a t. no. has been determ ined quantita tively . The no. of 
stable isobars and isotopes has also been determ ined. D evi
ation of electric density from a const, val. is insignificant. 
The size of nuclei is found from the condition of energy min. 
using a  Yukawa potential, and an  estim ation of th e  therm al 
expansion coeff. and the relaxation tim e is a ttem pted . The 
possibility of the existence of intranuclear a-particles is con
sidered, and i t  is concluded th a t  in all heavier nuclei protons
are practically all passed in to  such particles. W. R. A.

Scattering of a-partides by light nuclei. V. V. M aljarov 
(J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1940, 2, 75—80).—Theoretical. The 
anomalous scattering in 4H e and 12C is explained by  the 
existence of compound system s in  tw o excited states.

W. R . A.
Classical theory of the scattering of mesons. D. Ivanenko 

(Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 411—414).— 
The theory  is developed by  the in troduction of a  H ertz 
vector. The motion of a  heavy nucleus is described non- 
relativistically, the  quasi-electric p a rt of th e  m om entum  
tensor and the magnetic p a r t of th e  to ta l polarisation tensor
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being neglected. Formulée are deduced for the quasi-electric 
and quasi-magnetic scatterings on the asssum ption th a t the 
nücïons are point particles. A generalisation of the theory 
is proposed in the form of a  non-linear theory. This leads 
to  the introduction of quasi-electric and m agnetic nuclear 
form factors, making scattering  a t  small angles more probable. 
The experiments of Bothe and Schmeiser on hard  showers 
seem to  indicate the existence of such small-angle scattering.

A. J. M.
Scattering of mesons. A. Sokolov (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. 

U .R .S.S., 1940, 29, 16— 18).—M athematical. The scattering 
of neutral mesons by free nuclons (i.e., heavy particles, 
proton +  neutron) is discussed. O. D. S.

Quantum theory of emission of elementary particles. A.
Sokolov (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 415— 
417).—A consistent theory describing the emission of photons 
for which the energy, hco, is known to  equal the product of 
impulse, hx, and velocity of light, c (u> =  cx), can be developed 
on the basis of quantum  mechanics. The case where u> <  cx 
is now dealt w ith. A. J . M.

IK—M O LEC U LA R  STRUCTURE.
Two new electron levels of CO. V. M. Tschulanovski ( / . 

Physics, U .R .S .S ., 1939, 1, 341—340).—The spectrum of 
CO from 1000 to  1300 a. has been analysed and discussed. 
Two band-system s *S ->  lE (v00 =  90,866 cm."1) and £11 ->
( _  98,791 cm .'1) were found, and the ir vibrational and
rotational consts. calc. A. J. M.

Interaction of various components of a with a in level.
B. L. Stepanov ( / .  Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1940, 2, 81— 88).—
The form of the m atrix  elem ents of interaction between the 
levels »II and =2 has been investigated particularly  w ith respect 
to  the perturbations of the level v =  0 in the a1 II s ta te  of CO.

W. R. A.
Shape of perturbation curves for the intersection of levels
and HI of the diatomic molecule. B. L. Stepanov ( / .  Physics, 

U .S.S .R ., 1940, 2, 89—95).—The approxim ation given by 
Kovacs and Budo (A., 1938, I, 602) for the intersection does 
not always hold. A t the point of intersection of two levels 
a th ird  level exerts a  distorting effect. W . R. A.

Band spectrum of germanous sulphide in emission. R. F.
Barrow (Proc. Physical Soc., 1941, 53, 116— 119 ; cf. A., 
1940, I , 343).—The band spectrum  of GeS, previously known 
on ly” in' absorption, was excited in emission by means of a  
heavy-current uncondensed discharge through a m ixture of 
S and G e02 in a  S i0 2 tube, in presence of Al. D ata  for 
~ 2 0  new bands in  the region AA 3350—3750, assigned to  the 
long-A end of the main system  of GeS, are tabulated . Analysis 
confirms available absorption data . N. M. B.

Vibration analysis of the chlorine dioxide absorption spec
trum. J. B. Coon (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58. 926—-927 ; 
cf. Ku, A., 1933, 1102).— Replacing th e  fundam ental fre
quency ’ of 528 cm."1 by 447 cm."1 which appears as a  const, 
difference in three separate pairs of progressions, a  new 
analysis of the electronic band system  a t  2600— 5225 A. in 
C102 absorption is reported. All d istinct bands excluding 
isotope bands are grouped into 12 progressions; all other 
reported bands are classed as. sub-bands, or are in the u ltra 
violet where predissociation causes confusion. N. M. B.

Infra-red spectra of polyatomic molecules. H . Nielsen
(Physical Soc. Rep. Progr. Physics, 1940, 7, 41—65). A 
progress report. W. J .

Absorption spectra of chrome alums at low temperatures.
D. L. K raus and G. C. N utting (J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 
133— 145).—The line absorption spectra of single crystals of 
13 Cr sulphate and selenate alums have been measured a t 
85° and 15° or 20° K. over the A range 6250— 6900 a . The 
m ajority  show a strong doublet, together w ith fainter lines, 
near 6700 A. In  another class the spectrum  is shifted towards 
longer A and the doublet is replaced by strong sharp line a t
 6900 A., w hilst a th ird  class has ~ 6  strong lines near
6700 A. These differences are correlated with the lattice 
structure consequent on the varying sizes of the univalent 
cations. Transitions which disrupt the lattice, causing the 
crystal to become opaque, occur in N H 4Cr(S04)2,12H.,0 and 
NH4Cr(Se04) 2,12HaO at 81°±1° and 106°± 5 °  k ., respec
tively. Combinations of the electronic frequencies of Cr'" 
with internal oscillations of anions are weak, but combinations

of la ttice  vibrations w ith both the upper and lower electronic 
sta tes of Cr” ’ are observed. In all cases bands occur shifted 
~ 3 30 , 570, and S00 cm.-1 to  higher frequencies than  the 
electronic absorption lines. These are attribu ted  to  photo
excitation of a non-homopolar complex, probably Cr(H20 ) 8" ‘.

J . W. S.
Infra-red transmission of thin films of various organic 

materials. A. J. Wells (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 11, 137— 
140),—D ata  arc recorded between 400 and 3000 cm.-1 for 
Cellophane, ethylcellulose, cellulose acetate, Duco household 
cement, polystyrene, glyptal, Pliofilm, rubber, Plexiglas, Me 
m ethacrylate polymer, XYSG Vinylite, and Shawinigan V-15 
resin. The possibility of using these m aterials for windows 
in spectroscopic work is discussed. L. J . J.

Features and implications of the near infra-red absorption 
spectra of various proteins, Gelatin, silk fibroin, and zinc 
insulinate. (Miss) J . D. B ath and J . W. Ellis (J. Physical 
Chem., 1941, 45, 204— 209).— Studies of oriented silk fibroin 
fibres w ith plane-polarised infra-red light show th a t  the C—O 
bonds are generally perpendicular to the fibre axis. A similar 
exam ination of Zn insulinate crystals yields little  support 
for the cyclol hypothesis of insulin structure b u t favours a 
configuration of the type > N H —0 = C < .  C. R. H .

Effect of serum-proteins on light absorption by phenol-red 
in phosphate buffer solution.—See A., 1941, I I I ,  300.

Precise spectrophotometric constants for hæmochromogens 
and cytochrome c on an iron basis, and analysis of the cyto
chrome c spectrum. D. L. D rabkin  (J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 1941, 
3 1 , 70—72).—Fe in haemin and cytochrome c (I) can be accur
ately  determined in ~10-m g. samples of 50% (I) by tre a t
m ent w ith dil. N aOH  and H 20 2, conversion of the Fe into its 
o-phenanthroline complex after reduction w ith ascorbic acid 
a t  pu  4-2— 4-3, and spectrophotom etric or photom etric com
parison of the complex w ith standard  Fe preps. E xtinction 
coeffs. are recorded for (I) and dipyridinoferroporphyrin. 
Reduced (I) gives absorption max. a t  AA 5520, 5220, 4150, 3520, 
3130, 2735, 2480, and 2240 A. L. J . J.

Binding between molecules and intramolecular complexes 
of certain phenols, and the dispersion of absorption bands. 
M. I. B atuev (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 
423—425).— PhO H  and its derivatives are very suitable for 
studying the H  bond between mois, and between atom s of 
the same mol. The band due to  OH in the  spectrum  of
o-C6HiC1'OH is distinguished from th a t due to  OH in PhOH 
and £-C6H 4Cl'OH, as in the o-compound it  is possible for a 
closed ring to  exist in  consequence of th e  H  bond, o- 
C,H*Cl?OH exists in  a cis- and a trans-iorm.. The presence 
of mois, of the la tte r  form is shown by asym m etry of the 
microphotogram of the OH band. A. J . M.

Spectrophotometric study of thionine. L. F . Epstein, F. 
K arush, and E . Rabinowitch (J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 1941, 31, 
77— 84).—D ata are recorded for th e  absorption spectra of 4 
forms of thionine and 3 forms of leucothionine between 2300 
and 9700 a. as a  function of concn. Beer's law  is followed 
in solutions containing the free base and tervalent ions. 
Dimérisation of the univalent ion causes deviations a t  p B 
2— 10. L. J . J.

Raman spectrum of /«-diphenylbenzene. S. K. Mukerji and 
J. A. Aziz (Phil. Mag., 1941, [vii], 31, 231— 239).—The R am an 
spectrum  of molten >k-C0H 4P1i2 resembles th a t of the o-com
pound (A., 1938, I, 555). W ith A 4358 as the exciting line, 
filtered through conc. NaNOa solution, the continuous spec
trum  due to  fluorescence is much reduced, and 27 new Ram an 
lines were observed. The m ost prom inent frequency is a t 
1309 cm .-1, and  is the characteristic frequency due to  thé 
C-C binding of the C6H„ rings. This is also present in P h 2 
and in o-C6H 4Ph,, b u t is absent in C6H„. Another strong 
frequency is a t  1597 cm.-1, and is due to  th e  C.C linking. 
The spectrum  is discussed in connexion w ith the  spectra of
C{H „  P h 2, and o-C6H 4P h2. A. J . M.

Raman spectra of some ethers containing one or more 
phenyl groups. Mi J. M urray and F . F. Cleveland (J. Chem. 
Physics, 1941, 9, 129:—132).—R am an frequencies and their 
relative intensities and depolarisation factors are recorded 
for PhO Pr“, PhO Bu“, CH2Ph-O Et, CH2Ph-OBu“, and 
(CH2Ph)20 . Intense frequencies, characteristic of P h  groups, 
with" const, vais, in  the series are 618, 1001, 1029, 1156, 
1170, 1588, 1604, and 3058 cm .-1 The frequency 2911 cm .-1, 
which is strong for the compounds containing Pr or Bu
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groups, appears to be more characteristic of the C chain 
than  of the Me group (cf. Fox and Martin, A., 1940, I, 282) 
The frequencies 440, 900, and 1125 cm.-1 m ay be character
istic of the C-O-C linking. j .  \y . s.

Scattering of light and relaxation phenomena in liquids.
E. Gross (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .It.S .S ., 1940, 28, 786— 
791).—The region of continuous spectrum  of light scattered 
by liquids, term ed the Rayleigh line background, has been 
investigated. The causes responsible for it  differ from those 
which give rise to  the wings, and i t  is ^phenom enon charac
teristic of the liquid sta te . I t  is quite distinct from the 
rotational Ram an spectrum, and cannot be attribu ted  to 
free ro tation  of mols. in the liquid. I t  is more probably 
due to  changes in orientation of mols. which are optically 
anisotropic. The effect is considered in relation to  Debye’s 
theory of therm al waves, and the conception of a  relaxation 
tim e is introduced. Theory shows th a t this should be iden
tical w ith the relaxation time used by Debye in the theory 
of dielectric properties of liquids in high-frequency fields. 
The intensity  of the background should depend on the 
optical anisotropy of the mols., its ex ten t in the spectrogram 
of the scattered light being determined by v , tem p., and size 
of mols. This is in agreement w ith experiment. A. J . M.

Constitution oi zinc beryllium silicate phosphors. G. R.
Fonda (J. Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 282—288).—Experim ents 
have been carried ou t to  show th a t the incorporation of Be in 
the Zn2S i04 lattice is hindered on the one hand by the lim it
ation in  the m utual solubility of Be2S i04 and Zn2S i04 as a 
result of which fluorescence changes are confined to  the 
composition range within which a  homogeneous solution 
exists, and on the other hand  by the natural sluggishness of 
th e  diffusion of oxides through the silicate layers which 
surround the reacting partic les.' The solubility of Be„Si04 
in Zn2S i04 is decreased in presence of Mn. The fluorescence 
intensity  of Zn-Be phosphors decreases linearly w ith increase 
in Be content until a crit. concn. is reached, after which the 
intensity falls off irregularly. Fluorescence is essentially a 
function of the double silicate and is not appreciably affected 
by the pure Be2S i04 phase which acts more or less as a 
diluent up to  the crit. concn. referred to. C. R. H.

Behaviour of willemite under electron bombardment. E. R.
Piore and G. A. M orton ( / .  A ppl. Physics, 1940, 11, 153—
157).— A method of measuring p.d. between a  willemite 
screen under electron bom bardm ent and the accelerating 
electrode is described. Under scanning bom bardm ent, the 
screen potential shows local variations of the order of 
thousands of v., varying w ith , scanning frequency and c.d.
1 he light intensity is cc a power 1 of the accelerating 
voltage. l  J. J

Origin of radiation of long and short duration in phosphors 
with an organic activator. V. L. Levschin and V. N. Tugarinov 
(Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .It.S .S ., 1940, 28, 115— 119).— 
The dependence of the in tensity  of fluorescence I ,  and of 
phosphorescence Ip of a  phosphor showing both  phenomena 
on the in tensity  I t of exciting radiation is discussed. I .  
tends to  saturation, as I e is increased. I f  the same centres 
are responsible for fluorescence as for phosphorescence, I ,  
m il also tend  to  saturation  w ith increasing I e, b u t if different 
centres are effective, I j  will continue to  increase w ith I ,  after 
h  «as reached saturation. The variation of I ,  and l v w ith 
I ,  for uranine-HjBO;, phosphors has been measured. A t 
vals. of I ,  sufficient to  produce saturation  in I .  continues 
to  increase w ith I I t  is concluded th a t  different centres 
are responsible for fluorescence and phosphorescence.

Second-order colours. A. Porai-Koschitz and C. Moerder
(Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 139— 143).__
The theory of S trauss and Zeime (A., 1913, i, 992) th a t the 
anomalous colour change of dyes, apparent movement of 
absorption bands to  shorter AA on increase of mol. wt. or 
introduction of a second auxochrome in the o- or ^-position, 
is due to  simultaneous movement to  longer AA of two absorp
tion bands (from ultra-violet to  visible and from visible to 
near infra-red respectively) has been tested  by an  investig
a tion  of the infra-red spectrum  of some dyes showing such 
anomalous colour change. No bands in  th e  near infra-red 
have been observed in the spectra of those compounds in 
which anomalous colour change has taken place on increase 
of mol. wt. or introduction of a second auxochrome.

O. D. S.

Fluorescence of aqueous solutions of rare earth salts. I. 
Fluorescence of aqueous solutions of terbium. A. Seidel J 
Larionov, and A. Filippov (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 
67— 77).—The fluorescence of solutions of Tb sulphate) 
chloride, and bromide has been investigated. The optim um  
region of excitation is between 210 and 230 m/i. The fluores
cence consists of seven narrow bands of AA 681, 670, 648, 621 
589, 544, and 488 mfi. The wave nos. of the bands agree 
w ith the hypothesis th a t the fluorescence is due to  transitions 
from a single term  of the 4 /8 configuration to  all the com
ponents of the ground term  ’F 6r 6, 4, 3, „  1( „ of Tb iv. The 
fluorescence shows an appreciable afterglow lasting >0-001 
sec. The fluorescence m ay be used for the analytical deter
mination of Tb. o . D. S.

Spectra of fluorescence and absorption of complex molecules.
D. Blochintzev (/. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 117— 124).— 
M athematical, lh e  relation between the absorption and the 
fluorescence spectrum of a complex mol. is investigated. 
The "  law of m irror images ” (A., 1931, 1351) would be 
expected to  hold a t  tem p. T  for the frequency range E/h, 
where E  is the average mol. energy a t  tem p. T. O. D. S.

Fluorescence, phosphorescence, and photochemistry of dyes.
J. Franck and  R. Livingston (J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 184__
190).— I t  is assumed th a t an  electronically excited dye mol. 
can pass, by in ternal conversion, to  the electronic ground 
sta te  of a reactive tautom eride, the endotherm ie reversion of 
th is tautom eride to th e  electronically excited sta te  of the 
original, mol. explaining the weak, tem p.-dependent phos
phorescence observed in  some systems. A lternatively, in  the 
presence of a reducing agent, the reactive tautom eride m ay 
yield a semiquinone. Most dye-sensitised photo-oxidations 
and the photo-bleaching of dyes by reducing agents can be ex
plained on this theory. The rapid reversible bleaching of 
chlorophyll can be explained by assuming th a t the tautom eride 
and a norm al mol. undergo a process of disproportionation.

J. W. S.
Possibility of interpreting phenomena of polarised lumin

escence using linear-oscillator model. VII. V. L. Levschin 
( / .  Physics, U .S.S R., 1939, 1, 265— 275).—All the experi- 
mental da ta  available on polarised luminescence can be 
satisfactorily  interpreted by the aid of a simple linear- 
oscillator model, formulae are deduced expressing polaris- 
ation as a function of tem p., A of exciting light, and viscosity 
of solvent. A. J .  M.
.Products of ionisation by electron impact in methyl and 

ethyl alcohol. C. S. Cummings and W. Bleakney (Physical 
Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 787— 792).—Using a  special all-m etal 
mass-spectrograph, 14 different ions in MeOH and 25 in 
E tO H  were observed. Appearance potentials and modes of 
dissociation were in  some cases determ ined. Ionisation 
potentials w ere: MeOH 10-8 and E tO H  11-3 v. In  each 
unambiguous in terpretation  the reaction requiring th e  least 
dissociation energy occurred. Results support the concept
of localised charge on the O atom  in certain complex ions

T>- ,  , , - N - M‘ B -ttessure of electronic gas and thermal conductivity of metals.
M. Sato (Set. Rep. Tôhoku, 1940, 29, 304— 314).—Theoretical 
and m athem atical. On the assum ption th a t  therm al con
ductiv ity  in m etals can be considered to  be derived from a 
pressure ¡»radient of electronic gas, it  is shown th a t con
ductiv ity  in m etals is a  sim ilar phenomenon to  th a t  in gases 
and follows th e  principles enunciated by Sommerfeld, Lorentz 
and Einstein. A R P  ’

Ionic mobilities in insulating liquids. A. G em ant (Physical
.? i f '  ,M ' 58, 904— 908).—M athem atical. A simple 

method is developed for com puting mobilities from con- 
ductiv ity -tim e curves obtam ed after application of a d.c. 
potential. The ionic radii and the concn. of the correspond
ing particles can  be calc, from th e  mobilities obtained. 
x\pplication of the m ethod to  some available da ta  for mineral 
oils gives ionic mobilities of **** 1 ()-7 cm. per sec. per v. per cm.

Thermodynamics o! irreversible processes, m .  Relativ- 
lstic theory of the simple fluid, n. A correction. C. E ckart 
[Phyncal Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 919—924, 924; cf. A., 1940, 
i i  406). II I . M athematical. Modifications consistent w ith 
th e  special theory of re la tiv ity  are introduced. T he first 
law  of therm odynam ics is shown to  be a scalar equation, 
and no t th e  fourth com ponent of th e  energy—m om entum  
principle.. Temp, and entropy are also shown to  be scalars.
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Simple relativistic generalisations of Fourier’s law  of heat 
conduction and of the laws of viscosity are obtained from 
the requirem ents of the second law. The accepted relativistic 
form of Ohm's law  is confirmed.

I I . A correction (cf. ibid.). N. M. B.
Light effect in chlorine under electrical discharge. S. S.

Joshi and V. N arasim han (Current Sci., 1940, 9, 535— 537).—  
Two phenomena (A and B) occur w ith Cl2 in  an  electric 
discharge and to  a smaller extent w ith m ixtures of H 2 and 
Cla, and of H a and HC1. A  refers to  the slow dim inution 
with tim e of the discharge current a t  a given applied poten
tia l; its recovery a fter discontinuing the currcnt and its 
"  ageing,” accelerated by light, show tim e lags. B  is instan
taneous and refers to  the dim inution of current on irradiation. 
The magnitudes, characteristics, and in terpretation  of both
phenomena are discussed. W. It. A.

Contact resistance oi semi-conductors. B. D avidov ( / .  
Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 167— 174).—M athematical. The 
space charge a t  the surface of a  semi-conductor due to  a 
contact p.d. between th e  sem i-conductor and the adjacent 
electrode will produce a  change in the concn. of free electrons 
or, in the case of a semi-conductor w ith positive-hole con
duction, of holes a t  the surface. The resulting field and 
contact resistances are calc. If  these resistances have the 
righ t sign a "  barrier-layer effect ” will be produced a t  the 
surface and will lead to  rectification. O. D. S.

Electrical conductivity o£ metals. J. Bardeen (J. A ppl. 
Physics, 1-940, 11, 88— 111).—A survey of current theory.

L. J . J.
Intermolecular sharing of hydrogen. E. B. R . Prideaux 

(Chem. and Ind ., 1941, 145— 146).— The physical properties of 
liquid m ixtures of monocarboxylic acids and N bases, and 
their solutions in C ,H #< indicate combination w ithout ionis
ation. This is possible, w ithout 5-covalent N, if a  co-ordinate 
link is formed between the N atom  as donor and the acid H 
atom  as acceptor. F. J . G.

Intermolecular sharing of hydrogen. G. E . Coates (Chem. 
and Ind., 1941, 185).—The occurrence of dicovalent H  in 
liquid salts of piperidine and aliphatic acids (cf. Prideaux, 
preceding abstract) is considered unlikely; first-order per
turbation calculations show th a t the H ~ ion is unstable with 
respect to  H  by 39.lcg.-cal. per g.-atom. Normal H-bond 
formation by resonance between R-COz-H , N H IR and
R-COj, H -N H :R  is possible. A. J . E . W.

Ferromagnetic domains and the magnetisation curve. 
W . F . Brown (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 11, 100— 172).—An 
account of the domain theory of ferromagnetism.

O. D. S.
Notation for the derivatives of the two types o! line integral 

in thermodynamics. G. Tunell J .  Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 
191— 192).—I t  is suggested th a t differentials of functions 
(e.g., work and heat) which depend on the p a th  through which 
a system passes should be presented w ith a  subscript indicat
ing the plane in which the line integral is being differentiated, 
e.g., (dW ldT )s. J .  W. S.

Kinetics of phase change. HI. Granulation, phase change, 
and microstructure. M. Avrami (J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 
177— 184; cf. A„ 1940, I, 122, 223).—M athematical. The 
au tho r’s theory is generalised and i t  is shown th a t a  com
prehensive description of the phenomena of phase change 
m ay be summarised in phase change, grain no., and micro
structure formula: or diagrams, giving the transform ed vol., 
grain, and microstructure densities, respectively, as a function 
of time, tem p., and other variables. J . W. S.

Theory of van der Waals molecules. R . H eller (J. Chem. 
Physics, 1941, 9, 154— 163).—The m utual potential between 
two norm al sta te  atom s or groups forming a  van der W aals 
mol. can be expressed in the form K(7f) =  /le-K/P — cJR *  — 
Cj¡R% — c3IR10 — Ci/R12, where A  and p are positive consts. 
and R  is the variable distance between th e  centres of positive 
charge. Using th is function, th e  vibrational wave nos. and 
energies of dissociation of HgHe, HgNe, HgA, HgKr, HgXe, 
Hg2, (Ot)„  and (NO), in  th e  normal s ta te  are calc. W ith 
p — 0-28 A. satisfactory agreem ent is obtained w ith experi
m ental da ta  excepting for (NO)s, in which the  binding is 
p robably  pa rtly  due to  first-order a ttrac tive  forces.

J . W. S.

Coriolis perturbations and molecular dimensions in germane, 
GeH,. T. Y. W u (J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 195).—The dis
crepancy between th e  observed structure of the v, fundam ental 
of GeH4 and the structure calc, by M urphy (A., 1940, I, 94) 
is a ttribu ted  to  the  use of a  low val. of the m om ent of 
inertia (I). Assuming pure valency and deformation forces 
in  th e  mol., and from the observed val. of Av„ the calc. val. 
of I  is 9-77 x  10-40 g.-cm. instead of 7-0 g.-cm. as calc, from 
Ai>3 and A>v This val. leads to  a Gc—H  distance 1-49 A., in 
accord w ith th e  Si—H  distance in SiH4. J . W. S.

Relation between structure and free energy of organic 
molecules. P. F . Bruins and J. D. Czarnecki (Ind. ting. 
Chem., 1941, 33,201—203).—The free energy (AF°) equation 
for th e  form ation of a  C-H  bond is obtained by  dividing by  
4 th e  AF° equation for th e  formation of CH4. From  the 
former equation and the AF° equation for the form ation of 
C8H 18, the AF° equation for the formation of a C-C bond 
can be obtained. Continuing the process the AF° equations 
for the formation of C =C , C-Me, C-OH, C-CHO, and C-COaH 
bonds can be similarly obtained. Unlike equations w ritten  
in term s of the no. of C atom s, these bond equations can be 
used in more than  one series of hydrocarbons. The equations 
are sufficiently accurate for m ost engineering problems.

C. R. H.
Surface tension. R . C. Brown (Physical Soc. ,Rep. Progr. 

Physics, 1940, 7, ISO— 194).—A progress report. W. J.
Surface energy and surface entropy. A. Ferguson and E . J. 

Irons (Proc. Physical Soc., 1941, 53, 182— 185).—The to ta l 
molar surface energy AE  and m olar surface entropy AS, 
when defined by  AE  — y. — Tdy/dT  and AS =  —dfi/dT, 
where ¡j. is free m olar surface energy, are consts. independent 
of tem p., and are connected by Tc . AS =  AE, where Tc is 
the crit. tem p. AE, so defined, is identified w ith E 0, the  
zero val. of th e  m olar surface energy of the supercooled 
liquid. Calc, and experim ental da ta  for 23 liquids are 
tabu lated  and plotted. N . M. B.

Nuclear gyromagnetic ratios o£ the chlorine isotopes. E . F.
Shrader, S. Millman, and P . Kusch (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 
58, 925).—The mol.-beam magnetic resonance method is 
applied to  LiCl prepared from HC1 enriched to  ~ 5 0 %  in 
•.’Cl. (cf. A., 1940, I, 428), and th e  resonance min. obtained 
confirm the previously assigned g vals 35C1 (0-546) and 3,C1 
(0-454) (cf. A., 1939, I, 590). Assuming 5/2 for the spin of 
37C1, the m om ent is 1-135 nuclear magnetons. N. M. B.

III.—CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.
Formation of true X-ray images by reflexion on crystal 

mirrors. L. von H&mos (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 17— 29).— 
The use of a  cylindrically ben t crystal as a  m irror forming 
real images of AT-ray sources is described. The conditions of 
formation, magnification, and distortion of the  image are 
considered for a  point or plane source coplanar w ith the 
cylinder axis and th e  centre of the reflecting surface. The 
image quality  is best when the source is on or near the 
cylinder axis. The effect of geometrical- aberration on the 
resolving power is relatively small, and m ay be diminished 
by reducing the aperture of the mirror, bu t th e  chrom atic 
aberration is ~ 0 - l%  of the crystal radius, even w ith typical 
"  monochromatic ’’ AT-radiation. A. J , E . W.

Characteristic elastic vibrations of crystals under mixed 
boundary conditions. H . Wierzejewski (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 
94—-116).—The Som m erfeld-O rtvay m ethod of determ ining 
characteristic vibrations (cf. A nn. Physik, 1913, [iv], 42, 745) 
is developed by resolution of the  vibrations into superposed 
trains of plane elastic waves. The nature  of these waves in 
an infinite crystal is considered, and the conditions of reflexion 
are examined for a  crystal w ith a  single plane boundary and 
a  cryst. p late. The theory  is then  extended to  crystals of 
different sym m etry types. A. J . E . W.

Line broadening of deformed metals. U. Dehlinger and A. 
Kochendorfer (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 134— 148).—Vals. of the 
width of th e  D ebye-Scherrer lines of Cu foil of different 
degrees of rolling (R% ) are recorded graphically. The effects 
of lattice deformations and grain-size (A =  ~ 4 0 0  A. for all R  
vals.) are resolved; o ther effects are excluded by the method 
of m easurem ent (cf. A., 1938, I, 127). L attice deformations 
of cosine form, which m ay vary  rapidly w ith a  period of 
~ 2 A  or so slowly th a t they  are sensibly homogeneous w ithin
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each particle, cause a  continuous displacement of the lines, 
the max. val., which defines the  edges of the line, being oc 
the Bragg angle. The separate effects of rapidly and slowly 
changing deformations can be resolved only by measurements 
of other properties (e.g., magnetic coercive force). The max. 
change of lattice const, increases rapidly w ith Ii up to R  =  30 
and then more slowly to  ~ 0 -2 %  a t  i i  =  100, corresponding 
w ith a bending am plitude of ~ 0 T A . The tensions caused 
by the deformations are —40— 50 kg. per sq. mm.

A. J. E. W.
Line broadening by lattice distortions oí cosine form. A.

Kochendôrfer (Z . Krist., 1939, 101, 149— 155; cf. preceding 
abstract).-—-The variations of in tensity  and form of D ebye- 
Scherrer lines due to  la ttice  deformations of cosine form are 
examined theoretically. The deformations produce a sp lit
ting of each line into two symmetrically-disposed components, 
o f which th e  form and separation are considered for deform
ation regions of different size ranges. A. J . E . W.

Intensity distribution in Debye-Scherrer lines. F. Lihl (Z. 
Krist., 1939, 101, 193— 229).—The intensity  distribution in 
monochromatic D ebye-Scherrer lines, photographed under 
given conditions, is discussed in' relation to  the geometry of 
the apparatus and absorption in the specimen, the effects of 
which are specified by a “ geometrical factor,” G. Formulas 
are derived by which th e  intensities for any diffraction angle 
can be calc, for a  specimen having high or very low absorp
tion ; da ta  for a specimen of given absorption coeff. can be 
derived graphically. Typical intensity  distribution curves 
for single lines are given. A. J . E . W.

Interpretation of Laue photographs in terms of the reciprocal 
lattice. Correction. C. C. Murdock (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 
271 ; cf. A., 1938,1, 500). A. J . E . W.

Diffuse reflexion of X-rays. G. D. Preston (Nature, 1941, 
147, 358— 359).—The formula derived by Jauncey (A., 1941, 
1, 102) and the geometrical significance of F axén’s formula 
are discussed. The physical in terpretation  of the la tte r  is 
th a t the surfaces of const, intensity  surrounding the Bragg 
points are spheres. The p a tte rn  given by  A1 (A., 1939, I, 
553) conforms to  this rule, and verifies Faxén’s formula.

L. S. T.
Crystallographic calculations and constructions with the 

reciprocal lattice. W. F. de Jong and J . Bouman (Z. Krist., 
1939, 101, 317— 330; cf. A., 1938, I, 234, 299, 004, 644; 
1939, I, 306; 1940, I, 100).— A detailed account of the pro
perties, construction, and use of the reciprocal lattice, illus
tra ted  by typical calculations for babingtonite and gypsum.

A. J . E. W.
Calculation of generalised lattice potentials. G. Molière (Z. 

Krist., 1939, 101, 383—388).—M athematical. A general
isation of Ew ald’s method (ibid., 1921, 56, 129), by which 
generalised Madelung consts. (cf. A., 1939, I, 515) can be 
calc., is developed. A. J . E. W.

X-Ray study of “  crystalline boron.” F. H alla and R. 
Weil (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 435—450; cf. A., 1939, I, 185 and 
Náray-Szabó, A., 1937, I, 16).— A detailed exam ination of 
specimens of the " graphite-like " form of A1B12, obtained 
from pure A1 and from reguli containing much Cu, shows the 
existence of tw o modifications, for which full morphological 
and crystallographic data, including reciprocal lattices, are 
given. From  rotation  and Weissenberg X-radiogram s, the 
monoclinic modification (I) has a 8-50,, b 10-98 A.; the 
crystallographic measurements are referred to  a  face-centred 
cell w ith all faces occupied, which has c 9-40 a ., 0 110° 54', 
bu t the true  un it cell, containing 4 mois., has only one face 
filled, w ith o' 7-37„ a., 0 ' 143° 29', V  410 0 cu. a . ;  p 2-577; 
space-group C|*— C2/m, C l— Cm, or C§— C2. Modification
(II) is tetragonal-pseudocubic, w ith a 10-28, c 14-30 a. (te tra
gonal), or a 14-50, c 14-30 a . (pseudocubic) ; V  1512 cu. a .; 
p 2-660; 16 mois, in un it cell; space-group Cf—74,, D \— 
P 4 32,, or D \—P 4 ,2 ,. Comparison of structural da ta  w ith 
analyses shows th a t the lattice of (II) has a  deficit of ~ 1 2  
atom s per 16 mois. ; the weaker binding of electrons which 
form linkings across the gaps causes strong light absorption. 
The colour of black diamonds m ay have a  sim ilar cause. 
The region of homogeneity of A1B12 extends considerably to  
the B side of th is composition. A. J . E . W.

Oxide phases with a defect oxygen lattice. L. G. Sillén and
B. AuriviUius (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 483— 495 ; cf. A„ 1939, I, 
412).— B y  X -ray  analysis, the tetragonal PbO -B i2Ó3 phase

(homogeneity range Pb  29— 53 a t.-%  of m etal atoms) has 
a 4-05— 3-96, c 4-90—5-19 A. (33—53 a t.-%  Pb) ; p 9-33—
9-29 (33—50 a t.-%  Pb) ; 2 m etal atom s in un it cell ; space- 
group D \h—P4/nmin. R otation  and W eissenberg photo
graphs show a superstructure involving a 6-fold increase in a. 
The m etal atom  positions, which form a distorted cubic face- 
centred lattice, are derived by inspection of intensities ; the 
possible O atom  positions in the 1 full "  (M 02) structure are 
fixed by space-filling considerations, and the param eters con
firmed by calc, intensities. The rhom bohedral S r0 -B i20 3 
phase (14— 26 a t.-%  Sr) has a prim itive cell w ith a 9-63—• 
'9-80 A., a 23-8—23-4°, or a  trip ly  prim itive hexagonal cell 
w ith a 3-97, c 28-06—28-59 a . ;  p 8-09—7-45 w ith 14-6—25 
at.-%  S r; 3 m etal atom s in un it cell; space-group D$d— 
TîShî. D etails of the “ full ” , structure, which has a layer 
lattice, are given. In  both  phases the actual O atom  positions 
are obtained by removal of the appropriate no. of O from the 
" f u l l ” struc tu re ; the missing atom s appear to  be evenly 
distributed  over the possible types of la ttice  position. The 
m etal atom  lattice  is the stabilising factor in  the structure. 
The homogeneity lim its do no t correspond w ith  rational 
compositions. A. J . E . W.

Crystal structure of strontium bromide. M. A. Kam erm ans 
(Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 406—411).—Three modifications of 
SrB r2 have been obtained. Evaporation of a  solution of 
anhyd. SrBr2 in E tO H  a t  >40-5° affords needle crystals, for 
which ro tation  X -radiogram s give a rhombic u n it cell, con
tain ing 4 mois., w ith  a 9-20, b 11-43, c 4-3 a . (needle axis); 
Pcaic. 3-65; pol>,. 3-8 ; space-group Pbmn—D ll. At. para
meters derived by inspection of intensities arc confirmed by 
calc, in tensity  vais. The structure is sim ilar to  th a t  of 
PbB r,. A. J . E . W.

Crystal chemistry of the silicates. I. Nâray-Szabô ( / .  
Hung. Chem. Soc., 1940, 1, No. 3, 1— 4).— A review of th e  
developm ent of crystal chem istry in general and  of structure 
of the silicates in particular, w ith description of theories by 
H aiiy, Bravais, Laiie, Goldschmidt, and Bragg. E. V. A.

Crystal structure of NiaTi and Si2Ti ; two new types. F .
Laves and H . J . W allbaum  (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 78—-93 ; cf. 
A., 1940, I, 67).—Powder X -radiogram s and ro ta tion  photo
graphs show th a t  N ijTi has a 5-096, c 8-304 a ., c/a  1-630; 4 
mois, in  un it cell; p 7-80; space-group jDj*. The structure  
is a  modification of hexagonal close packing such th a t if 
A B A B .  . and A B C A B C . . denote the arrangem ents of layers 
in true  hexagonal and cubic close-packing, respectively, the 
arrangem ent in  N i3Ti is A B A C A B A C . . . Each T i adjoins 
6 Ni in  the sam e layer and 3 N i in  each ad jacent layer. 
Si2Ti has a 8*236, b 4-773, c (pseudohexagonal) 8-523 a. ; 8 
mois, in u n it cell; p 4-02; space-group D l\. Si2T i has a  
rhom bically deformed diam ond la ttice ; each Ti adjoins 6 Si 
in the same layer, b u t is in con tac t w ith only 2 Si in each 
adjacent layer. At. param eters and in terdistances are tab u l
ated  for both structures. The particles in Si2Ti powder show 
a strong tendency to  assume a  preferred orientation, which 
is prevented by embedding the powder in  a syn thetic  resin. 
The structures are compared w ith those of Mg2Cd, N i3Sn, 
SijMo, and Si,W . A. J .  E . W.

Unit cell and space-group of cæsium cupric chloride. D. P.
Mellor (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 160— 161).— Laue and oscillation 
photographs show th a t the orthorhom bic u n it cell of Cs2CuCl4, 
containing 4 mois., has a  9-69, b 12-33, c 7-58 A.; p 3-42; 
space-group D]%— Pnam  (or possibly Cl,). CssCuCI4 is no t 
stric tly  isomorphous w ith (NMe4)2CuCl4. The la tte r  has 
a 12-11, b 15-50, c 9-05 a . ;  p 1-38; 4 mois, in  u n it cell; 
space-group probably D \\— Pnam. A. J .  E . W.

Crystal structure of scandium trifluoride. W . Nowacki (Z. 
Krist., 1939, 101, 273— 283).— Powder X -radiogram s show 
ScF3 to  have a 5-667, c 7-017 a., c/a 1-24 (hexagonal axes), 
or a 4-022 a ., a 89° 34-5' (rhombohedral axes) (cf. A., 1939, 
I, 64) ; pctc. 2-59 ; p„b,. 2-52. The structure  contains 1 Sc 
a t  (000) and 3 F  a t  ( \ x x f ^ ) ,  w ith  x  — 0-025— 0-030. ^ a c h  
Sc is surrounded by 6 F  in  a slightly deformed octahedral 
configuration. The F— F distance is now given as 2-72—
2-70 a . W ith  slight idealisation th e  structure  corresponds 
w ith the idealised W 0 3 ty p e ; i t  resembles the structures of 
FeF 3, CoF 3, R hF 3, and P dF 3 (cf. W ooster, A., 1933, 214) 
more closely than  th a t of A1F3. A. J . E . W.

Crystal structure of thallous sulphide, T12S. J. A. A.
K etelaar and E . W. G orter (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 367—375).
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—Powder, rotation, and oscillation photographs indicate 
th a t T12S has a  hexagonal u n it cell, containing 27 mols., 
w ith  a 12-20, c 1847 a ., c/a 1-490; pcaic. 8-39; p0bS. 8-40; 
space-group Cj—i?5. Considerations of packing, cleavage, 
and in tensity  grouping of the  -X-ray lines show th a t the 
structure, w ith slight idealisation, is  of the layered P b l2 (C6) 
ty p e ; i t  is closely related to  the structure of a-Tl. At. 
param eters and interdistances, which are in accord w ith the 
Goldschmidt a t. radii, are tabulated . A. J . E . W.

Crystal structure of TISe, thallous thallic or thallosic selen- 
ide. J . A. A. K etelaar, W. H . t ’H art, M. Moerel, and D. 
Polder (Z . K rist., 1939, 101, 396—405).—From  rotation, 
oscillation, and powder X-radiograms, the tetragonal un it 
cell of TISe contains 8 mols. and has a 8-02, c 7-00 A., c/a
0-873; pcaio, 8-31; pobf. 8-175; space-group £>]*• A general 
study  of the observed X -ray  intensities gives a t. param eters, 
which are confirmed by calc, in tensity  vals. The structure 
shows th a t TISe should be form ulated TlJjTimScj]. The 
TlnI and Se atom s are covalently linked to  form chains of 

Sev Se.. /S c \
tetrahedra, V riC  >Tl<f \T 1  . . ., which lie parallel 

S e /  N S e /  \ S e /  
to  the c-axis. E ach  T1‘ ion is surrounded by 8 Se. Tl2Se 
and TISe are the only interm ediate phases in the system  
Tl-Se. A. J . E. W.

Magnetic anisotropy of cupric selenate pentahydrate. A.
Mookherji and M. T. Tin (Z. K rist., 1939, 101, 412— 417).— 
M agnetic anisotropy vals. (for method of m easurem ent cf. 
A., 1937, I, 20) are recorded for different orientations of the 
crystal. C uSe0,,5H„0 has nearly uniaxial magnetic sym
m etry, w ith th e  axis parallel to  the direction of min. x- The 
principal susceptibilities are a 1140, j3 1410, y 1420 X 10-° 
c.g.s. un its  a t  28°; the directions of the m agnetic axes are 
determined. A. J . E . W.

Crystal structure of hydrated potassium chlorostannite.
H. Brasseur and A. de Rassenfosse (Z. K rist., 1939, 101, 
389—395; cf. Cox et al., 1937, I, 118).— From analysis of 
oscillation X-radiograms, the orthorhombic u n it cell of 
K 2SnCl4,H20 , containing 4 mols., has a 8-21, b 12-05, c 9-10 a . ; 
p 2-583 ; space-group —Pbnm. Complete a t. param eters, 
derived from a F ourier-Patterson-H arker diagram  for z  — 0, 
are given. S n C l/' groups do no t exist as such in  the struc
ture, since each Sn is surrounded by 6 Cl in  a  nearly regular 
octahedron; the octahedra share edges parallel to  (001) and 
extend in columns parallel to the c-axis. A. J . E . W.

Space-group of 1 : 3 :  5-trinitrobenzene crystal. S. L.
Chorghade (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 376—382).—R otation  and 
oscillation photographs show th a t the orthorhom bic u n it cell, 
containing 16 mols., has a 12-77, b 26-97, c 9-74 A.; p 1-69; 
space-group Qla (Pcab). Indexed estim ated intensities are 
given. A. J ,  E . W.

Crystal structure of chloranil. S. L. Chorghade (Z. Krist.,
1939, 101, 418—424).—-From rotation  X-radiograms, the 
monoclinic prism atic crystals of C60 2C14 have a 8-77, b 5-78, 
c 17-05 a ., 0 103-5°; p 1-933; 4 mols. in un it cell; space- 
group P 2 t /a (CSi). Indexed visually-estim ated intensities 
are tabulated. The structure  has pseudo-ortliorhombic sym
m etry w ith (201) as a plane of sym metry, in accordance 
w ith magnetic da ta  (Banerjee, A., 1939, I, 409).

A. J . E. W.
X-Ray crystallography and chemistry o£ the steroids. J. D.

Bernal, (Miss) D. Crowfoot, and I. Fankuchen (Phil. Trans.,
1940, A, 239, 135— 182).— The X -ray crystallography of 87 
derivatives is surveyed : 38 of the cholesterol series [5 hydro
carbons, 1 monoketone, 8 (O H )5 -p o ly h y d ro x y -  and keto- 
compounds, 5 ethers, 6 mono- and 8 poly-halogen, deriv
atives], 14 of the ergosterol series (2 hydrocarbons, 6 mono-, 
and 4 poly-hydroxy-derivatives, and 2 maleic anhydride 
adducts), 15 photo-derivatives of ergosterol (6 lumisterol, 7 
calciferol, and 2 suprasterol derivatives), and 20 higher p lan t 
and anim al steroids [13 (OH) j-compounds, 5 acetates, and 2 
esters]. The un it cell size, space-group, and data  on the mor
phology and optics have been determined. Patterson pro
jections have been derived from intensities of the X -ray 
reflexions of the hOl planes for cholesteryl chloride, bromide, 
and chloride hydrochloride and prove th a t  the mols. are 
approx. lath-shaped, 20 X 7 x  4 a . Several different crvstal 
structures are encountered and a  general geometric classific
ation is a ttem p ted  which indicates th e  main groups of mono
clinic crystals. The crystallographic d a ta  are discussed in

their bearing on sp. chemical problems—characterisation and 
identification, mol. w t. determ inations, stereochem istry of 
the C skeleton, effect of substituents on the crystallography 
of th e  sterols, comparison of the crystallography of different 
monohydroxy-sterols. Calciferol shows certain differences 
from the characteristic sterol group and certain similarities 
which indicate th a t  the actual distribution of atom s in  the  
mol. resembles th a t  in  ergosterol. W. R. A.

X-Ray studies on tuberculin proteins.— See A., 1941, I I I ,  
386.

Isomorphism and miscibility of organic compounds. I. 
Isomorphous replacement of hydrogen, the hydroxyl, amino-, 
and methyl groups, and chlorine in the crystal lattice of 
naphthalene. A. N euhaus (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 177— 192). 
—D ata  for 2-C10H ,X  (X =  OH, N H 2, Me, Cl, respectively) 
are as follows: a 8-14, 8-60, 7-8, 7-65; b 5-92, 6-00, 5-98, 
5-93; c 18-2, 16-75, 18-6, 18-4 A.; jS 119° 48', ~115-5°, 
103° 16', ~ 1 0 3 ° ; V  761, 782, 844, ~ S 15  cu. a.; Pcllc. 1-249,
1-208, ~1-10, 1-326; pobs. 1-245, — ,1-103, 1-266. Certain 
in terplanar distances and morphological, goniometric, and 
optical da ta  are also given. Among the above compounds 
and C10H 8 the only pair for which true isomorphism is estab
lished is 2-C10H,Me and -C10H-C1, so th a t  th e  effects of the 
substituents on the cell dimensions cannot be compared. 
The structures differ in the angle between the longer mol. 
axis and the c-axis. A. J . E . \V.

Zinc oxide smoke. G. D. Preston (Nature, 1941, 147, 298). 
— A photograph, obtained by means of the electron micro
scope, confirms the finding th a t  some of the particles of ZnO 
smoke are in the form of needles (cf. A., 1941, I, 104). The 
small crystals constituting the smoke are ~ 4 5 0 0  A. long and 
>450  a. th ick ; the apparen t length of the crystals is 
rem arkably uniform. L. S. T.

Molecular anisotropy of carbamide, and of related com
pounds. K. Lonsdale (Proc. Roy. Soc., 1941, A, 177, 272— 
282).—The magnetic anisotropy of CO(NH2)2 was measured 
and compared w ith th a t of C 03"  and N O ./; the relatively 
large optical anisotropy shows th a t the N H 2 group is more 
polarisable than  the O ion. .X-Ray, magnetic, and optical 
observations show th a t carbam ide n itra te  (I) and oxalate (II), 
cyanuric acid dihydrate (III), and anhyd. cyanuric acid all 
crystallise in  layer structures; un it cell dimensions were 
determined. The m agnetic anisotropy of (I) and (II) is 
approx. additive bu t th a t of (III) is >  the val. for three 
CO(NH2)2 mols. I t  is concluded th a t although the mols. in 
each layer m ust be joined by H  bonds th e  links between 
successive layers are no t necessarily H  bonds. G. D. P.

New method of obtaining the N  pattern of electron diffraction.
S. Yamaguchi (Nature, 1941, 147, 296).— N  p a tterns are 
obtained from films prepared by  allowing chemical reactions 
to  take place under controlled conditions. A th in  film of 
H 20  or 12N-HC1 is first obtained by immersing and w ith
drawing P t wire gauze in the solution. Such films are 
brought in to  contac t w ith clean K  or Ca which give on the 
gauze films of K H C 03 or CaCl2,2H 20  suitable for transm ission 
electron diffraction experiments. P atterns for single crystals 
of these two substances are reproduced; th a t  for KHCOa 
gives a 15-4 and b 5-72 a., compared w ith  a0 15-01 and b0 
5-69 a . given by  X -rays. L. S. T.

Magnetic and other properties of the free electrons in 
graphite. N. Ganguli and K . S. K rishnan (Proc. Roy. Soc., 
1941, A, 177, 168—182).— G raphite crystals have a large 
free-electron diam agnetism  directed alm ost wholly along the  
hexagonal axis. In  th e  tem p, range 90— 1270° k . the d ia
magnetism  per C atom  is found to  be equal to  the Landau 
diam agnetism  of a free electron gas obeying Ferm i-D irac 
sta tistics and having a degeneracy tem p, of 520° K. I t  is 
concluded th a t  there is one free electron per C atom  in 
graphite closely bound to  a basal layer b u t free to  m igrate 
in th a t layer. The result is considered in term s of the 
Brillouin zones of the graphite crystal. G. D. P.

Temperature variation of magnetic anisotropy of a bismuth 
crystal. W. J. John (Z. Krist., 1939, 101, 337—344).—The 
principal susceptibilities of a 99-998% pure Bi crystal parallel 
and perpendicular to  the trigonal axis are xu =  —1-05 x 
10-* and Xx =  —1-45 X 10~e a t  27°. The anisotropy (x„ — 
Xx), measured directly by  K rishnan and Banerjee's method 
(A., 1935, 924), decreases linearly w ith tem p, from 0-402 x  
10-* a t  27° to  0-09 X 10~6 a t  260°; i t  then rem ains approx.
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const, up to  the m.p., 271-1°, A less pure specimen has 
Xu — Xx =  0-43—0-135 x  10-6 a t  27—200°, w ith a rapid 
fall near the m .p., 270°. A. J . E . W.

Magnetic texture and magneto-elastic hysteresis. M. Decht- 
ja r  (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 159— 160; cf. A., 1939, I, 
309).—The change in susceptibility of undeformed crystals 
of m eteorite ferro-nickel Fe (Ni 8, Co 0-5%) after dem agnet
isation  under tension has been investigated. The effect is 
m ost marked a t low field strengths. H ysteresis curves show
ing the change in  in tensity  of m agnetisation w ith applied 
force for normal crystals and for those demagnetised under 
tension have been obtained and are correlated w ith the 
domain theory of ferro-magnetism. O. D. S.

Anisotropy oi hysteresis in ferromagnetic single crystals.
H. J . S. Schur (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1940, 2, 5— 10; cf. A., 
1938, I, 182).—The invalid ity  of previous investigations of 
the anisotropy of hysteresis in single crystals is demonstrated. 
The anisotropy of the coercive force (Ht) is measured for a 
no. of single-cryst. discs of Si steel, cu t w ithout mechanical 
deform ation and annealed w ith magnetic shielding. The 
results show (a) considerable anisotropy of H c, (b) max. and 
min. vals. of H c dependent directly on the crystallography 
of the specimen, and (c) th a t  when the magnetic properties 
of th e  specimen are made worse the disposition of the max. 
and min. relative to  the crystallographic axes is maintained. 
In  order to  obtain commercial ferromagnetics w ith  the 
sm allest hysteresis losses i t  is considered th a t (i) the poly- 
cryst. m aterial should approach as closely as possible the 
single-cryst. s ta te , (ii) the tex ture  of the m aterial should be 
such th a t in  normal working conditions the magnetic field would 
lie along th e  direction in  which the energy of anisotropy is 
a  min., and (iii) the m aterial should possess large individual 
grain size. Calc, and experim ental vals. of H„ agree sa tis
factorily (cf. following abstract). W. R. A.

Theory of the technical magnetisation curve in ferromagnetic 
single crystals. Anisotropy of the coercive force. S. V.
Vonsovski ( / .  Physics, U .S.S .R ., 1940, 2, 11— 18).—A
general qual. explanation of th e  anisotropy of the coercive 
force, H e, in single-crystal discs of Fe is advanced. A quant, 
explanation of the anisotropy of min. vals. of H c is given. 
Existing experim ental da ta  are reviewed and compared w ith 
theory. W. R . A.

Energy of magnetic anisotropy and critical field of a ferro
magnetic cooled in a magnetic field. S. V.' Vonsovski ( / . 
Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1940, 2, 19—23).—The energy of magnetic 
anisotropy of ferromagnetics cooled in  (a) “ weak "  magnetic 
fields which give rise to  the inversion p a rt of the m agnet
isation curve and (b) “ strong ” fields to  which are a ttribu ted  
the p a rt of the curve corresponding w ith the ro tation  process 
have been calc, from existing theoretical da ta  (A., 1938, I, 
69). Theoretical expressions for the change in  m agnetisation 
work (A U) for polycrystals in "  strong ” and “ weak ’’ fields 
are deduced and for "  weak ” fields theoretical and experi
m ental vals. of AU are approx. equal. The influence of 
cooling in  a m agnetic field on th e  m agnitude of the critical 
field is calc. W. R . A.

Directional dependence of electrical conductivity. E. M.
Baroody (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 793— 804).—M athe
matical. From  th e  theory of conductivity  a provisional 
theory of directional dependence in  m etallic crystals is 
developed and applied to  simple models. N. M. B.

Crystal structure of Rochelle salt (sodium potassium tar
trate tetrahydrate, NaKCjH10 e,4H20). C. A. Beevers and W. 
Hughes (Proc. Roy. Soc., 1941, A, 177. 251— 259; cf. A., 1940,
I, 350).—The structure has been determ ined by  Fourier and 
Patterson analysis. In  th e  ta r tra te  mol. th e  four C atom s 
lie in one p lane; the rem aining atom s are so disposed th a t 
each half of the  mol. lies in  a plane inclined a t  60° to  the 
plane of the C atom s. The ta r tra te  mols. are bonded to  Na 
and K atom s both directly  and through the medium of H 20  
mols. Vals. of the cell param eters are given for th e  iso- 
morphous N H a N a and Rb N a salts. G. D. P.

Properties of Rochelle salt. IV. H. Mueller (Physical 
Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 805— 811; cf. A., 1940, I, 433).—A new 
class of effects, called morphic effects, arising when elastic 
s tra ins a lter the sym m etry of crystal structure, is considered. 
New coeffs., cc acting strains, introduced into the m atrix  of 
the coeffs. characterising the linear effects, give rise to  a 
series of new quadratic  effects in crystal physics. The

morphic effects are especially large in  Rochelle salt crystals, 
where they  are responsible for th e  so-called K err effect and 
a new type of irreversible piezoelectric effects which has been 
verified. The new effect creates irreversible norm al strains 
when the crystal is polarised in  the a direction, and spon
taneous contractions occur on cooling below th e  Curie point. 
The norm al stra ins are responsible for the anomalous therm al 
expansion and other anomalies, and also, it  is suggested, for 
the existence of the lower Curie point. N. M. B.

Nature of the anomalies of some properties of Rochelle salt 
and relation to the polymorphism. R. D. Shulvas-Sorokina 
(J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 299—307).—The p a r t played 
by the piezo-effect in determ ining the electro-optical and 
optical properties of, and the pyro-effect in, Rochelle sa lt (I) 
is discussed. The K err effect can be regarded as having its  
origin in  the piezo-effect, and on th is assum ption i t  is possible 
to  explain experim ental da ta  on th e  K err effect w ithout 
recourse to  the hypothesis of regions of spontaneous orient
ation. Crystals of (I) are composed of dipoles which are 
free to  ro tate . The effect of tem p, on the  electro-optical 
properties of the compound is discussed. The electro-optical 
effect is a  max. a t  the Curie point. A. J . M.

Tribo-electricity in wool and hair. A. J . P . M artin (Proc. 
Physical Soc., 1941, 53, 186—189).—W hen wool fibres (or 
hairs) are rubbed together, the sign of the tribo-electric 
charges produced depends on the sense of the rubbing. This 
effect is due to  the cuticle cells of the fibre, which are piezo- 
and pyro-electric. Pyro-electricity is absent or weak in  the 
cortical cells. N. M. B.

Reversal of rectification by heat in crystal contacts and its 
analogy to a thermoelectric phenomenon. M. A. E l Sherbini 
and Y. L. Yousef (Proc. Physical Soc., 1941, 53, 120— 125). 
—Using an air-therm ostat, experim ents oh bornite show 
reversal below 200° for voltages < 1  v. There is evidence of 
a  therm oelectric origin for the rectifying action.

N. M. B.
Magnetisation of matter by light. F. E hrenhaft and L . 

B anet (Nature, 1941, 147, 297; cf. A., 1940, I, 425; 1941, I, 
93).—Magnetic poles are induced in non-m agnetic and 
annealed pieces of Fe, placed perpendicularly to  the geo
magnetic field, by irradiation w ith u ltra-violet light. The 
poles were m ainly north  magnetic, and persisted for several 
days. A fter short periods of irradiation  th e  effect is local 
and on the surface; a fte r long periods, saturation  vals. are 
obtained. The characteristic of an induction coil w ith a Ffc 
core is changed by ultra-vio let irradiation. L. S. T.

Distribution of intensity of molecular diffusion of light in a 
crystal of non-uniform temperature. M. Leontovitsch (J. 
Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 397— 402).—The in tensity  dis
tribu tion  of th e  elastic waves of the Debye spectrum  of a 
crystal is calc., and the expression obtained is applied to  
th e  determ ination of the  in tensity  d istribution  of mole- 
cularly diffused light in an  infinite cryst. lam ina, the faces 
of which are a t  different tem p. L. J. J.

Diffusion of light in a crystal of non-uniform temperature.
G. Landsberg and A. Tschubin (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 
1, 403— 410).-—The in tensity -tem p. relation for molecularly 
diffused light in a quartz  crystal subjected to  a  tem p, gradient 
of 80° per cm. differs from th a t in a  uniformly heated  crystal 
by < 1 % . The lower lim it for the decay coeff. of am plitude 
for ultrasonic waves of frequency 2 x  1010 cycles per sec. is 
calc, as 0-75 cm.-1 L. J . J.

Conical refraction in naphthalene crystals. (Sir) C. V. 
Ram an, V. S. Rajagopalan, and T. M. K. N edungadi (Nature, 
1941, 147, 268).—W hen suitably cu t and m ounted, crystals 
of C10H S show the  phenom ena of conical refractioh. Photo
graphs are  reproduced. U nder conditions of perfect focus, 
the Poggendorf dark circle disappears. L. S. T.

Temperature-dependence of plastic deformation and creep.
J . Frenkel ( / .  Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1940, 2, 49— 54).—The 
Becker-Orowan theory  of p lastic slip (Creep) velocity as a 
function of tem p, is reviewed and an alternative theory, 
based on the assum ption th a t the lim it of e lasticity  of an 
ideal crystal la ttice  is zero, is advanced. A relaxation theory 
is given of creep, based on th e  assum ption th a t  the crystal 
la ttice  is d istorted  and accordingly hardened by  previous slip 
and re-integrated by gradual re tu rn  of th e  dislocated atom s 
to  regular positions. The dynam ics of the in te rm itten t creep 
under small stresses on th e  basis of an analogy between
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velocity-dependence of th e  lim it of e lasticity  and th a t of the 
friction coeff. of two solid surfaces are outlined. W. R. A.

Influence of the temperature of crystallisation on the melt
ing of crystalline rubber. N. Bekkedahl and L. A. Wood 
( / .  Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 193).— D ilatomctric measure
m ents indicate th a t the m elting range of cryst. rubber rises 
w ith the tem p. (6) a t  which crystallisation occurred. For 
9 =  0— 10°, fusion begins a t  ~ 4 °  above 0, and th is interval 
increases as 9 decreases. J . W. S.

Thermodynamical theory of the tensile strength of isotropic 
bodies. R. F iirth  [Proc. Roy. Soc., 1941, A, 177, 217— 227). 
—The tensile strength  of an isotropic body is expressed in 
term s of the elastic consts. and the la ten t heat of fusion. 
Good agreem ent w ith experim ental vals. is obtained.

G. D. P.
Theory of plastic deformation and twinning. J. Frenkel 

and T. Kontorova ( / .  Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 137— 149). 
—M athematical. The propagation of slip and tw inning in 
crystals is treated  as a  wave-like motion. For a  one-dimen
sional model, a  chain of elastically linked atom s slipping over 
a fixed chain, two types of wave-like m otion can occur : the 
propagation of small vibrations about equilibrium positions 
and a  slip wave in  which the  atom s move from one position 
of equilibrium to  another. The slip wave is propagated w ith 
a velocity approaching th a t of sound as its  energy is increased 
and does no t occur for energies <  a crit. val. W 0. The dam p
ing effect due to  the m otion of the atom s underlying the 
movable chain is considered and the theory is generalised for 
the  three-dimensional case. For a  no. of m etals those w ith 
high p lastic ity  are found to  have low vals. of W 0.

O. D. S.
Polymorphism of C18 unsaturated fatty acids. G. B.

Ravitsch, V. A. Volkova, and T. N. Kuzmina (Compt. rend. 
Acad. Sci. U .R .S.S., 1940, 29, 88— 90).—The existence of a 
modification of oleic acid w ith  m.p. 19—20-5° is established 
by  heating and cooling curves. This modification is obtained 
after the acid has been kep t a t  7— 9° for several days.

F . L. U.

IV.—PHYSICAL PROPERTIES O F  PURE SUBSTANCES.
Conductivity measurements on potassium halides. C. G.

Brennecke (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 2, 202— 207).—The elec
trical conductivity k of flat crystal plates of K B r and KC1 
has been measured a t  tem p, from 25° to  600°, and potential 
gradients of 0-05 to 0-90 kv. per cm. k a t  tem p. <50° is 
reduced by 15—25% after the first heating b u t then  remains 
const, and unchanged by further heating. Ohm’s law is 
obeyed. A t low tem p, the cu rren t I  decays w ith tim e t 
according to  I  — kt-"1 where k  and m  are consts. A t high 
tem p. I  is const, for all vals. of t. For K B r k varies w ith 
temp. T  according to  —Ar~BT, where A  and B  are consts. 
The derived activation  energy is 24-5±0-5 kg.-cal. per mol. 
For KCI the same law is obeyed b u t the vals. of the  consts. 
A  and B  change sharply a t  a  transition  po in t a t  ~ 200°. 
The activation energy for the region above th e  transition  
point is 45-8±0-2 kg.-cal. per mol. O. D. S.

Absorption of ultrasonic waves in air and in monatomic 
gases. E. J. Pum per (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 411— 
430).—Measurements of the absorption coeff. (a) of air, A, 
and H e a t  OT— 1 atm . pressure, for ultrasonic waves of 
379— 951-6 kilocycles per sec., are described. Non-uniformity 
of the  ultra-acoustic field causes large deviations from the 
theoretical relation a \7p  =  const. I t  is shown how such 
non-uniformities can be allowed for. For the above gases, 
a t  atm . pressure, aX2 =  0-00026, 0 00022, and 0-00066, 
respectively. Existing d a ta  of earlier workers are critically 
reviewed. L. j .  j .

Absorption of sound in solids. A. Achieser (J. Physics, 
U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 277—287).—The absorption of sound in 
dielectrics is considered theoretically. The absorption coeff. 
is independent of tem p, if the la tte r  is high, b u t a t  low tem p, 
i t  is inversely oc tem p. ■ The absorption coeff. is oc square 
of frequency in  both cases. The effect of therm al conduct
iv ity  on absorption of sound has also been investigated.

A. J. M.
Absorption of sound in metals. A. Achieser (J. Physics, 

U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 289— 298).—Theoretical. The absorption 
coeff. of sound in  m etals is shown to  be oc tem p. (T) a t  high 
tem p., and oc T~^ a t  low tem p. A. J. M.

Velocity of sound in quartz. K. Vulfson [Compt. rend. 
Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 792— 793).—The velocity of 
sound in  quartz  varies considerably w ith direction, and vals. 
are given for various directions. The results confirm the 
hypothesis of Gross th a t  th e  complex structure of Rayleigh 
lines is due to  the presence of three different acoustic oscil
lations in  an anisotropic crystal. A. J . M.

Sound velocity in liquid mixtures. M. R . Rao (Current Sci.,
1940, 9, 534).—The product of v, the  velocity of sound in 
liquids, and V, the  mol. vol., viz., — R  (A., 1940, I, 
104), gives R  as a const, independent of tem p. R  is an 
additive function of chemical composition. Hence, in  a 
m ixture jff12 =  (1) where iW12 is the mean 
mol. wt. and uia and are the measured velocity and 
density, respectively. Also R 1 2 =  x R 1 -j- (1 — x)R i (2), 
where x  is the mol. fraction of one constituent. Agreement 
between (1) and (2) is very close. A te s t of bo th  equations 
is applied to  m ixtures of BuOH and C ,H la. W. R. A.

Specific heats of copper nitride, niobium nitride, and sodium 
azide, and the atomic heat of nitrogen. S. Satoh and T. 
Sogabe (Sci. Papers Inst. Phys. Chem. Res. Tokyo, 1941, 38, 
174— 182).—The sp. heats of Cu3N (0— 99-6°), NbN (0—300°), 
and  NaN3 (0— 99-6°) have been determ ined and the a t. h eat 
of N has been deduced from the mol. heats of these com
pounds by subtracting  th e  at. heats of th e  metals.

W. R . A.
Latent heats of fusion of some organic refrigerants. J . H.

Awbery (Phil. Mag., 1941, [vii], 31, 247—253).—The la ten t 
heats of fusion of MeCl, EtCl, and CC12F 2 are 31, 17, and 8-2 
g.-cal. per g., respectively. These vals. are no t simply 
connected w ith the 7j or m.p. of the compounds. A. J . M.

Entropy of formic acid. Heat capacity from 15° to 300° k. 
Heats of fusion and vaporisation. J . W. S tou t and L. H. 
F isher (J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 163— 168).—The hea t 
capacity  of solid and liquid H C 02H  has been measured a t
15—300° k . The m.p. is 8-30° (281-40° K.) and the heat of 
fusion is 3031 g.-cal. per g.-mol. A t 298-10° k . th e  v.p. is
4-31 cm. and the la ten t hea t of vaporisation 4754 g.-cal. per 
g.-mol. A ddition of an  entropy val. of 0-5J? log0 2, due to  
random  orientation of th e  Ii-bonds in  th e  solid (Pauling,
A., 1936, 275), to  the vals. calc, from calorim etric m easure
m ents yields vals. of 31-51 and 47-46 entropy units per 
g.-mol. for the entropy of the  liquid and sa tu ra ted  vapour, 
respectively, a t  298-10° k . J .  W. S.

Mathematics and science. G. N. Copley (Chem. and Ind.,
1941, 212— 213).—A discussion of the significance of m athe
m atical and physical equations in general, m ainly in justific
ation  of the au th o r’s use of van  der W aals’ equation (cf. A., 
1941, I, 78; Evans, ibid., 106). A. J . E . W.

Equations of state. J . A. B eattie and W. H . Stockm ayer 
(Physical Soc. Rep. Progr. Physics, 1940, 7, 195—229).—A 
progress report. W. J .

Gas imperfection. II. Thermodynamic quantities for 
some unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbons derived from the 
equations of state. E. E . R oper (J. Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 
321— 328).—Theoretical. W ith th e  aid of previously de
veloped tem p, coeff. equations for the second virials of seven 
unsaturated  aliphatic hydrocarbons (A., 1941, I, 35), the 
second virials (0), actual mol. vol. (V), tem p, coeff. of V, and 
Cp — C„ have been calc, for the standard  sta te  of 1 atm . 
and 25°. From  v.p. equations and low-pressure d a ta  0, V, 
fugacities, actual heats and entropies of vaporisation, and 
gas-imperfection corrections to  th e  heats of vaporisation and 
abs. entropies have been calc, for th e  sam e compounds a t 
the ir respective b.p. In  general, the  vals. of all these quan
titie s  increase as the mol. structure becomes more complex. 
The correlation of gas imperfection effects w ith chain length 
and g.-mol. w t. is discussed. Im perfection increases some
w hat regularly w ith  increase in  chain length for a  homologous 
series, b u t o ther properties, e.g., dipole mom ent, polaris- 
ability, etc., have considerable influence on the m agnitude of 
th e  im perfection. C. R . H .

Dissociation treatment of condensing systems. IV. C.
Ch’eng, T. P . Tseng, S. K. Feng, and W. Band (J. Chem. 
Physics, 1941, 9, 123— 128).—The more exact theory  (A., 
1940, I, 18) is applied to  18 gases and th e  interaction energies 
per mol. in  clusters formed during condensation of the sa tu r
ated  vapours are calc, as functions of tem p. From  the 
differences between the surface energy and observed surface
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tension the nos. of heavy clusters in the saturated  vapour over 
the liquid are calc, as functions of tem p. For 8 vapours the 
theory  predicts appreciable differences between the two crit. 
tem p., th a t a t  which the meniscus becomes blurred (Tc) and 
th a t a t  which the densities of the  two phases are equal ( r y). 
The largest differences are for H 20  (6-5°), MeOH (5-1°), and 
N H , (4-1°). The true  crit. vols. a t  T y are calc. J . W. S.

Activity coefficients o£ gases. Calculation from the Beattie- 
Bridgeman equation of state. S. H. Maron and D. Turnbull 
(Ind. Eng. Chem., 1941, 33, 69— 72).— The Beattie-Bridge- 
m an equation is employed to  derive a  relation expressing 
the activ ity  coeffs. (y) of gases as functions of pressure and 
tem p. This is applied to  the calculation of y for N2, H 2, 
and N H 3, the results showing satisfactory agreement w ith 
experim ent over wide pressure and tem p, ranges. The 
relation can also be used to  calculate the equilibrium activ ity  
coeff. ratio  for the system  N H 3-N a- H 2. J . W. S.

Generalised equation for activity coefficients of gases. S. H.
Maron and D. Turnbull (Ind. Eng. Chem., 1941, 33, 246— 
248).—The ac tiv ity  coeff. of a  gas (y) is shown to  be a func-. 
tion  of the  reduced tem p. (Tr) and pressure (P,) only. The 
equation log y =  (0'06477/r, -  0-1706/27 -  0-04334/r.1)P, 
+  (0-002715/r ra +  0-005165/Tr3 — 0-0003231/rr5)Prs -  
(0-00002669/T / jP ,3 gives vals. of y which agree w ith  vals. 
read from N ewton's generalised curves (cf.-A., 1935, 575) for 
cases where Tr is <1-3 and P , >12 . A t lower vals. of T, the 
agreem ent is good only when P r is low. C. R . H.

Second law of thermodynamics and irreversible processes.
P . W . Bridgm an (Physical Rev., 1940, [ii], 58, 845).—A dis
cussion of E ck art’s (cf. A., 1940, I, 406) equations for the
evaluation of entropy increase when an irreversible process
occurs w ithin an  isolated system. N. M. B.

Temperature-dependence of adiabatic compressibility. M. R.
R ao (Nature, 1941, 147, 268—269).—The relation k(Be -  0) =  
V (Vll*IMfiq,), where k is a  const, characteristic of the liquid, 
Bc is the crit. tem p., V  is the molar vol., and /3a is the  adiabatic 
compressibility, holds for C„H6, CC14, E t.O , PhCl, PhMe, and 
AcOH, bu t no t alcohols. L. S. T.

Structural viscosity in liquids and the derivation of equations 
for the flux of such liquids through tubes. F. Breazeale (J. 
Appl. Physics, 1940, 2, 187— 192).—F or the flux through a 
tube of a liquid showing no yield val., b u t possessing struc
tu ra l viscosity, an  expression is derived on the hypothesis 
th a t  above a certain  crit. stress the  effect of shear on 
viscosity is not im m ediately reversible, i.e., th a t  a pheno
menon analogous to  th ixotropy arises. The derived curves 
agree well in the Bingham region of the flux-pressure w ith 
experim ental da ta  for a cellulose "  solution.” O. D. S.

Viscosities of three classes of liquids. G. N. Copley (Nature, 
1941, 147, 207—208).—An approx. linear relationship holds 
between the vals. of the consts. A  and B  in the equation 
v  =  AcWnr. i oniC( OH-, and non-polar liquids have repre
sentative points close to  three separate straigh t lines which 
appear to  have a common origin on the log A -B  g rap h ; and 
B  ~  »j(1-05 — log A), where m  is a  different const, for each 
of the three classes of liquid. Metallic liquids do no t follow 
th is equation. L, s . T.

Relation of fluidity to volume in organic liquids. E. C.
Bingham and P . W. K inney (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 2, 192— 
202).—The Batschinski relation (cf. A., 1913, ii, 928) between 
the fluidity <j> and mol. vol. V  of a  liquid is modified to  the 
form V — A<j> — B/</> +  C, where A , B , and C are consts. 
The equation is applicable to all liquids w hether associated 
or non-associated. The physical meaning of A , B , and C is 
discussed. O. D. S.

“ Dry friction ”  forces. S. Chaikin, L. Lissovski, and A.
Solomonovitsch (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 455—464).__
A dynam ic method of measuring tangential and norm al forces 
between surfaces in contact a t  very small displacem ents is 
described. The method depends on th e  change in shape of 
th e  resonance curve of a quartz  oscillator produced by con
ta c t  w ith another body. A t displacements insufficient to 
cause sliding, Hooke’s law is obeyed for displacements up to 
~ 1 0 “: — 10~‘ cm. A t greater displacements th e  force be
tw een the surfaces increases more slowly th an  the displace
m ent. Increase in  th e  pressure between the surfaces increases 
the deviation from linearity . The lim iting angle of friction 
decreases in  the am plitude range where deviation from

H ooke’s law is already marked. T he deviations occur a t  
comparable displacements and pressures for both normal and 
tangential displacements. L. J . J .

V .-S O L U T IO N S  A N D  M IXTURES (INCLUDING 
C O LLO ID S ).

Apparent and partial molal heat capacities and volumes of 
glycine and glycollamide. II. Concentrated solutions of 
glycollamide. F. T. Gucker, jun., and W . L. Ford (J. Physical 
Chem., 1941, 45, 309—313).—The p and sp. heat tables for 
aq. solutions of OH-CH2-C O N H 2 previously published (cf.
A., 1939, I, 133) have been extended as a result of de ter
minations w ith solutions ■—G-1m. C. R. H.

Dissolution and diffusion rates in alcohol-water mixtures.
E. J . Roehl, C. V. King, and S. Kipness (J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 
1941, 62, 284— 287).—Dissolution rates of Mg and Zn in 
HC1 a t  25°, and of Mg in  AcOH a t 15°, 25°, and 35°, and 
diffusion coeffs. of HC1, AcOH, and KC1 a t  25° in  E t0 H -H 20  
m ixtures have been measured. For HC1 the dissolution ra te  
and diffusion coeff. curves initially  follow the fluidity curve 
b u t a t  35% E tO H  show m arked divergence from the fluidity 
curve; for AcOH th e  curves arc initially  parallel b u t a t  
40%  E tO H  the diffusion curve shows a m arked divergence. 
The mechanism of the dissolution is discussed and i t  is 
concluded th a t  the dissolution ra te  in  HC1 is controlled 
alm ost entirely by a norm al diffusion process b u t in  AcOH 
the ra te  is partly , if no t entirely, controlled by some o ther 
th a n  the norm al diffusion process. W . R . A.

Diffusion of water into «-butyl alcohol at 30°. M. Randall,
B. Longtin, and H . W eber (J. Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 
343—351).— A refractom etric investigation of the continuous 
diffusion of H 20  in to  Bu“OH supports the view th a t the 
driving force in diffusion is the free-energy gradient ra ther 
th an  th e  concn. gradient. C. R. H .

Differential diffusion constant of calcium chloride in aqueous 
solution. E. A. Hollingshead and A. R. Gordon (J. Chem. 
Physics, 1941, 9, 152— 153).—Using th e  m ethod described 
previously (A., 1939, I, 192), th e  differential diffusion const. 
(k) of CaCl2 has been determ ined for concns. of 0-0025—0-5m. 
a t  15—35°. The simple relation between the val. of k a t 
finite concn. and its  val. a t infinite dilution (A., 1937, I, 459) 
holds only to  0-01m. For 0-0025m. solutions the mean ac tiv 
a tion  energies for the tem p, differences 15—25° and 25— 35° 
are 4-72 and 4-37 kg.-cal., respectively. W ith  increasing 
concn. the val. falls un til a t  0-04m. i t  becomes alm ost inde
pendent of concn. and —4-4 and 4-2 kg.-cal. for these tem p, 
differences, respectively. J . W. S.

(A) Diffusion of chromic acid[s] in aqueous solution, (b ) 
Diffusion of sodium and potassium chromate and dichromate.
L. \V. Oholm (F inska Kent. Medd., 1940, 49, 9— 13, 14— 17). 
— D  and ij of 0-025—4-0M-CrO3 and D  of N a and K chrom ate 
and dichrom ate (0-1— I-On .) solutions a t  20° have been 
measured. A t high dilution D  falls rapidly w ith increasing 
concn. and then  increases (Cr03 and N a2Cr20 ,)  or falls more 
slowly (other salts). D  is always higher for the K  than  for 
th e  corresponding N a salt. The results are explained on the 
basis of dissociation of H 2C r04 a t  low and form ation of 
poly-acids a t  high concns. M. H . M. A.

Change of index of refraction with concentration in solutions 
of water and n-butyl alcohol at 30°. B. Longtin, M. Randall, 
and H . W eber ( / .  Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 340— 343).— 
D ata  for the H 20-rich  and B u“OH-rich phases of the system  
Bu“O H -H jO  are recorded. C. R. H .

Refractive index of electrolytic solutions at low concen
trations. R . S. N arayan and B. R. K ulkarni (J. Osmania 
Univ., 1940, 8, 25— 36).—In  sufficiently dil. solutions of 
SrCl2 and BaCl2, n  is a  linear function of concn. A t higher 
concn. i t  becomes a  linear function of (concn.) i. F . J. G.

Molecular extinction coefficients of dissolved iodine in the 
photographic infra-red region. T. S. Hsiung (Set. Rep. Tsing  
H aa Univ., 1940, 4, 243—247).— Mol. extinction coeffs. a t  
4000— 10,000 a. are recorded in curves and tables for solutions 
of I  in  MeOH, E tO H , C„H„ and CC14. F . J .  G.

Absorption of ultrasonic waves by electrolytes. P. A.
Bashulin (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 4 3 1 -^3 7 ).— Absorp
tion measurem ents are recorded for ultrasonic waves of
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4200—37,120 kilocycles per sec. in  H 20  solutions of Zn(OAc), 
(0-05— 0-15 g.-mol. per 1.), L a(N 03)3 (0-1— 0-25 g.-mol. per 1.), 
and A12(S04)3 (0-1 g.-mol. per 1.), and in E tO H  solutions 
(0-1 g.-mol. per 1.) of Zn(OAc)s and L a(N 03)3. In  all cases 
deviations from the theoretical quadratic absorption coeff.- 
frequency relation and from the linear absorption coeff.-concn. 
relation are found. L. J . J.

Refractive index of silicate glasses as a function of com
position. M. L. Huggins (J. Opt. Soc. A m e r 1940, 30, 495— 
504; cf. A., 1940, I , 407).—R 0, the refraction of a glass per 
g.-atom  of O, as defined by the G ladstone-D ale or Newton 
formulas, is =  is a  const, characteristic of each
constituent element (other than  O), and jVM is the no: of 
atom s of th a t element per atom  of O. This expression has 
been verified for a  wide rartge of silicate glasses, for which 

vals. applicable to  both types of refraction formula arc 
derived. W ith glasses containing much P b  the calc. R 0 
vals. are too low. Tetrahedrally- and triangularly-surrounded 
B atom s require different aM vals. Since th e  required d 
vals. can also be calc. (cf. A., 1941, I, 49) nD for a given glass 
can be calc, directly from its  composition. A. J . E. W.

Glass melts in the systems zirconia-alumina-silica and 
titama-alumina-silica. A. E . Badger and L. M. Doney 
(Glass Ind ., 1940, 21, 309—311, 332).— The chemically pure 
m aterials w ith 3%  of B 20 3 were heated for 1 hr. a t  1680° in 
zircon crucibles. Fusions were also made in  the 0 2- H 2 flame 
a t  >2000°. The clear glass, vitrified and sintered material 
areas of the fields are shown in triangular diagrams. Thermal 
expansion m easurem ents made on fibres (apparatus described) 
give vals. for the Z r0 2 m elts of ~ 2  x lO“8 and T i0 2 melts 
-~4 X 10‘8. The Z r0 2 and T i0 2 glasses had « as high as
1-625 and 1-650, respectively. J , A. S.

Bethe-Kirkwood partition function for a binary solid solu
tion. T. S. Chang (J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 169—174).— 
M athematical. A sym m etrical method of determining the 
Thiele sem i-invariants A,„ in the partition  function for a 
binary solid solution is described. Xi  and A0 are calc.

J . W. S.
Second-neighbour interactions and the critical behaviour of 

binary solid solutions. T. S. Chang (J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 
9, 174— 176).—M athematical. The Thiele sem i-variants, y v  
Yf, and Yi of a binary  solid solution are calc, on the assum p
tion  th a t  there are second-neighbour, as well as first-neigh
bour, interactions. The results give a decrease of th e  crit. 
tem p. (Te) a t  which the superlattice sets in, an increase of 
the local order a t  Te, and an  increase of the discontinuity  of 
the sp. heat, in general accord w ith th e  results obtained by 
applying B ethe’s m ethod. J . W. S.

Equilibrium solidification of solid solutions. M. Cohen 
and W. P . K imball (Amer. Inst. M in . Met. Eng., 1940, Tech. 
Publ. 1256, 2 p p . ; Met. Tech., 7, No. 8).—The composition, 
8, of the infinitesimal trace of alloy which transfers from the 
liquid to  the solid sta te  a t  each tem p, during the equilibrium 
solidification of a binary  solid solution =  -[ZIx l (xr — P) 4- 
z s*s[P — x s)]![ZL(xL — P) -f- Z S(P  — xg)], where Z L and Z s 
are the slopes of the liquidus and solidus lines, x L and Xg are 
the compositions of liquid and solid stable phases a t  the 
given tem p., and P  is the composition of the alloy under 
Consideration. Calc. & curves are given for the solidification 
of five sp. alloys in the Fe-C  system. J . C. C.

Gamma phase of lithium-lead alloys, LiJ0Pb3 ; stoicheio- 
metry and structure. M. A. Rollier and E. Arreghini (Z. 
Krtst., 1939, 101, 470—482).—L i10Pb3, prepared by fusing 
44 p a rts  of Pb w ith 6 parts  of Li in an  atm . of A, is cubic 
w ith  a 10-082 a. (from powder AT-radiograms); p 4-42; 4 
mols. in un it cell; space-group T\. The structure, which is 
confirmed by calc, intensities, is sim ilar to th a t of -y-brass 
and corresponds w ith the at. arrangem ent in Cu„Al, (Bradley 
and Jones, A. 1933, 4o4). The valency and H um e-Rothery 
rules are no t obeyed in binary Li alloys. A. J. E. W.

Equilibrium^ diagram of the system silver-zinc. K. W.
Andrews, H. E . Davies, W. Hume-Rothery, and C. R . Oswin 
(P roc .R oy.Soc ., 1941, A, 177, 149— 167).—The diagram was 
investigated by therm al, microscopic, and A'-ray methods. 
The depression of m.p. of Ag by Zn is slightly >  th a t pro
duced by equal a t.-%  of In . A t 50 a t.-%  of Zn th e  solidus 
and liquidus do no t coincide; the alloy .freezes over a  range 
of ~3-5°. The determ ination of phase boundaries by A'-rays

is  found to  be unreliable and the lim itations of the method 
are discussed. G. D. P.

JV-Ray study of the solid solubility of lead, bismuth, and gold 
in magnesium. F. Foote and E . R. Je tte  (Amer. Inst. A lin. 
Met. Eng., 1940, Tech. Publ. 1248, 8 p p . ; Met. Tech., 7, No. 
8).— Comparison between the vals. of d measured on annealed 
filings and those calc, from the la ttice  consts. indicates th a t 
the Pb-M g and Bi-M g solid solutions are of the simple 
substitutional type. The solid-solubility curves have been 
determined. The solubility of Pb  in  Mg falls from 39-6% a t 
468° to  1-8% a t 100°, and of Bi from 9-05% a t 553° to 0-10% 
a t 250°. The solid solubility of Au has been checked by an 
indirect method and found to be <0-1 a t.-%  a t 560°.

J . C. C.
Pre-precipitation phenomena in age-hardening alloys. F. W.

Jones and P. Leech (Nature, 1941, 147, 327— 328).— The sp. 
heat-tem p. curve (reproduced) of an Al-Ag alloy (40% Ag) 
quenched from 550° and aged for 7 days a t  room tem p, 
resembles those found w ith Al-Cu and m ay be interpreted 
similarly. L. S. T.

Concentrated ferromagnetic amalgams. L. F . B ates (Proc. 
Physical Soc., 1941, 53, 113— 115; cf. A., 1940, I, 351).— 
A ttem pts to  obtain conc. fluid N i amalgams are described. 
An amalgam of 0-091 a t.-%  of Ni, formed a t  several tem p, 
below 225°, becomes fluid a t  lower tem p. Conc. amalgams 
formed by  low-temp. distillation become ferromagnetic above 
225° a t  N i 25 a t.-% . N. M. B.

Structure of intermetallic phases in the system tungsten- 
cobalt and molybdenum-cobalt, m .  M. M. Babitsch, E. N. 
Kisljakova, and J . S. Umanski (J. Physics, U .S .S .R ., 1939, 1, 
309—313).—In the W -Co system, the compound to  which 
the form ula WCo was formerly assigned has been proved to  
be W 6Co,. I t  crystallises in  the rhoniboliedral system, w ith 
13 atom s in  th e  u n it cell; a 8-98 a ., a 31° 19'; space-group 
D*d—R 3m. In  th e  Mo-Co system, the compound formerly 
regarded as MoCo has been proved to  be Mo0Co7. I t  crystal
lises in the rhom bohedral sy s tem ; a 8-99 a ., a 31° 16'; space-
group as above. A. J . M. .

Metallography and certain physical properties of some 
alloys of cobalt, iron, and titanium. C. R. A ustin and C. H. 
Samans (Amer. Inst. M in . Met. Eng., 1940, Tech. Publ. 1257, 
11 p p . ; Met. Tech., 7, No. 8).-—-The quasi-binary equilibrium 
diagram  of the system  Co-Fe,Ti was determ ined in  p a r t by 
m etallographic exam ination of three alloys quenched from 
various tem p. The solid solubility of Fe2T i in  th e  a solid 
solution varies from ~ 3 %  a t 500° to ~ 2 5 %  a t  the eutectic 
tem p, of 1200°. Alloys w ith  ~ 4 ,  12, and 16% of Fe?Ti 
respectively (with 1-5—2-25% of Fe) showed pptn.-hardening 
w'hen quenched from 950— 1300° and subsequently aged a t  
600—900°. The richer alloys appeared to  show strain- 
hardening effects a t  600° and 700°. Creep curves were 
determ ined a t  600°, 700°, and 800°, using loads of 2000—- 
10,000 lb. per sq. in . ; th e  results suggest th a t, a t  700° and 
800°, stress m ay accelerate the pp tn . reactions. J .  C. C.

Solubility of acetylene in blood.— See A., 1941, I I I ,  168. 
Solubilities of cupric selenates from 0° to 40°. C. H . K ao

and T. L. Chang (Sci. Rep. Tsing H ua Univ., 1940, 4, 155—
158).— Solubility da ta  a t  0—40°, and p for th e  satu rated  
solution a t  15—25°, are recorded for CuSe04,5H20 . Above 
40° some hydrolysis, w ith separation of a  basic salt, occurs, 
b u t the solid phase in  equilibrium  w ith  th e  solution is 
CuSe04,5H 20  up to  80°. F . J . G.

Samarium selenate and its solubility in water. J. N. F riend 
(J.C.S., 1941, 112— 113).— Solubility da ta  for Sm2(Se04)3 a t  
17— 80° are given. The stable solid phase over th is range is 
Sin2(Se04)3,8H20 , and th is is stable in d ry  air. The solubility 
decreases w ith rise of tem p. Separation of Sm and Nd by 
crystallisation of the selenates is n o t practicable. F . J . G.

Solubility product and the solubility of metal sulphides in 
water. A. F. K apustinski (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 
1940, 28, 144— 147).—The following vals. of solubility p ro
ducts have been calc, from the free energies of form ation of 
the compounds : B i2S3 7-1 x 10~sl, Sb2S3 2-9 x 10~5’, Ag2S 
5-9 x 10-“ , CujS 2-6 x 10-*», CuS 3-2 x 10-38, PbS 6-8 x. 
10-2», CdS 1-2 x 10-=8, SnS 1-0 x 10-=’, ZnS 7-4 x 10-” , CoS„
3-1 x 10-“ , FeS 3-8 x 10-20, MnS 1-1 x .10-“ , MgS 2-0 x 
10~15. The solubilities of the sulphides a t  p B from 3 to  11
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have been calc, from their solubility products by the method 
of Verhoogen (A., 1938, I, 306). O. D. S.

Solubility and titration of hsemin and ferriheemic acid. D. B.
Morrison and E . F. Williams, jun. [J. Biol. Chon., I 'JJ l, 137, 
461— 473).—Ferrihiemic acid requires 2 equivs. of base and 
haamin 3 for conversion into a sol. dibasic salt. Absence of a 
break in  titra tio n  and solubility curves shows th a t  the t^vo 
C 02H groups are approx. equally ionised and dibasic (not 
monobasic) salts are formed. The overall charge of the 
ferrihasmate ion is negative. The solubility of ferrihaemic 
acid is 0-001 g. per 1. and of haemin 0-0009 g. per 1.

E. M. W.
Base exchange o£ the clay mineral montmorillonite for 

organic cations and its dependence on adsorption due to van 
der Waals forces. S. B. Hendricks (J. Physical Chem., 1941, 
45, 65— 81).—The in terp lanar spacings of numerous org. 
salts of clay m ineral m ontmorillonite which have been 
measured show th a t the org. cation is held to  the surface of 
the silicate layers by interionic Coulomb forces and by van 
der W aals a ttraction  of the mols. to  th e  surface. The am ount 
of in terplanar spacing depends on th e  structure of the org. 
cation and on the way i t  is adsorbed on the silicate surface. 
The determ ination of th is spacing (van der W aals "  thick
ness '-') enables the structure of mols. to  be determined. 
Fluorene, adenine, -and guanine are shown to be p lanar mols., 
w hilst in  guanosine and adenosine the  plane of the ribo- 
furanose ring is parallel to  th a t of the guanine or adenine 
mol. respectively. C. R. H.

Lyotropic series, m .  Adsorption of salts on cellulose.
E. H eym ann and G. C. McKillop ( / .  Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 
195—-203).—The adsorption of alkali salts by cotton wool 
decreases in the order CNS' >  X' >  I 0 3'  >  B r' >  N 0 3'  >  Cl' >  
ta r tra te  >  OAc' >  S 0 4". Alkaline-earth salts are only slightly 
adsorbed, the order being B a" >  C a" >  S r" >  Mg” . The ad 
sorption of CuCl2 and CuS04 dissolved in  N H 3 supports the 
view th a t  combination takes place between cellulose and 
C u-N H 3 complex. The da ta  show th a t there is a close con
nexion between the order of adsorption and the usual lyotropic 
series. For th e  anions and bivalent cations adsorption is 
determined mainly by affinity for H 20 , ions w ith a high 
energy of hydration being weakly adsorbed. U nivalent 
cations do no t follow th is rule, a  sp. affinity* between ion and 
cellulose outweighing the affinity between ion and H ,0 .

C. R. H.
Structure of adsorption layers and form of surface tension 

isotherms. A. B. Taubm an (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S.S.,
1940, 29, 103— 107).—Vais, of mol. consts. of saturated  
adsorption layers, viz., th e  min. area per mol., the  thickness 
of the layer, and their variations in  homologous series have 
been determined for layers of different classes of substance 
on H 20 . The results show th a t  s-dibasic acids, their E t 
esters, and glycols are oriented horizontally. C6H 6N, all its  
Me and Mea homologues, and nicotine are also oriented 
horizontally, w hilst piperidine and quinoline, in  which the 
highly polar double bonds of C5H 5N are absent or offset by 
the less polar C6H 6 ring, are oriented vertically. An explan
ation is offered for the inflexion in  the surface tension depres- 
sion-concn. curves observed w ith certain of the substances 
studied. F. L. U.

Surface tension of solutions of electrolytes as a function of 
concentration, n .  G. Jones and W. A. R ay  (J. Amer. 
Chem. Soc., 1941, 62, 288—294; cf. A., 1937, I, 446).—The 
relative surface tensions (y) of aq. solutions of BaCL, SaCl,, 
KClOj, KCNS, K,Fe(CN) j, K 4Fe(CN )„ Csl, and L iF  have 
been measured a t  25° over the concn. range 0—5n. a t  25°. 
A decrease in y  a t approx. 0-001N. was observed, which is in 
agreem ent w ith previous data  for KC1, K2S 0 4, and CsNOj, 
and suggests th a t  all salts are " capillary-active ” in suffi
ciently dil. solution. W ith increasing concn. y increases, the 
salts becoming “ capillary-inactive.” The theoretical signi
ficance of the results is discussed and the valid ity  of the 
Onsager-Sam aras and Dole equations for the variation of y  
w ith concn. is considered. W. R. A.

Change with time of surface tension of sodium laurate solu
tions. G. C. N utting  and F . A. Long (J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,
1941, 62, 84— 88).—The decrease w ith tim e of y  of aq. solu
tions of N a laurate a t  26° between 0-001n . and 0-07n . and a t 
pa  7— 11 has been measured using the sessile bubble method. 
A t pa  11 and concns. <  the crit. concn. for micelle formation 
y  decreases gradually for several hr., the  equilibrium y de

pending on concn. In  solutions of micellar concn. th e  tim e 
effect practically  disappears. W ith decreasing pa  th e  equi
librium  y  and tim e effect dim inish m arkedly and th is is 
probably due to  closer packing of fa tty  acid mols. than  of 
ions in  the surface film and the more rapid diffusion of non
ionised mols. into the surface region. W. R . A.

Demonstration of “  wetter ”  water. C. R. Caryl ( / .  Chem. 
Educ., 1940, 17, 468).—The addition of a few drops of conc. 
Aerosol O.T. causes powdered S, string, co tton , or wool to  
sink im m ediately in H 20 . L. S. T.

Motion of a mercury index in a capillary tube. M. A. Abbasi 
and S. M. Ali ( / .  Osmania Univ., 1940, 8, 37— 60). F . J . G.

Measuring the effective areas of film-forming molecules.
N . F. Miller ( / .  Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 289—299).—A 
rapid m ethod for measuring the effective areas of polar mols. 
is based on the equilibrium of tensions established a t  the 
point where the pressure developed in the deposited mono
layer has become large enough to  p revent the spreading of a 
lens of solution on the substrate. W hen C6H 0 solutions of 
polar substances (0-5—2 x  10-° g.-mol. per c.c.) are deposited 
on a substrate, the first stable lens is formed when th e  sub
stra te  is covered w ith a monolayer a t  a  film pressure of
10-3±0-3 dynes per cm. Further addition of C6H , solution 
develops higher film pressures accompanied by an increase 
in  the lens angle. The technique of the method is fully 
dealt w ith and six criteria are given for distinguishing the 
equilibrium lens from lenses im m ediately preceding it. The 
theory of the method is discussed. C. R. H.

True surface densities of protein films. A. Norris (Nature, 
1941, 147, 358).—D ata for the spreading of zein and of hen 
ovalbum in on 0-01n-H2SC>4 a t  room tem p, are recorded, and 
discussed in  relation to  in itial uneven spreading and to 
contam ination of the films on keeping. L. S. T.

“ Surface elasticity ”  of protein films, n .  Properties of 
partially and of completely spread films. J. B. B atem an and 
L. A. Chambers (J. Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 209—222)..— 
D ata  previously obtained (cf. A., 1939, I, 316) for the spread 
of ovalbum in films on H sO have been extended in order to  
study  the variations of max. surface elasticity, M„„ over a 
wider range of vals. for th e  measured lim iting area, A„. 
V ariations of pa  of the substrate can produce a ten-fold 
variation  in A  „ w ithout much change in  M m. W ith  increas
ing p a , M m decreases slightly whereas A 0 shows a pronounced 
max. a t  the  isoelectric point. Much of the d a ta  can be 
explained if i t  be assumed th a t  A 0 differs from the true lim it
ing area A0. The ratio  A 0jA„ m ay vary  widely for a given 
substrate. There is no w ay of determ ining A„ and un til th is  
is possible the observed effect of pa  on M m has lim ited theor
etical val. The da ta  are discussed w ith reference to  theories 
of film structure. C. R . H.

Compressed films at solid-liquid interfaces. J . L. Culbertson 
and L. L. W inter (J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1941, 62, 95— 97).— 
The unfrozen H 20  on w etted S i0 2 gel and C surfaces has been 
determ ined from 0° to  —50° by the calorim eter method. 
Assuming the sp. areas of the solids to  be comparable i t  was 
found th a t SiO, binds H .O  more strongly than  does C.

W. R. A.
Properties of multimolecular layers of non-aqueous liquids.

M. K usakov and A. T itievskaja {Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. 
U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 332—335).—Capillary pressure (P )- 
film thickness (/>) isotherm s have been obtained for films of 
«-paraffins between a bubble and a solid surface. F or a 
given P, h is a  max. for Cg—C„. For different surfaces, h 
increases in  the order quartz  <  diam ond <  Pb  glass <  steel. 
Addition of fa tty  acids increases h, b u t H aO has no effect.

L. J . J.
Permeability of membranes. VI. Passage of an electric 

current across selective membranes. K. H . Meyer and W. 
S traus (Helv. Chim. Acta, 1940, 23, 795— 800; cf. A., 1937, 
I, 408).—W hen a current of 0-75 ma. is passed across a com
posite m em brane consisting of 4 mem branes permeable to  
cations and 3 permeable to  anions (selectivity consts. 0-02 and 
0-017 respectively), arranged alternately  and immersed in 
0-01n -KC1, a  polarisation e.m.f. of 100 mv. is obtained 20 
sec. a fter in terrupting  the current. This e.m.f. decreases 
rapidly and approaches zero a fter 30 min. F . L. U.

Dielectric properties of protein solutions. HI. Lacto- 
globulin. J . D. Ferry  and J .L .  Oncley (J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 
1941, 63, 272— 278; cf. A., 1938, I, 357).—Dielectric consts.
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of solutions of lactoglobulin (I) in 0-25m- and O-uOM-glycine 
have been measured at 0° and 25° over a frequency range of 
10*-—5 x  10“ cycles per sec. and the dielectric increments 
per g. per 1. have been determined. The dipole moment of 
(I) is 730 D. at 25° and 770 D. at 0°. Dispersion curves are 
compared with those from ij, diffusion, and ultracentrifuge 
measurements. All data are interpretable by postulating an 
elongated, ellipsoidal mol., having a/b =- 4 and 0-3 g. of H 20  
of hydration per g. of (I). W. R. A.

Experiments on thixotropic and other anomalous fluids with 
a new rotation viscometer. J . Pryce-Jones ( / .  Set. Instr., 
1941, 18, 39— 48).—The viscometer consists, in principle, of 
two identical Couette viscometers ro tating  in opposite direc
tions. I ts  use in the study of anomalous -q, thixotropy, 
dilatancy, elastic recoil, yield val., and the degree of dis
persion of suspensions of solids in liquids is described. The 
au thor criticises the rather loose meanings assigned by many 
w riters to  certain rlieological term s and illustrates the true 
meanings of these terms. C. R. H .

Chlorophyll, m .  Cataphoresis and electrolytic coagulation 
of colloidal chlorophyll. M. A. R. K han and M. Qureshi ( / .  
Osmania Univ., 1940, 8, 1— 5).—In  chlorophyll hydrosols the 
particles are negatively charged. The concns. of KC1, MgCl„, 
and AlClj, respectively, required for flocculation are as 
2 0 0 0 :1 0 0 :1 . F. J . G.

V I.—KINETIC T H E O R Y . TH ER M O D Y N A M IC S .
Sorting of mixed solvents by ions. G. Scatchard (J. Chew. 

Physics, 1941, 9, 34— 41).—By application of the method of 
Debye and McAulay (A., 1925, ii, 171), the electrostatic in ter
action of ions w ith non-electrolytes is calc, for E t0 H -H 20  
m ixtures, and an approx. relation, which can be extended to 
o ther solvents, is derived. Agreement w ith experim ent is 
unsatisfactory, probably owing to  neglect of the discrete
structure of the solvent. J . W. S.

Fourth ionisation constant of ferrocyanic acid. O. E.
Lanford and S. J. Kiehl ( / .  Physical Chein., 1941, 45, 300— 
304).—M easurement of H ' ac tiv ity  in solutions of K 4Fe(CN)„ 
or N a4Fe(CN)„ and HC1 gives the val. 0-8 X 10~5 for the fourth 
ionisation const, of H 4Fe(CN)0. C. R. H.

Physico-chemical studies of the simpler polypeptides. I. 
Dissociation constants of glycine, mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, 
penta-, and hexa-glycylglycine and their esters. S. Glasstone 
and E . F. Hammel, jun. ( / .  Amer. Chetn. Soc., 1941, 62, 243— 
248).—The dissociation consts. of glycine, mono-, di-, tri-, 
te tra  (I)-, penta- (II), and hexa-glycylglycine (III), of the E t 
ester hydrochlorides of the first four, and of the H e ester 
hydrochloride of (II) have been determ ined a t  20° by potentio- 
m etric titra tio n  using the glass electrode. The results agree 
w ith the concept of a freely ro tating  chain of increasing length 
up to and including (I). The sudden increase in  dissociation 
const, of +NHj'RCO„~ a t  (II) combined w ith the low dielectric 
increm ent (cf. A., 1933, 459) suggests th a t in  (II) and (III) 
there is a  restriction to  free m ovem ent in the +N H 3-R-CO„ - 
form which does no t exist in  NHj-R-CO.,-. M easurements 
for +NH3-R-C02H  indicate th a t  in  (II) and (III) i t  has the 
same structure as +N H yR -C 02- .  W. R. A.

Graphical correlation between pa  values, molarities, and 
dissociation constants of weak acids. N. Forges and T. F. 
Clark (J . Chon, ¡'.due., 1940, 17, 571—573).— Curves for 
HC1. H 2 C 2 ° 4 .  H C 02H, AcOH, H 2C 03, H 3BO,. PhO H, 
PrCOjH, fumaric, citric, gluconic, and lactic acids, and 
glucose are reproduced, and their applications discussed.

L. S. T.
Acid strength of bile acids. W . D. K um ler and I. F. 

H alverstad t (J. Biol. Chem., 1941, 137, 765—770).—The 
dissociation consts. for lithocholic, cholic, dehydrocholic, and 
other bile acids lie w ithin the range p K a =  6-10—6-20 in 
•jO vol.-% E t0 H -H 20  and are.alm ost identical w ith th a t  for 
)i-C5H 11-COzH. They are higher in  pure H zO. P . G. M.

Liquid ammonia as a solvent. IX. Activity coefficient of 
potassium lodate at 25°. V. J . Anhorn and H. H un t (J. 
Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 351— 362).—The activ ity  product 
of K I0 3 in liquid NHS a t  infinite dilution has been determined 
from solubility m easurem ents in presence of KC1, KBr, K I, 
NaCl, and N H 4C1. Deviations from the limiting D ebye- 
H iickel theory  are ascribed to  the low dielectric const, for

liqu id  N H j as a result of which the ions of the tw o electro
lytes affect each other owing ra ther to  the electrostatic forces 
between them  than  to  the effect of their electric fields on the 
N H 3 mols. C. R. H.

Thermodynamic study of the system zinc sulphate-sulphuric 
acid-water at 25°. H. V. T artar, W . W. Newschwander, and 
A. T. Ness (J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1941, 63, 28—36).—Therm o
dynam ic activities (a) of H 20 , Z nS04, and H 3S 0 4 have been 
determ ined independently a t  .25° in  solutions varying from 
0-1 to  4-0m . w ith  respect to  H .SOj and  0-5 to  2-0m . w ith 
respect to  Z nS04. For H aO a was determ ined from v.p. 
measurem ents; for H 2SO., a was obtained from the e.m.f. of 
cells of the  type £f2|H 2S 0 4(»ii), Z nS04(»t2)IHg2S 0 4|Hg. 
The e.m.f. of cells of th e  type Z n-H g (one phase)|
H 2S 0 4(m1), ZnS01()»2)|H g2S 0 4IHg were measured and from 
these vals. the e.m.f. of cells Z n |H 2S 0 4(«!j), Z nS04(w;2)| 
H g2S 0 4|H g were calc, and from these calc, e.m.f. vals. a for 
ZnSO., was computed. The vals. for AG and AH  for the 
reaction Z nS04 +  H 20  ->  Zn +  H ,S 0 4 -)- ¿ 0 2 have been 
calc, for a series of solutions. The energy efficiency of the 
electrolytic Zn process is discussed. An improved type  of 
dynam ic v.p. apparatus is described. W . R. A.

Osmotic and activity coefficients of tervalent chlorides in 
aqueous solution at 25°. C. M. Mason (J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 
1941, 63, 220— 223).—Isotonic ratios and osmotic coeffs. 
have been determ ined a t  25° for aq. SmCl3 and EuCl3. A new 
method, based on Debye's theory, of smoothing osmotic coeffs. 
is described. A ctivity  coeffs. have been calc, by the new 
method for aq. A1C13, ScCl3, YC13, LaCl3, CeCl3, PrCl3, NdCl3, 
SmCl3, and EuCl3. W. R. A.

A'-Ray diffraction studies in the system Cu0-Fe20 3. W. O.
Milligan and J . Holmes (J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1941, 63, 149— 
150).— From AT-radiograms i t  is concluded (i) th a t  m ixtures 
of CuO and Fe20 3, pptd . a t  25° and air-dried, contain no Cu11 
ferrite, CuFe20 4, (ii) th a t  refiuxing th e  samples w ith H 20  
for 24  hr. a t  100° induces no form ation of CuFe20 4, and (iii) 
th a t  heating to  1000° for 1 hr. followed by  quenching in cold 
H 20  and air-drying yields cryst. CuFe20 4. These da ta  agree 
completely w ith those of Holgersson (A., 1929, 1131) and of 
W artm ann and Thompson (A., 1935, 312) b u t are in  contrast 
w ith the results of Forestier and L onquet (A., 1939, I, 482).

W. R. A.
Liquid-crystalline, waxy, and crystalline phases in binary 

mixtures of pure anhydrous soaps. M. J . Void J . Amer. 
Chem. Soc., 1941, 62, 160— 168).—The stable phases of a  Na 
sa lt of a « -fa tty  acid th a t  can occur between room tem p, 
and melted liquid tem p, are cryst. (of which there is more 
th an  one kind), subwaxy, waxy, superwaxy, subneat, neat, 
and ordinary liquid. For Na palm itate  (I), using a hot-wire 
technique, five of these phases have been observed and tran s
ition tem p, determined. Portions of phase-rule diagrams for 
anhyd. binary  m ixtures of (I) w ith Na steara te  (II), laurate  (in), and behenate (IV), and of (II) w ith (III) and Na oleate 
(V), have been determ ined and the iden tity  of some of the 
equiv. forms of the different soaps established. The anhyd. 
nea t soap form found in  (II) is absent in  (IV) and (V). The 
so-called supenvaxy phase is recorded for the first tim e.

W. R. A.
Stable phases occurring between true crystal and true liquid 

for single pure anhydrous soaps. M. J . Void, M. Macomber, 
and R. D. Void ( / .  Amer. Chem. Soc., 1941, 62, 168— 17 5 ; 
cf. preceding abstract).— D ilatom etric and microscopic study 
has been made of transition  tem p, between successive stable 
forms of all members of the homologous series of Na salts of 
H-fatty acids containing an  even no. of C atom s from C9 to  
C22, and of Na cerotate and oleate and K stearate  (I). For the 
entire sequence of Na soaps examined behaviour sim ilar to  
th a t of N a palm itate  has been observed b u t the no. of in ter
m ediate forms is no t the same for each soap. The regularity  
of the curves of transition  tem p, against chain length, and 
similarities in vol. change, visual and microscopic appearance, 
suggest a  sim ilar mol. arrangem ent in  corresponding phases 
of C14 to  C22, and possibly of C12. In  two instances curves 
of transition tem p, against chain length run together and 
give rise to  a  change in  the no. of stable phases intervening 
between the norm al cryst. and isotropic liquid forms. W ith 
(I) a sim ilar bu t probably no t identical sequence was found. 
M easurements using a  hot-wire technique were in accord w ith 
d ilatom etric observations. The relationship between tran s
ition  tem p. and chain length is briefly discussed. \V. R . A.
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System nitromethane-M-propyl alcohol-water. Vapour- 
liquid equilibria in the ternary and the three binary systems. 
A. R . Fowler and H . H u n t (Ind. Eng. Chem., 1941, 33, 90— 
95).—The system M eN 02- P r “0 H  has been investigated a t 25°, 
analysis being carried out by d and n  measurements on the 
liquid and condensed vapour phases. The solubility equi
libria are shown in a  graph, w hilst the compositions of various 
binary and ternary  m ixtures and of the vapours in  equi
librium w ith them  are shown in graphs and tables. A ternary  
azeotrope w ith min. b.p. (82-3°) contains M eN 02 55-9 and 
P r“OH 20-6%. This azeotrope could be used to  separate 
MeNOj from a large vol. of H aO and P raOH. J. W. S.

System sodium bromide-hydrogen bromide-water. S. J.
O'Brien, C. L. Kenny, and R . J . F uxa (J. Chem. Educ., 1940, 
17, 570—577).—A pparatus and procedure for determining 
the phase diagram for this system are described. L. S. T.

25° isotherm of the systems Ca0-B20 3-H 20  and MgO- 
B„03-H 20 . A. V. Nikolaev and A. G. Tschelischtscheva 
(Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 127— 130).— 
Compounds C a0,B 20 3,6H20  (I), 2C a0,3B20 3,13H20  (II) 
(inyoite), and C a0,3B 20 3,4H20  (III) are formed. Refractive 
indices are respectively : (I) n„ 1-512, n„ 1-504, crystals biaxial, 
negative, hexahedral prisms, and (III) ne 1-550, n p 1-505. 
n of (II) are equal to  those of na tu ra l inyoite. Compounds 
2M g0,3B„03,15Ha0  (IV) (inderite), the diborate 
M g0 ,2£2O3,9H2O (V), and triborate  M g0,3B20 3,7-5H20  (VI) 
are formed, n  of (IV) are equal to  those of na tu ra l inderite. 
For (V) 1-485, np 1-442, crystals rounded, uniaxial, negative,
hexagonal. For (VI) n„ 1-508, np 1-463, crystals uniaxial, 
negative. O. D. S.

Heats of organic reactions. X. Heats of bromination of 
cyclic oleflnes. M. W. Lister (J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1941, 63, 
143— 149).—H eats of brom ination of olefines in CC14 by Br 
have been measured by a vac. calorim eter (described). V.p. 
of olefines and their dibromides have been measured over a 
range of tem p. Hence heats of vaporisation and of brom in
ation a t  27° have been calc, and are, respectively : cyclo- 
pentene, 6780, 28,610; -liexene, 7789, 33,630; -heptene, 
8779, 30,440; -octene, 9936, 29,310; A“-heptene, 8587, 
30,240; A°-butene, — , 28,900 g.-cal. No satisfactory 
explanation of observed da ta  can be advanced b u t the 
existence of repulsive forces between non-bonded adjacent 
atom s is favoured ra ther th a n  a ttrac tive  forces. W. R. A.

Calorimetric investigations of organic reactions, m .  
Heats of ionisation of glycine at 25°. J. M. S tu rtevan t (J. 
Amer. Chem. Soc., 1941, 63, 88—93).— H eats of neutralisation 
of glycine by HC1 and NaOH have been measured calori- 
metrically a t  25° and from these th e  heats of ionisation, 
respectively 930 and 2771 g.-cal. per mol., have been calc, 
and are in good agreement w ith existing data . W. R. A.

Heat of mixing of chloroform with polyamines. R. W.
Spence (J. Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 304— 309).—The max. 
vals. for the heat of mixing, H, of CHC13 w ith cyc/ohexyl- 
amine (I); N H 2Bu, (CH2-NH2)2, diethylenetriamine, and tr i-  
ethylcnetetram ine are 800, 700, 440, 640, and 800 g.-cal. per 
mol. of solution respectively. For the first two compounds 
H  occurs a t  0-5 mol. fraction of CHC13, and for the rem ainder 
i t  occurs a t  0-6 mol. fraction of CHC13. The drop in H  in 
going from (I) to  the polvamines suggests th a t  the la tte r  are 
associated through N -H < -N  bonds. On mixing w ith CHCl, 
energy is liberated when C-H-<-N bonds are formed and 
energy is used in breaking N-H-<-N bonds, the resulting H  
being <  it  would be if the polyamine was unassociated. I t  
is no t possible to  decide from the position of the m ax. in th e  
H  curves how m any N atom s in the polyamines are available 
for bonding. C. R . H.

Heat of wetting of wood charcoal by some common liquids.
R. I. Razouk (J. Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 179— 189).—An 
ampoule containing charcoal was evacuated a t  300° for 6 hr. 
and then  sealed. I t  was then broken under various liquids 
and the heat change resulting from the w etting of th e  C was 
measured. H sO, aliphatic alcohols, CeH„, C5H 6N, and CC14 
were investigated. W ith H 20  and MeOH the heat of w etting
(H) is developed within a few min., b u t w ith other liquids the 
tim e is appreciable and increases in  the order E tO H , Pr°OH, 
BuaOH, Pr^OH, CSH 5N, reaching ~ 3 0  min. in  the case of 
C6H e. H  depends no t only on the surface area of th e  C b u t 
on its  nature  and the m anner in which i t  has been treated . 
The d a ta  afford strong support for th e  explanation of H  in

term s of free energy changes a t  the  C surface and their tem p, 
coeffs. as measured by  the expansion of C on immersion in  
the liquids. C. R. H.

Heat of wetting of partially saturated charcoal. R. I.
Razouk (J. Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 190— 194 ; cf. preceding 
abstract).—The heat developed when charcoal containing 
known am ounts of MeOH is immersed in  MeOH has beeift 
measured. The differential heat of w etting is const, and 
equals the calc, net heat of adsorption for the later stages of 
adsorption. If the C is initially  sa tu ra ted  w ith MeOH no 
measurable heat is evolved on immersion in MeOH. This is 
unexpected bu t it  is possible th a t the slow rate a t  which heat 
is evolved renders its detection and m easurem ent difficult.

C. R. H.

V II.-E LE C T R O C H E M IS T R Y .
Conductivity of calcium salts. A. S. Jensen and M. R. 

U nangst (J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 195).—The conductivities 
of 0-1, 0-01, and O-OOIn. solutions of Ca gluconate (I), benzoate, 
lactate , lasvulate, and salicylate, CaCl2, and CaBr2 a t  18° are 
given. A dditional da ta  for solutions of (I) a t  18° and 25° 
are also recorded. J . W. S.

Flow potentials through metals. W. G. Eversole and D. L. 
Deardorff (J. Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 236— 241).—Theor
etical. A general equation perm itting  th e  calculation of the 
p.d. set up by liquid flow through a small hole in a metal 
disc has been derived. Certain special forms of th e  general 
equation are considered. C. R. H.

Overvoltage and the structure of the electrical double layer 
at a hydrogen electrode. G. E . Kimball, S. Glasstone, and A. 
Glassner ( / .  Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 91— 96).—Application of 
the theory of abs. reaction rates to  electrodes leads to  a 
function for the sp. ra te  of discharge of ions involving a 
potential, which, by application of experim ental data , is 
shown to  be the overvoltage, whereas th e  theory  requires i t  
to  be the to ta l potential. This anom aly is explained by 
postulating the existence of tw o different electrical double 
layers, w ith corresponding energy barriers, a t  the electrode 
surface. I f  the barrier nearer the electrode is the higher, 
the overvoltage is essentially established across th is layer, 
w hilst the variation in  equilibrium potential caused by vari
ations in the [H‘] of the solution is established across th e  
outer double layer. Since the ra te  of discharge is determined 
by .the  p.d. across the inner double layer i t  follows th a t  i t  is 
determined by  the overvoltage and no t by th e  to ta l potential. 
B oth barriers m ay correspond w ith proton transfer from one 
H 20  mol. to  another or, less probably, m ay correspond w ith 
the discharge process in  which a H  atom  is formed.

J . W. S.

V III.—R EA C TIO N S.
Physics of flames and explosions in gases, (a) W. T.

David, (b) B. Lewis and  G. von Elbe (J. A ppl. Physics, 
1940, 11, 157— 158, 158).— (a) A ttention  is directed to  the 
au tho r’s views on "  la ten t energy "  (cf. e.g., A., 1941, I, 117).

(b) A rejoinder to  th e  above. L. J. J.
Reaction between hydrogen and oxygen : the upper explosion 

limit and the reaction in its vicinity. G. von Elbe and B. 
Lewis (J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 194— 195).—The upper 
explosion lim it of H 2-O a m ixtures is decreased considerably 
by the presence of H 20  vapour. The effect is sim ilar to  th a t 
of o ther gases (cf. G rant and Hinshelwood, A., 1933, 909). 
W hen the explosion is approached from the high-pressure 
side short bursts of reaction, dying ou t rapidly, are observed. 
This is due to  th e  lowering of the explosion lim it by  the H 20  
formed. Above th e  upper explosion lim it th e  reaction rate  
passes through a min. w ith increasing pressure. The upper 
lim it of explosion a t  400— 570° is >  th a t  found previously 
(Thompson and Hinshelwood, A., 1929, 403); the low results 
can be explained by the H zO-vapour effect. The results 
also explain the anomalies observed by Oldenberg and 
Sommers (A., 1940, I, 363). '  J .  W. S.

Thermal reaction between hydrogen and oxygen, n .  
Third explosion limit. O. Oldenberg and H . S. Sommers, jun. 
(J. Chem. Physics. 1941, 9, 114— 117; cf. A., 1939, I, 325). 
— The therm al high-pressure explosion of a  H 2- 0 2 m ixture 
(" th ird  explosion lim it ") occurring near atm . pressure a t
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560° has been studied and the upper section of the limiting 
curve in the p - T  diagram has been determined. In  accord 
w ith previous observation (A., 1931, 320) coating the surface 
of Pyrex vessels w ith KC1 makes the reaction slower and 
more reproducible. The results, however, do no t decide 
between different theories of the reaction. J . W. S.
*  Kinetics of reactions in solution. S. V. A nantakrishnan (J. 
Annamalai Univ., 1940, 10, 81— 104).—A review including 
collision activation, the transition  state , the kinetics of 
n itration  of arom atic compounds, addition of Br„ and H B r 
to  defines, mol. rearrangem ents, onium degradation, and 
ester hydrolysis. A. J . E . W.

Rate of hydration of isomeric platino-complexes. M. M.
Jakschin (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 329— 
331).—The rates of hydration of isomeric K 2[Pt(S20 3)2] to  
K2H [P t(0H )(S 20 3)2] in  dil. aq. solution have been compared 
by following the change of mol. conductivity w ith time. 
The change is much more rapid in the case of the more sol. 
isomeride, which is concluded to be the et's-form. L. J . J .

Hydrodynamic problems relating to the processes of com
bustion and gasification of a layer of combustible solid. B.
K antorovitsch (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci., U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 
244— 249).—The velocity of reaction between a  gas and a 
solid surface over which i t  is passing is discussed theoretic
ally, and expressions are derived for the vals. of the apparent 
velocity coeffs. in various circumstances. J .  W. S.

Kinetics of the reduction of carbon dioxide by carbon. V. S.
Altschuler and Z. F. Tschuchanov (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. 
U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 706—710).— A three-stage mechanism is 
proposed : (i) C 02 + C - >  C 0 2 (adsorbed); (ii) C 0 2 (adsorbed) 
+  C ->-surface complex CzO„; (iii) CxO„ ->  CO +  C, by 
therm al decom p.; (iv) CxO„ +  C 0 2 (gas) ->  CO +  C. (iii) is 
negligible a t  atm . pressure, (iv) and (ii) determ ine the overall 
velocity and an  expression connecting the velocity coeffs. 
K \i and I<w and the energies of activation  of these stages 
w ith the effective area of the C and the concn. of C 02 is 
deduced. Experim ental evidence is adduced in  support of 
the conclusion th a t if i? lv[C02]¡Kn ^ \  the  order of reaction is 
unity  and if >̂>1 the order is zero. T. H. G.

Kinetic method for the investigation of the intermediate 
products in autocatalytic reactions. N. N. Semenov and 
N. M. Em anuel (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 
219—223).— On keeping a m ixture of H 2S and O, in  a  vessel 
a t  270° for a  period <  the induction period of the reaction, 
and then transferring i t  to  ano ther vessel a t  300°, the to ta l 
induction period is such as would be predicted from the 
combined periods in the two vessels, indicating th a t  the 
interm ediate product is carried over w ith the gas from one 
vessel to  the other. If, however, the mixture, a fter having 
been kep t a t  270°, is brought into  another vessel a t  20° 
before being passed in to  the  vessel a t  300°, the induction 
period in the la tte r  vessel approaches the norm al val. as the 
tim e of keeping a t  low tem p, is increased. The results 
indicate th a t  the interm ediate compound is decomposed a t  
20° according to  a unimol. law w ith velocity coeff. 0-007 
min.-1, w hilst the heat of activation of the decomp, is 8500 
g.-cal. per mol. J . W. S.

Ozone as oxidation catalyst. Explanation of the favourable 
effect of dilution of the ozone based on the laws of adsorption.
E . Briner (Helv. Chim. Acta, 1940, 23, 590—596).—In  the 
oxidation of N aH S 03 and of aldehydes catalysed by O, (cf.
A., 1933, 680; 1940, I, 297) the reaction velocity (y) decreases 
much more slowly than  does the concn. (c) of 0 3 as the la tte r  
is diluted. A linear relation exists between log v and log c, 
from which i t  is inferred th a t v is cc the concn. of 0 2 in  the 
liqm d-gas interface, and th a t th is  is related to  th e  bulk 
concn. in  the gas phase according to  the Freundlich adsorption 
isotherm . (Cf. also A., 1941, I, 86.) F. L. U.

Reaction velocities at low temperatures. HI. Synthesis of 
diethyl acetal at temperatures between -  44° and 4- 25°. R. P.

‘̂ r1?1.\Norri s U £ : S - 19U - US— 120).—The synthesis 
of , ,  o 1,” “  E tO H  in presence of IICl has been studied
a t  . to  25 • The kinetics are complicated by  the 
equilibrium E tO H 2+ +  H 20  ^  E tO H  +  OH3+, set up w ith  the 
H 20  produced in the reaction. When th is  is allowed for the 
vals of kr. the catalytic coeff. o f the EtOH„+ ion, follow 
the Arrhenius equation norm ally; kc =  2-34 x  1013c-1B’5°o/,R1,

F. J . G. '

Ammonia synthesis from active nitrogen and hydrogen.
S. S. Joshi and A. Purushotham  (Current Sci., 1940, 9, 534—  
535).—A carefully regulated stream  of active N was led over 
a  catalyst, followed by  a stream  of H 2 previously subjected to 
electrical discharge. Appreciable formation of N H 3 was 
found w ith Mg, Cd, Al, S, Cr, and monazite, b u t the yields 
w ith A120 3, Zn, As, W, Ni, Se, Sn, Co, and Ca were poor. 
Increased yields were obtained by heating the catalyst, and 
also the N 2 before activation, to  200°. For successful yields 
i t  appears necessary th a t the nitride formed by th e  ca ta lyst 
should be unstable and reactive tow ards H ,. W. R. A.

Interactions of gases with metals and crystalline solids.
J. K. Roberts (Physical Soc. Rep. Progr. Physics, 1940, 7, 
303— 328).—A progress report. W. J.

Constitution and properties of cyanide plating baths.—See
B., 1941, I, 148.

Corrosion of copper electrodes by aqueous iron sulphate 
containing titanium sulphate.—See B., 1941, I, 146. 

Anodic oxidation of aluminium.—See B., 1941, I, 149. 
Investigation of lead anodes in the electrolysis of zinc 

sulphate solutions.— See B., 1941, I, 146. 
Electrodeposition of chromium from potassium dichromate 

baths in presence of fluoride.— See B., 1941, I, 147. 
Theory of electrodeposition of chromium.— See B., 1941, I, 

147. 
Anodic polishing of electroplated nickel.— See B., 1941, I, 

147. 
Rhodium plating and stripping of rhodium deposits.— See 

B„ 1941, I, 148.
Chemical action of electric discharges. XVHI. Production 

of formaldehyde in a high- and low-frequency arc. E. Briner 
and H . Hoefer (Helv. Chun. A d a , 1940, 23, 800—806).—The 
m ixtures studied were CO-H„, C 0 -C H ,-0 2, CH4-O a, C3H 8- 0 2, 
and C iH 10-O 2, all a t  40— 50 mm. pressure. Increase in the 
frequency («) of the a.c. arc results in a marked increase in 
the am ount of CH20  formed, which, a t  n  =  50 per sec., is 
always < 1  g. per kw.-hr. The best results were obtained 
w ith CH4- 0 2 (0 2 4%) m ixtures, which a t  n  — 107 per sec. 
gave 16-6 g. of CH20  per kw.-hr. Alcohols, ketones, other 
aldehydes, and (in presence of CH4) C2H 2 are formed in  
side-reactions. F. L. U.

Optical sensitising of silver halides by dyes. in. Relation 
of sensitising to the absorption spectra and constitution of 
dyes. S. E . Sheppard, R. H. L am bert, and  R . D. W alker 
(J. Chem. Physics, 1941, 9, 96— 113; cf. A., 1939, I, 315, 
480; 1940, I, 367).—Various investigations of the differences 
between th e  absorption spectra of sensitising dyes when 
adsorbed on Ag halides and when in  E tO H  solution are 
sum marised. The spectra of the adsorbed dyes correspond 
w ith  their spectra in  solution, and are similarly affected by 
structu ral changes, bu t they  are shifted to  longer A. Sim ilar 
shifts, however, are produced on comparing the spectra of 
solutions in  different solvents, and i t  is pointed out th a t i t  is 
the displacem ent relative to  the absorption bands for the 
dye in  the gaseous sta te  a t  low pressure which should corre
spond w ith an  adsorption energy available for sensitisation. 
Such energy difference, however, is generally insufficient. 
The essential requirem ents for “ mol.” sensitisation are 
(i) p lanar configuration of the dye mol. and adsorbed dye 
ions, (ii) edge-on adsorption of p lanar mols., oriented possibly 
orthogonally b u t more probably a t  70° to  th e  (111) plane of 
the crystal, and (iii) electronic transition  in the  dye ion or 
dipole on absorption of a photon polarised in  an  azim uth 
defined by  (i) and (ii). A hypothesis of coplanar coupling of 
electronic displacements in  the dye and in a  congruent plane 
of the Ag halide la ttice  is advanced, and is considered to  be 
the key factor for both mol. and aggregate optical sensitis
ation b y  dyes. The influence of nuclear changes and of 
substituents on the sensitising action is discussed.

J . W. S.
Isomeric transformation of chromium chloride in the dark 

and in ultra-violet light. D. S. D atar and M. Qureshi (J. 
Osmania Univ., 1940, 8, 6—20).—The isomerisation of dark 
green CrCl3,6H20  in  aq. solution m ay be followed by observ
a tion  of extinction coeffs., p R. and A ; a t  ~ 2 5 °, in  the dark, 
these a tta in  const, vals. a fter ~ 6 £  hr. On exposure to  
ultra-violet light the changes, are accelerated, and  moreover
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Preparation of base-exchange materials from some British

173

a solution which has reached equilibrium in  th e  dark  under
goes further change on irradiation. F. J . G.

Photochemical reaction in the region of electron affinity 
spectrum of chromous ions in solution. B. Dain and E. 
Liberzon {Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 228— 
230).—W hen C rS04 solutions are exposed to  the light ,of a 
H g-vapour lamp, H , is evolved owing to  the reaction Cr" +  
H 20  ->  Cr“ ' +  O H ' +  H . The reaction is no t produced by 
light of A 3600 or 3130 a., and apparently  corresponds with 
the absorption region a t  <3000 a . After an  in itial induction 
period, corresponding w ith the saturation  of the solution 
w ith H 2, the evolution of I I2 occurs a t  a  const, rate which is 
alm ost independent of tem p. J . W. S.

Mechanism of the primary photodissociation of organic 
molecules. E . Bergmann and R. Samuel ( / .  Org. Chem., 
1941, 6, 1—24).—An extended account of work already 
abstracted (A., 1938, X, 341). Special reference is made to 
CH„0, HCOjH, AcOH, EtOAc, MeCO-SH, MeCS2H, CS(NH2)2, 
MeCHO, EtCHO, COMe,, CH2Aca, Ac2, CH„Ac-C02E t, and 
AcOH. • H. W.

Effect of neutrons on photosynthesis.—See A., 1941, II I , 
314.

1 X .-M E T H 0 D S  O F  PR EPA R ATIO N .
Genesis of chemical reactions. N. S. Akulov (Compt. rend. 

Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S .. 1940, 28, 135— 138).—A theory  of the 
autogenesis of reactions is developed. O. D. S.

Salts. M. Usanovitscli (Compt: rend: Acad. Sci. U .R .S.S.,
1940, 28, 438— 440).— Salts may be regarded as derived from 
bases (anions), b u t no t from acids. Thus, NaCl is a  sa lt of 
a  base (Cl') bu t no t of HC1. The reactions : N aO E t +  
E tC l ->  NaCl +  E t20 , N aO E t +  AcCl •>  NaCl +  EtOAc, 
NaOAc +  AcCl ->  NaCl +  AcaO, N a2S 0 3 +  SOCl2 ->  2NaCl 
+  2S 02, m ay all be regarded as methods of sa lt formation, 
and are analogous to  NaOH  -f HC1 ->  NaCl +  H 20 , so th a t 
NaCl m ay be regarded as the sa lt of the base NaOAc and 
th e  acid AcCl. Solvolysis of a  sa lt depends entirely upon 
the solvent. NaCl is alkaline in. AcaO solution, the acid 
produced (AcCl) being weaker th an  th e  base (NaOAc).

A. J . M.
Absolute water and its use. J. Kopp&nyi (J. Hung. Chem. 

Soc., 1940, 1, No. 3, 12— 13).—Austenveil’s method for the 
purification of H aO by reversible acid or base exchange for 
O H ' or H ‘ w ith insol; basic or acidic compounds, “ alassions ’’ 
(I). is described. Only very weak acids are no t removed by 
(I), which is regenerated w ith H aS 0 4 or aq. N H 3, respectively. 
H 2S i03 in  the H zO is first pptd . w ith  NaAlOj, and C 0 2. m ust 
be removed. E. V. A.

Use of copper and brass tubes [for water supplies].— See B.,
1941, I I I ,  83.

Reaction of hydrogen and oxygen in the presence of silver. 
Third explosion limit. H. R. Heiple and B. Lewis (J. Client. 
Physics, 1941, 9, 120).—W hen Ag is arranged a t  the centre 
of a tube heated a t  625—660° no change is observed when 
H j is passed through the tube, b u t when 0 2 is passed through 
th e  tube an orange-brown deposit appears on the tube walls. 
When a H a-O a m ixture is passed through th e  tube a greenish- 
brown deposit is formed of outline sim ilar to  th a t of the Ag 
used. The in tensity  of the deposit in the la tte r  case may be 
due, no t only to the formation of a volatile Ag oxide, bu t also 
to  sputtering of Ag atom s through the reaction a t  its  surface. 
Hence the suppression of the chain reaction a t  700° in  a  Ag 
vessel (A., 1933, 469) may be due to  chain-breaking through 
the action of Ag atom s in the gas phase. J . W. S.

Washing reclaimed silver nitrate crystals with alcohol leads 
to explosion. J. P. Tully (Canad. Chem., 1941, 25, 90).—A 
dangerous explosion occurred when -—0-75 lb. of m oist A gN 03 
crystals, obtained from AgCl residues by dissolving the 
bu tton  of Ag from the N a2C 03 fusion in H N 0 3 and crystallis
ing, had been washed w ith E tO H  denatured w ith 10% 
COMea, and were touched w ith a spatula. The detonation 
was due to  the formation of AgONC. Methods for elim inating 
the E tO H  washing are suggested. L. S. T.

Influence of humidity on atmospheric corrosion of zinc, 
aluminium, and iron coated with electrolytes.—See B., 1941, 
I, 146.

clays and minerals.— See B., 1941, I, 117.
Mixed platinum triammino-thiosulphates. D. I. R iab- 

tschikov (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 236— 
239).—T reatm ent of /rajjs-[Pt{CS(NH2)2}2(NH3)2]Cl2 (0-3 g.) 
w ith aq. N a2Sa0 3,5H 20  (I) (0-1645 g.) yields a w hite cryst. 
ppt. of th e  compound, /ra»s-[Pt{CS(NH2)2}(NH3)a(S20 3)]. 
W ith 0-329 g. of (I) no pp t. is produced owing to  the formation 
of the  sol. /m«5-Na2[Pt(N H 3)s(S20 3)a]. T reatm ent of a ho t 
solution of /rai!s-[Pt(C?H 6N)2{CS(NHa)2}2]Cl2 (0-3 g.) w ith  (I) 
(0-1743 g.) yields a w hite cryst. ppt. of the compound, trans- 
[Pt(CsH 6N)a{CS(NH„)2}S20 3]. Excess of (I) had no further 
effect. W ith /raHS-[Pt(NH3)2(C5H 6N)a] (0-3 g.), (I) (0-1625 
g.) yields slowly small prisms of the  compound, trans- 
[P t(N H 3)2(C5H 5N) (S20 3)1. W ith 0-325 g. of (I) there is slow 
formation of /ra)iS-Na2[Pt(N H 3)2(Ss0 3)2], which on addition 
of BaCl2 and H 2S 0 4 yields a light cream ppt. of the com
pound, i>-aHs-Ba[Pt(NH3)j(S20 3)2]. By trea tm en t of th is sa lt 
w ith H 2SOj i t  has been shown th a t the corresponding acid 
(ID is a  strong acid, a  0-005m. solution having pn  2-05. 
T reatm ent of the acid w ith [P t(N H 3)4]Cl2 yields a cryst. ppt. 
of the compound, ¿ra«5-[Pt(NH3)J[P t(N H 3)2(S20 3)2]. W ith 
^H S -[P t(N H 3)a(C5H 5N)Cl2] (III) (0-3 g.), (I) (0-2056 g.) and 
CS(NH2)2 (0-063 g.) yield a  white pp t. of the compound, 
[P t(N H 3)(SaOa)(CsH 6N){CS(NH2)a}]. W ith (I) (0-4112 g.),
(Ill) (0-3 g.) yields im «i-N a2[Pt(C5H 6N)(NH3)(Sa0 3)j], which 
w ith  [Pt{CS(NH2)2}4]Cl2 yields golden yellow needles of the 
compound, ^aKS-[Pt{CS(NH2)2}4][Pt(C 6H 5N)(NH3)(S20 3)2]. 
The compound, /ra«s-Ba[Pt(C6H 6N)(NH3)(S20 3)2], is alm ost 
w hite and w ith  H aS 0 4 yields a solution of the free acid, 
sim ilar in properties to  (II). J . W . S.

Reaction of thiosulphate with isomeric compounds of bi
valent platinum. D. I. R iabtschikov (Compt. rend. Acad. 
Sci. U .R .S.S., 1940, 28, 231— 235).—T reatm ent of trans- 
[P t(N H a),Cl2] (0-3 g.) w ith hot aq. N a2S20 3,5H20  (I) (0-248 
g.) yields a  tu rb id  solution which deposits the sparingly sol. 
compound, ¿>,a»s-[Pt(N H 3)2(Sa0 3)(H20)]. The H 20  is very 
firmly held and is not removed by drying a t  110°. W ith  
0-496 g. of (I), however, no ppt. is formed owing to  the 
production of the sol. iraHS-Naa[P t(N H 3)2(Sa0 3)a], w hilst w ith 
<1-98 g. of (I) the solution turns yeliow owing to  th e  p ro 
duction of N a6[Pt(Sa0 3)4l (II). W hen m -[P t(N H 3)2]CJ2 (III) 
(0-3 g.) is trea ted  w ith (I) (0-248 g.) the solution tu rns yellow 
owing to  the form ation of cis-N a[Pt(NH 3)2(S20 3)Cl] (IV), which 
on trea tm en t w ith [P t(N H .)4]C)2 (V) or [Pt(CS(NHj)2}4]Cl2 
yields ppts. of the compounds, cis-[Pt(N H ,)1][P l(N H 3)2(Sa0 3)Cl] 
and cis-[Pt{CS(NH2)2}4][Pt(N H 3)2(S20 3)Cl], respectively. 
A ddition of saturated  aq. KC1 and E tO H  to  the  original 
solutions im m ediately after mixing causes pptn . of the com
pound, eis-K [Pt(N H 3)2(S2Oa)Cl]. When (IV) is kep t in solution 
a yellowish powdery pp t. of the compound, [P t(N H 3)2(S20 3)], 
gradually separates. W hen (III) (0-3 g.) is trea ted  w ith (I) 
(0-496 g.) a s-N a2[P t(N H 3)2(S30 2)2] is formed, th is on tr e a t
m ent w ith (V) yielding a p p t. of the compound, cis- 
[P t(N H 3)4][P t(N H a)2(S20 3)2l. The compound, cis- 
K 2[P t(N H 3)2(S20 3)2], has also been isolated. W ith excess of 
(I), (III) yields (II). The behaviour of these complexes is 
compared w ith th a t of th& CS(NH2)2 complexes. J . W. S.

X .- A N A L Y S I S .
Isotopes as indicators. C. Rosenblum  (J. Chem. Educ.,

1940, 17, 567—570).—A review'. L. S. T.
Application of colorimetric methods to metallurgical analy

sis.—See B., 1941, I, 149.
Improvement in mixing starch solution. N. M. Cullinane 

(Chem. and Ind., 1941, 146).— If 1 g. of starch is mixed to  a 
cream with a  little  H aO, and 100 c.c. of boiling H aO added, 
th e  solution m ay be kept for three m onths w ithout deteriorat
ing. A ddition of 2 drops of conc. HC1 or 1 g. of ZnC.la is an 
im provem ent. F. J . G.

Mixing starch solution. R. C. T erry (Chem. and Ind.,
1941, 185).— 0-1% of H g l2 or Shirlan (an anti-m ildew agent 
for cotton) preserves 1% starch paste for an indefinite period. 
N either preservative interferes w ith th e  K aP tI 4 te s t for 
m ustard  gas. A. J . E. W.

Determination of fluorine. P. A. Clifford. ( / .  . Assoc. Off. 
Agric. Chem., 1940, 23, 303— 307).—The titra tion  of F  w ith
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T h(N 03)4 in the presence of alizarin as indicator is no t 
successful for the determ ination of am ounts < 5 0  f ig .  The 
dil. Th solution (0-0004n.) used does no t give a satisfactory 
end-point w ith the ind ica to r; neutral salts also affect the 
end-point. A suitable procedure to  elim inate these errors is 
suggested. F  combines w ith A1 to  form A lFe", which in ter
feres w ith the formation of the A1 alum inon lake. Under 
standard  conditions the bleaching of the coloured lake oc [F.].

E. C. B. S.
Thorium nitrate titration of micro-quantities of fluorine in 

aqueous and alcoholic systems. J . W. Hammond and W. H . 
Macintire (J. Assoc. Off. Agric. Client., 1940, 23, 398—404).— 
T itra tion  of F ' by T h(N 03)4 in 48% E tO H  adjusted  to  pn  3-0 
w ith HC1 gives stoicheiometric results in both f ig . and mg. 
ranges. Na alizarinsulphonate is used as indicator. A 
sim ilar titra tio n  in aq. solution, or in 48%  E tO H  in the 
presence of a  CH2CI-C02H -C H 2Cl-C02Na buffer, gives high 
results in  the fig. range. E. C. B. S.

Determination of nitrates (in water) by the phenoldisulphonic 
acid method. J. S. D unn (Analyst, 1941, 66, 105).—The 
colours of the  B .D.H. Nessleriser Disc for the determ ination 
of free Cl, by means of o-tolidine provide good matches for 
the yellow tin ts  obtained in the phenoldisulphonic acid 
method of determ ining >0-01 mg. of N O /-N . L. S. T.

Determination of small quantities of hydroxylamine by 
Blom’s method. H. Barnes (J. M arine Biol. Assoc., 1941, 
25, 109— 110).—N 0 2' in very dil. solution is no t recovered 
quan tita tively  by Griess’ method a fter trea tm en t w ith Blom’s 
reagents for the determ ination of N H 2OH because of the 
presence of S20 3", very  small quantities of which interfere 
w ith the colour reaction. J . L. D.

Spectrographic determination o£ phosphorus in phosphor- 
bronze.— See B., 1941, I, 146. 

How technique for micro-determination of arsenic. T.
W ilkinson and C. G. Greenham (Austral. J .  Exp. Biol., 1940, 
18, 341-342).—How ’s procedure (A., 1938, I, 322) is modified. 
An alloy containing Zn 99-5, Sn 0-5, P b  0-1, Fe 0-1 g. is 
used; 0-125% HgCl2 solution is preferable, and a wringer
giving reproducible pressure is necessary. 2 ml, of 5%
F eS 04,(NH4)2S 04,6H20 , slightly acidified (H2S 0 4), is placed 
in  each generation tube ; a fter adding the digested m aterial 
and aq. N aH S 03 and diluting, 0-2 c.c. of 40% SnCl2 in  conc. 
HC1 is added. Freshly im pregnated string is essential.

D. M. N.
Determination of arsenic. C. C. Cassil (J. Assoc. Off. Agric. 

Client., 1940, 23, 297— 301). In  Cassil and  W ichm ann’s 
m ethod (B., 1939, 1173) i t  is desirable to  om it th e  addition 
of K I (reagent g) and to  prepare reagent k from sol. s ta rc h ; 
the Zn should be 20-mesh, and SnCl2 should no t be added 
before the final dilution is made. E . C. B. S.

Interference of selenium and tellurium with the determin
ation of arsenic by the hypophosphorous acid method. H . J . G.
Challis (Analyst, 1941, 66, 58—60).—In  presence of Se and 
Te, the determ ination of As in Cu by E vans' method (A., 
1932, 1010) yields high results. In  a modified method the 
sample (5 g.) is dissolved, w ithout boiling, in  dil. H 2S 04 (30 
ml.) and conc. HNOa (15 ml.), and the solution is evaporated 
until the CuS04 becomes grey. The residue is warmed w ith 
dil. HC1 (150 ml.), N aH aP 0 2 (3 g.) is added to  decolorise the 
Cu salts, and the solution is warmed to  50°. In  presence of 
Se or Te a  red or brownish colour or pp t. is formed, and 
persists a fter the addition of 1— 2 g. more N aH 2PO,. The 
solution is m aintained a t  50° for 30 min., and the pp t. is 
separated, and washed w ith dil. HC1. The filtrate is treated  
w ith more N aH 2P 0 2 and the As determ ined by E vans’ 
m ethod. j  \y . s.

Qualitative semimicro-analysis with reference to Noyes and 
Bray’s^system : the thallium group. C. C. Miller (J.C.S., 
1941. 72—75).—W orking details are given of a scheme for 
the detection and determ ination of 0-25— 50 mg. of Ag and 
Pb, 0-2o 10 mg. of Tl, and some Bi, in m ixtures containing
> 5 0  mg. of the metals. The scheme involves dissolution of 
the bromides in H Br, detection of Tl w ith rhodamine-B, 
extraction of TlBr3 by  means of BuaOAc, detection of Ag in 
a CN' solution w ith  /?-di methyl a miuobenzyliden erhodanine, 
detection of Bi and Pb w ith  CS(NHt)j, and confirmation of 
Pb  as rhodizonate. * F . J . G.

Spectroscopic analysis of enamel frits.—See B., 1941, I,

Micro-determination of calcium and magnesium [in soil].—  
See B., 1941, I I I , 01. 

Determination of lead in drinking water.— See B., 1941, I I I , 
83. 

Assay of lead oleate plaster and ointment.—See B., 1941, 
I I I ,  76.

Determination of copper as the diethyl dithiocarbonate 
complex. D. L. D rabkin (J. Assoc. Off. Agric. Chem., 1940, 
23, 301— 302).—A photom etric procedure was applied to  a 
solution of th e  complex in  tsoamyl ace ta te ; the  effect of 
contam ination w ith Bi, Co, and Ni was studied.

E. C. B. S.
Electrolytic determination of copper in steel.—See B., 1941, 

I, 145. 
Micro-eerimetric determination of electrolytic copper.—See

B., 1941, I, 146.
Analysis of mercury ores.—See B., 1941, I, 147. 
Assay of mercuric oxide ointment.— See B., 1941, I I I , 70. 
Spectrographic analysis of aluminium alloys.— See B., 1941, 

I , 148.
Determination of ferric and ferrous iron. J . O. Percival 

(Ind. Eng. Client. [Anal.], 1941, 13, 71— 72).—A rapid (10 
min.) method for determ ining F e" ' in  Fe2(SO.,)3 pickling baths 
for brass and o ther Cu alloys is described, and shown to  be 
accurate by  comparison w ith the S 0 2 and SnCl2 reduction 
methods. P p td . Cu powder is used as reducing agent in  th e  
cold, and the reduced solution is titra ted  w ith O-lN-KMnOj. 
Large am ounts of F e", Cu", M n", Zn", N i", and Cr’” do not 
in terfe re ; Cl' m ust be absent. L. S. T.

Determination of iron by the Zimmerman-Reinhardt 
method. Effects of temperature, and determination of blank. 
W . R. Crowell, W . W . Luke, and T. G. M astín (Ind. Eng. 
Chem. [Anal.], 194Í, 13, 94— 95).—Comparison of da ta  
obtained by the Z im m erm an-R einhardt and Jones reductor 
m ethods shows th a t between 10° and 40° the results by the 
former method are practically  unaffected by tem p, during 
the trea tm en t w ith  HgCl2. T itration  w ith  K M n04 is be tter 
done a t  30° th a n  a t  10“. In  th e  procedure detailed, the 
b lank is unaffected by tem p. (10— 40°) and by the am ount 
of SnCl4, bu t i t  is dependent on the vol. of th e  solution, the 
am ount of preventive solution, and particularly  on the 
am ount of FeCl3 present. U nder optim um  conditions the 
results obtained by th e  Z im m erm an-R einhardt method were 
0-08% >  those obtained w ith the Jones reductor.

L. S. T.
Basic sulphates of iron and aluminium in analytical separ

ations. J . G. Fairchild (Ind. Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1941, 13, 
83; cf. A., 1934, 628).—Excess of F e" ', together w ith some 
A1‘", is separated from bivalent m etals by pptn . as basic 
K  Fem  alum. A slightly acid solution of Fe2(S04)3, free from 
F ', Cl', o r N O /, is trea ted  w ith K H S 04, and neutralised 
w ith dil. aq. N H S until a  slight ppt. persists. The solution 
is heated in a  closed flask immersed in  steam  for several h r.; 
~ 5  mg. of Fe rem ain in  solution. N i and Zn can then  be 
determ ined in  the filtrate by  the procedures described.

L. S. T.
Photometric determination of iron.—See A., 1941, I I I ,  315.
Polarographic determination of nickel and cobalt. Simul

taneous determination in presence of iron, copper, chromium, 
and manganese, and determination of small amounts of nickel 
in cobalt compounds. J . J . Lingane and H . Kerlinger (Ind. 
Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1941, 13, 77— 80).—The half-wave 
po ten tia l of Ni is 0-3 v. more positive th an  th a t  of Co in 
supporting electrolytes containing C5H 5N (I) or CNS', and 
th e  separation of the two waves perm its th e  simultaneous 
determ ination of both metals. An electrolyte containing (I) 
is preferred to  one containing CNS'. W ith the la tte r, the 
diffusion current of Co shows irregularities, especially in 
solutions containing acid or N H 4\  In  an  electrolyte of

5-4 containing equal concns. of (I) and a  pyridinium  
salt, F e"‘ is separated sharply from small am ounts of Ni, Co, 
and Cu, by  pp tn . as Fe20 3,nH 20 . N i" and Co" are not 
co-pptd;, and the method is suitable for the sim ultaneous 
determ ination of N i and Co in  steel. M oderate am ounts of 
Cr‘"  in  steel are co-pptd. completely w ith th e  Fe20 3,nH 20 . 
M n" and small am ounts of Cu" do no t interfere. Cu gives 
a double wave a t  -|-0-05 and —0-25 v. against th e  saturated  
H g2Cl2 electrode in  (I), and large am ounts m ust be removed
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before the Ni-Co determ ination. Small am ounts of Ni 
im purities in  Co compounds can be rapidly and accurately 
determined in  an  electrolyte containing (I) or CNS'.

L. S. T.
Rapid detection of chromium in stainless steels, other high- 

chromium alloys, and plating.— See B., 1041, I, 145. 
Determination of chromates in sewage liquors.—See B., 1941, 

II I , 82.
Precipitation of stannic sulphide. W. C. G. Wheeler 

(Analyst, 1941, 68, 61).—In  absence of Fe and metals other 
th an  Sn pptd . by H 2S in acid solution, N H a ta r tra te  should 
be added before pptg. SnS2 w ith  H 2S. The ppt. is volum in
ous bu t no t difficult to  handle, bu t the addition of a little  
aq. S 0 2 towards the end of the sa tu ra tion  with I i 2S granulates 
the pp t. J . W. S.
- Electrolytic determination and separation of bismuth. HI. 
Determination and separation from copper in alkaline solu
tion. F. G. Kny-Jones (Analyst, 1941, 66, 101— 104).— 
Rapid and accurate determ inations of Bi alone or in  presence 
of Cu can be made in alkaline ta r tra te  solutions containing 
(NH2OH)2,H 2SOj as depolariser. O ther depolarisers are un
suitable; N2H 4 salts or glucose cause blackening, citrates 
and formates fail to  prevent the formation of the pentoxide, 
and quinol leads to  low results. CH20  leads to  the formation 
of colloidal Bi (cf. J.C .S ., 1907, 91, 373). Procedure and 
te s t da ta  are given. L. S. T.

X I.-A P P A R A T U S  ETC.
Temperature and temperature scales. H . T. Wensel (J. 

A ppl. Physics, 1940,11, 373—387).—A survey of fundam ental 
concepts of, and methods of expressing, tem p. The basis 
and significance of a therm odynam ic scale are discussed, and 
its  relation to  various practical scales, in particular the 
International tem p, scale, is explained. N. M. B.

Temperature sca le; proposed change in definition. F. G.
Brickwedde (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 11, 371— 372).—The 
Joule-Thom son definition of tem p, scale based on consider
ations of ideal gases m ay be completed by assigning an 
arbitrarily  chosen no. to  either the tem p, of some one repro
ducible therm al sta te , or to  the difference between the temp, 
of two states. The former is advocated to  supersede the 
latter, and advantages are discussed. N. M. B.

Thermoelectric thermometry. W. F. Roeser J .  A ppl. 
Physics, 1940, 11, 388—407).—A comprehensive review of 
fundam ental laws and theories, the ir historical development, 
and application to tem p, measurement. Thermocouples and 
their use are examined from the practical viewpoint.

N. M. B.
Wheatstone bridge circuits for automatic temperature 

regulators. F. W. Jones (J. Sci. Inslr., 1941, 18, 48—49).— 
In  the tw o circuits described some of the more expensive 
units are replaced w ith the less expensive potentiom eters 
and m ulti-tapping switches supplied by  radio-component 
manufacturers. C. R. H.

Accurate constant-temperature bath and storage cabinet 
for operation below room temperature. R . M. Dolby (New 
Zealand J .  Sci. Tech., 1940, 22, 49—51b ) .—A refrigerator unit 
is used to  cool an auxiliary bath , from which cold H sO is 
adm itted to  th e  const.-tem p. b a th  through an  electromag- 
netically-operated therm ostatic valve. A pum p which also 
provides the necessary stirring returns excess of H 20  to  the 
auxiliary bath . The tem p, control of th e  b a th  is accurate to  
±0-05° a t  5— 15°, w hilst th e  tem p, inside a  storage com
partm en t immersed in the therm ostat is >0-1° above the 
tem p, of the H 20  except im mediately after opening. The 
apparatus was devised for investigations on butter.

J . W. S.
Temperature radiation emissivities and emittances. A. G.

W orthing (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 11, 421— 437).—Methods 
of measuring the various emissivities (normal, hemispherical, 
spectral, to tal, luminous, and colour) and corresponding 
em ittances of substances are reviewed. Available da ta  for 
15 m etals are tabu lated  and general tendencies indicated 
thereby are summarised. N. M. B.

Optical pyrometry. W . E. Forsythe (J. A ppl. Physics, 
1940, 11, 408— 420).—A review of th e  principle and con
struction of pyrom eters, use of monochromatic screens, ro ta t

ing sectors, and absorbing screens. Calibration and accuracy 
tests  are described, and practical da ta  are tabu la ted  and 
plotted. N. M. B.

Inexpensive polarising device for microscopes. H. A.
Derow (J. Lab. clin. Med., 1941, 26, 694-—695).— Pieces of 
Polaroid film are fitted in the eyepiece and beneath the con
denser. C. J . C. B.

Photo-electric fiuorimeter and some applications. F .
K avanagh (Ind. Eng. Chem. [Anal,}, 1941, 13, 108— 111).—  
In  the arrangem ent described th e  fluorescence of an unknown 
solution is measured in  term s of th a t  of a standard . Uncer
tain ties due to  fluctuations and drifts of lam p intensity , 
non-linear galvanom eter scale, and inconstancy of galvano
m eter response are eliminated. The galvanom eter is used as 
a null-point indicator, and th e  ratio  of the fluorescence of 
the unknown to  th a t of the standard  is indicated by a poten
tiom eter. The instrum ent has been tested  by  determ inations 
of thiam in, riboflavin, chlorophyll, and Al. L. S. T.

Ultra-violet photometer. Quantitative measurement of 
small traces of solvent vapours in air. V. F. Hanson (Ind. 
Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1941, 13, 119— 123).—The photom eter 
measures low concns. of tr i-  (10 p.p.m.) and per-chloroethylene 
(0-3 p.p.m.) in air, and is applicable to  low concns. (< 0 T 3  
p.p.m.) of m any toxic org. vapours. Details of the principles 
of operation, construction, and application are described and 
illustrated. L. S. T.

Colour comparator. R. H. W ilhelm (Ind. Eng. Chem. 
[Anal.], 1941, 13, 123).—The com parator described utilises 
the property of acrylate or m ethacrylate resins of transm itting  
light through curved bars w ithout appreciable loss. Two 
bars curved a t  one end and enclosing Al foil as a  reflector a t  
th e  stra igh t ends are cemented together, and serve to  bring 
colour images in to  adjacent fields. L. S. T.

(A) Device for rocking a crystal in a vacuum X-ray spectro
graph. (B) Simple design for the crystal support assembly in 
a vacuum X-ray spectrograph. J . W. McGrath (Rev. Sci. 
Instr., 1940, 11, 396).— ( a )  The crystal tab le  is ro tated  by a 
lever and cam, the lever passing ou t of the vac. cham ber 
through a  small brass bellows.

(b) The table  is m ounted on a shaft, which is held in 
position by tw o precision radial bearings, 4 in. apart. The 
bearings are housed in  a heavy brass m ounting and the 
whole assembly is enclosed in  a  vac.-tight brass can soldered 
to  the underside of the spectrograph. D. F . R.

Simplified system of buffers and indicators with or without 
glass electrodes. J . F. McClendon (J. I.ab. clin. Med., 1940, 
26, 568—575). C. J . C. B.

Tungsten-nickel and tungsten-silver electrode systems in 
neutralisations. H . G. D ietrich and P. J . Bender (Ind. Eng. 
Chem. [Anal.], 1941, 13, 105— 107).—The da ta  recorded show 
th a t  the W -N i electrode system  is satisfactory for the ti tra 
tion of strong acids in  0 - I n . concns. (cf. A., 1933, 572), b u t is 
of little  val. in  titra tin g  0-01n . solutions. The W -A g system  
gives precise and accurate end-points in  titra tions of strong 
acids by strong bases in  O-OOIn. solutions, and vice versa in 
0-01n . solutions. A t higher concns. the system  is of val. in  
the neutralisation of strong acids by aq. NHj, of AcOH by 
a  strong base, and of N a2C 03. L. S. T.

Stroboscope and circuit for charging condensers to high 
direct current potentials. G. H . W agner and W . G. Eversole 
(J. Chem. Educ., 1940, 17, 587—588). L. S. T.

Spring pendulum current interrupter for a magnetic stirrer, 
with application to an experiment in catalysis. V. A. Lam b 
and M. M. H aring ( / .  Chem. Educ., 1940, 17, 577— 579).— 
The construction of an in terrup ter for use w ith a magnetic 
stirrer is described and illustrated. The stirrer has been 
applied to  investigating the decomp, of H .O , catalysed by 
0-05N-ICI. L. S. T.

Quantum efficiency of Geiger-Miiller counters for X-ray 
intensity measurements. H. M. Sullivan (Rev. Sci. Instr., 
1940, 11, 356— 362).—The counting ra te  increases when the 
photons exciting th e  counter possess sufficient energy to  
excite radiations from the cathode m aterial (Zr), the increase 
occurring a t  th e  crit. Zr I i  absorption lim it. The quantum  
efficiency for an A -0 2-filled counter is 5-7% when excited 
by  Mo Ka^a.^ radiation and 15-7% when excited by  Mo 
if/Jj(S2 rad iation ; the corresponding vals. for a  H a-filled
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counter are 4-0 and 15-0%. Abs. X -ray  in tensity  measure
m ents made w ith the two counters agree to  within 3%.

D. F. R.
Low-capacity coupler for cathode-ray oscilloscope. W. P.

Overbeck and J . L. C. Lof (Rev. Sci. Instr., 1940, 11, 375— 
376).—The voltage to be observed m odulates an  oscillator 
isolated from earth  and the resulting ou tpu t is loosely coupled 
to  a  detector built in to  the oscilloscope. This eliminates 
disturbance in high-impedance circuits by the relatively low 
impedance to  earth  of one of the oscilloscope amplifier input 
terminals. D. F. R.

Recorder for electric potentials. Damping of piezoelectric 
systems. F. Offner (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 2, 347—352).— 
The phase-frequency, amplitude-frequency, and transien t 
characteristics of a  Rochelle sa lt ink-writing oscillograph are 
calc. The insertion of a  series resistor improves these charac
teristics b u t cannot achieve crit. dam ping as the necessary 
coeff. of coupling, >0-943, is unobtainable in a crystal. 
Comparison w ith a cathode-ray oscillograph record of a 
bioelectric potential is given. D. F. R.

Chemical applications of the mass-spectrograph. W . W ahl 
(Finska Iiern. Medd., 1940, 49, 18—41).—A review.

M. H . M. A.
Tests to indicate the condition of an analytical balance.

L. C. Kreider (Ind. Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1941, 13, 117— 118). 
— Double weighings by Gauss’ method are made w ith loads 
of 10 to  100 g. on each pan and the constancy of rest-point 
and the sensitivities are examined from the data  obtained.

L. S. T.
Calibration of volumetric apparatus. C. R. Johnson ( / .  

Chem. Educ., 1940, 17, 582—583).—A method of calibrating 
th is apparatus w ith H ,0  as a  reference standard  is described.

L. S. T.
Fractional distillation column. H. R. Snyder and R. L. 

Sliriner (J. Chem. Educ., 1940, 17, 588—590).—Laboratory 
apparatus is described, and its  use illustrated. L. S. T.

Distillation of foaming solutions under vacuum. D. R.
Rexford (Ind. Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1941, 13, 95—90).—In 
the apparatus and method described, bubble formation is 
arrested and built-up foam masses are destroyed by means 
of fluctuations in the reduction of pressure employed.

L. S. T.
Semimicro- and micro-Kjeldahl steam distillation unit.

J. H. B rant and D. C. Sievers (Ind. Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1941, 
13, 133).—A simpler and more flexible form of K irk’s appar
a tu s  (A., 1930, 955) is described and illustrated. L. S. T.

Trends in design of fractionating pumps. K. C. D. Hick
man (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 11, 303— 313).—A review.

D. F. R.
Large molecular pumps of the disc type. S. von Friesen 

(Rev. Sci. Instr., 1940, 11, 302— 364).— A description of 
Siegbahn pumps, including one used in  cyclotron work, 
capable of pumping a t  73 1. per sec. a t  10~3 mm. H g a t  3700 
r.p.m . D. F. R.

X-Ray method of determining rates of diffusion in the solid 
state. J. DuMond and J . P . Y outz (J. A ppl. Physics, 1940, 
11, 357— 365).—Artificially stratified layers, 100 a . thick, of 
Au and Cu, produced by controlled evaporation in  vac., 
were subjected to  Mo K  radiation. The in tensity  of the 
diffracted image from these stratified films showed a gradual 
decay, w ith a half-life period of 2 days, due to  the diffusion 
of Au through Cu. By measuring the ra te  of th is decay, a 
rapid and accurate method of determining the rates of diffusion 
in  the solid s ta te  is made possible. The diffusion coeff. of 
Au through Cu a t  room tem p, is 5 X 10-20 cm.2 sec.-1

D. F . R.
Measurement of tension in liquids by means of a metal 

bellows. R. S. V incent (Proc. Physical Soc., 1941, 53, 126— 
140).—An historical review is given. A m etal bellows, closed 
by a needle valve, contains the liquid under te s t and is com
pletely surrounded by the liquid to  exclude inw ard atm . 
leakage. An increasing tensile load is applied to  th e  bellows 
until the  liquid breaks, and the  hydrostatic tension prior to  
breaking is calc. D ata  a t  0— 30° for E tO H , E t20 , and 
mineral oil are reported. N. M. B.

Measurement of surface tension by the ripple method. E.
Tyler (Phil. Mag., 1941, [vii], 31, 209—221).— Various 
graphical methods are suggested for obtaining the surface 
tension of a liquid by the measurement of ripples, and the

use of th e  modified Kelvin equation. Three stroboscopic 
methods for measuring the frequency of ripple formation 
over a wide range of frequencies (20— 400 per sec.) are 
described. The results agree well w ith those obtained by 
o ther methods. A. J . M.

Method for measuring the internal area of section of a glass 
tube. D. J. Behrens (Phil. Mag., 1941, [vii], 31, 199—203).
-—An optical method for carrying ou t the above determ ination 
is described. I t  lias the advantage of giving the area of section 
a t a  given point. I t  is also possible to  find ¡i for the material 
of the tube if the end is accessible. A. J . M.

Centrifuge accessories. C. R. Johnson and H. Miller (Ind. 
Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1941, 13, 118).— Cups w ith perforated 
bottom s or interchangeable perforated plates are made from 
Lucite, and serve for the centrifugal drainage of crystals.

L. S. T.
Rapid method for calibration of flowmeters. H . J . Meuron 

(Ind. Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1941,13, 114).— H ,0  from aconst.- 
liead device forces gas from a cylinder through the flowmeter. 
H g or oil can replace H aO. L. S. T.

Capillary tube.experiments with gases. L. J . K ay (J. Chem. 
Educ., 1940, 17, 580—581).—Capillary apparatus for demon
strating  th e  therm al dissociation of CaCl2,4NH3 or ZnCl2,4NH3, 
and for comparing the v.d. of two liquids, is described.

Mixture of bakelite and metal powder for mounting micro
specimens. N. J. Finsterw alder (Met. Progr., 1940, 38, 294—  
295).—A conductive m ounting medium perm itting  the elec
trical etching or polishing of micro-specimens consists of a 
m ixture of bakelite w ith Cu or A1 powder. R . B. C.

Apparatus for the direct measurement of the absorption of 
sound in gases. R. W. Leonard (Rev. Sci. Instr., 1940, 11, 
389—393).—The absorption coeff. is calc, from pressure- 
distance curves obtained by moving a microphone away 
from a  piston source vibrating in  a large baffle. The source 
is the end of a  magnetostrictive rod driven by an improved 
Pierce oscillator w ith a  frequency range of 11-3 to  112 kilo
cycles. The microphone was built up from a single bender- 
type Rochelle sa lt bim orph element and is moved magnetic
ally through the measuring chamber. D. F . R.

Rugged quartz membrane manometers of small volume.
C. K enty  (Rev. Sci. Instr., 1940, 11, 377— 386).—The mano
meters consist of clear fused quartz discs, plane polished, 
0-1— 0-5 mm. thick, and 0-5—2-5 cm. diam eter, sealed on to  
fused quartz heads, either plane or slightly concave. Move
m ent of the disc is measured by means of a three-legged 
rocker, th e  middle leg resting on th e  disc, in  conjunction 
w ith a mirror or pointer and microscope, or by interference 
fringes se t up between the disc and a nearby slightly concave 
quartz  surface. The m anom eters are operable up to  800° 
and measure pressure > 5 0  atm . (± ~ 0 - l% ) .  Vols. as small 
as 4 cu. mm., w ith resulting freedom from explosion hazard, 
have been attained. D. F. R.

Bergman, Klaproth, Vauquelin, and Wollaston. E. G.
Ferguson (J. Chem. Educ., 1940, 17, 555— 562). L. S. T.

X III.—G EO C H EM ISTR Y.
New method of measuring the mean height of the ozone in 

the atmosphere. J . Strong (J. Franklin Inst., 1941, 231, 
121— 155).—The mean height of the 0 3 in the atm . is deter
mined by  measuring the in tensity  of absorption of sunlight 
by three absorption bands : absorption in the ultra-violet 
by the H artley  band, to  determ ine the to ta l am ount of 0 3 
overhead; absorption in th e  infra-red by the H 20  vapour 
band a t  114ft., to  determ ine the to ta l am ount of H 20  over
head; and the absorption a t  9-6 p., which is due to  both 
H ,0  and 0 3. The ultra-violet absorption in the H artley  
band is approx. independent of pressure, whereas the infra
red absorption by 0 3 cc (total pressure) i. Thus th e  u ltra 
violet and infra-red absorptions together determ ine the 
average to ta l pressure on the  Oa, and hence the average 
height of the 0 3 layer can be obtained. The val. obtained 
is ~ 2 5  km., which is ra ther >  vals. obtained by other 
methods. Possible sources of error are discussed. The new 
method has the advantage th a t determ inations can be made 
a t  all positions of the sun. A. J . M.

Calcium carbonate content of sea [water] with special 
reference to the Baltic Sea. K. Buch (Finska Kent. Medd.,
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1940, 49, 64— 87).— A crit. review of saturation conditions 
for CaCOj in  the  N orth  A tlantic and B altic Sea. An expres
sion is given for deriving 8, the degree of super- or un-satur
ation (mg. equiv. of CaC03 per I. H 20  >  or <  saturation), 
from [Ca"]( [Cl'], titra tion  alkalinity, tem p., and pa  of the 
corr. sa tu rated  solution. This las t is calc, from pa  (obs.), 
[CH, and tem p., and tables valid for various areas of the 
Baltic (to a depth of 20 m.) and graphs for deep H20  in 
the Bornholm basin are given. Vais, of 8 for the A tlantic 
between England and N. America and northw ards from 
Iceland to  the ice-limit are calc. From autum n to  early 
summer the surface H 20  of the Baltic is unsaturated  (with 
respect to  CaC03) except in  the extreme south, b u t becomes 
slightly supersaturated in  summer, except in the extreme 
north  of the gulf of Bothnia. The bottom  H „0 is every
where highly unsaturated  a t  all seasons. Supersaturation 
in summer is due to  growth of plankton, which raises the pa, 
absence of nuclei preventing pptn . The surface layer is 
changed in  autum n by convection bu t tem p, has no direct 
influence on th e  saturation  conditions. Vais, of S for 81 
sampling stations in the B altic are given, in  one case over a
9-years period. M. H. M. A.

Manganese slime carried off by the Kviril river. D. I.
Eristavi (Compt. rend. Acad. Set. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 718— 
721).— H 20  taken a t  5 points has been examined as to  tran s
parency, colour, pa, sp. conductivity  and wt. of suspended 
m atter, ra te  of sedim entation, etc. The pa  varies from 7-5 
to  7-8, showing a  basic reaction both above and below the 
factories dressing Mn ores. The slime contains S i0 2 38, Mn 
23, MnO 3, MnO, 30, and Al2Oa 10%, w ith  oxides of Fe, Ti, 
Ca, [Mg, Ba, Ni, Co, V, S, P . The sp. conductivity  is ~
2-3 X 10-*. T. H. G.

Present status of knowledge regarding the hydraulics o£ 
ground water. O. E. Meinzer and L. K. Wenzel (Econ. Geol., 
1940, 35, 915— 941).— A review. ’ L. S. T.

Geochemical complexes. A. E . Fersm an (Compt. rend. 
Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 148— 150).—Three types are 
described : the prim ary geochemical, the  m etam orphic geo
chemical, and the mobile equilibrium complex. O. D. S.

“  Bolshaya Korta ”  meteorite. A. A. Onosovskaja (Compt. 
rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 122— 123).— Olivine, 
plagioclase w ith adm ixture of albite, troilite, and a  nickeli- 
ferous Fe m ineral have been identified in the meteorite.

O. D. S.
Geology of Ardgour, Argyllshire. H. I. Drever (Trans. 

Roy. Soc. Edin., 1940, 60. 141— 170).—The distribution of the 
rock types and the ir field relationships, and the petrography 
of the rocks are described. Evidence of contact and regional 
metamorphism, and of contam ination and m etasom atism by 
acid magma, is discussed. Numerous chemical analyses are 
collected. L. s . T.

Field method for determining the magnetic susceptibility of 
rocks. R. C. Hyslop (Amer. Inst. M in . Met. Eng., 1941, 
Tech. Publ. 1285, 4 pp.).— Curves obtained by means of the 
Schmidt vertical m agnetom eter are used to  determine the 
magnetic susceptibility of rock specimens. L. S. T.

Determination of magnetic susceptibilities of rocks in situ. 
R. G. Paterson (Amer. Inst. M in. Met. Eng., 1941, Tech. 
Publ. 1298, 9 pp.).— A method for determining susceptibilities 
of rocks or rock formations in situ  by means of an  a.c. bridge 
is described. Such vals. are preferable to  those obtained on 
separate specimens. L. S. T.

Distribution of ammonites in the Lower Permian of the 
Urals and the resulting stratigraphic conclusions. S. V.
Maximova and V. E. Rushentzev (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. 
U .R .S.S., 1940, 28, 160— 163).—An analysis of the dis
tribu tion  of ammonites in  the Lower Permian s tra ta  of the 
Urals indicates th a t the boundary between the Carboniferous 
and the Perm ian should be drawn a t  the base of the
Sakmarian. O. D. S.

Axinite in the near-polar Urals. M. F. Beliakov (Compt. 
rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 158— 159).—Axinites 
have been found associated w ith Lower Palaeozoic m eta
morphic shales in the Ural range. O. D. S.

Loparite-bearing horizon at the Lovozero tundras. I. V.
Zelenkov (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 151—
152).— A loparite-bearing u rtite  horizon is described.

O. D. S.

Geochemical peculiarities of the serpentinites of the north 
Caucasus. N. E . Efrem ov (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 
1940, 28, 336— 339).—Serpentinites from th e  southern zone 
of the north  Caucasus, formed by m etam orphisation of a 
mafic magma, contain ~ 4 — 5% A120 3, which is no t found 
in  those of th e  northern zone, produced from an ultram afic 
magma. The excess of A120 3 is contained in  the serpentine 
constituent, and is associated w ith a  “ hydrargillite ” terrace 
at. 300° in therm al analysis d a ta ; th is is found both  w ith  the 
serpentinites of the southern zone and w ith serpentine 
individuals (antigorite) obtained therefrom . L. J . J.

Classification of serpentine minerals by the method of 
thermal analysis. N. E . Efrem ov (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. 
U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 442— 445).— The serpentines have been 
investigated by therm al analysis, and the results of o ther 
workers are discussed. An exotherm al effect, the  ex ten t of 
which depends on the composition of the mineral, is observed. 
In  colloidal varieties the exotherm al effect is absent.

A. J . M.
Titaniferous vesuvianite from the Perovskite and Akhmat 

mines, South Urals. V. S. Miasnikov (Compt. rend. Acad. 
Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 446—449).—Analyses and physical 
properties are recorded. A. J . M.

Donbassites, a new group of minerals from the Donctz 
basin. E. K. Lazarenko (Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 
1940, 28, 519—-521).— Radial aggregates of a foliated mineral, 
previously m istaken for pyrophyllite, occur in  the lode walls 
and crush zones of ore deposits and also on slickensides in 
coal and shale a t  several places in  the Donetz basin, Ukraine. 
The pearly-white folia are flexible and have a  perfect cleavage, 
d 2-628, I I  2J, a 1-728, fl 1-729, y  1-735. Three analyses show 
SiOa 33-64—34-73, A120 3 45-02—48-08, H 20  13-20— 15-20%, 
w ith  sm all am ounts of Fe20 3, MgO, CaO, N asO, L i20 . The 
formulas I I l iAlsSi60 2B, H j8RAl10Si<jO37, and H jgR A lj0Si6O3Q 
are based on the chloritoid nucleus H 2Al2S i0 6 (m argaritic 
acid of Vernadsky). Only 0-017% H 20  is lost a t  450°.

L. J . S.
Theory of mineral sequence in hypogene ore deposits. L. H.

H a rt (Econ. Geol., 1940, 35, 1014— 1018).—A discussion (cf. 
A., 1940, I, 379). L. S. T.

Spodumene pegmatites of N. Carolina. F. L. Hess (Eccm.
Geol., 1940, 35, 942— 966).— General geology, distribution, 
history, and economic features are described. D etails of the 
main pegm atites and analyses of their alkali contents are 
given. L. S. T.

Origin of some pegmatites in Newry, Maine. B. M. Shaub
(Amer. M in ., 1940, 25, 673— 688).— Structural and tex tural 
characteristics of the minerals of certain  pegm atites are 
described. The origin of th e  pegm atites is credited to  a 
progressive fractionation of single injections of pegm atite 
magmas separated in  tim e and space. L. S. T.

Dioptase in Arizona. F. W. G albraith and T. H . K uhn 
(Amer. M in., 1940, 25, 708-—710).-—Dioptase occurs in 
qu an tity  a t  the M am moth Mine, Pinal County. L. S. T.

Geology of the Nighthauk Peninsular gold mine. A. R.
Byers (Econ. Geol., 1940, 35, 996— 1011).—The ore bodies 
occur in  or near a  small stock of alb ite syenite, which is 
intrusive into andesite flows. They are carbonatised zones 
w ith disseminated pyrite  (I) and arsenopyrite (II). (I) forms
90% of the m etallic minerals, and (II), cobaltite, chalcopyrite, 
sphalerite, petzite, and Au occur in m inor am ounts. Gangue 
minerals are ankerite, and quartz  w ith lesser sericite, fuchsite, 
and chlorite. Paragencsis and the origin of the deposit are 
discussed. l  S. T.

Cascade andesites of Oregon. R. Bogue and E . T. Hodge 
(Amer. M in ., 1940, 25, 627— 665).—The rocks of the Cascan 
form ation of the Cascade M ountains of Oregon are made up 
of lavas w ith a diverse m ineral composition. The minerals 
olivine, hypersthene, en statite , plagioclases, quartz, etc. are 
described, and chemical analyses [G. C. Ware] of 4 rocks are 
recorded. The rocks were derived apparently  from a m agm a 
rich in S i0 2, N aaO, and A120 3 w ith a  composition analogous 
to  th a t of dacite, and the complex m ineral assemblages are 
best explained as a  change from a dacitic m agm a to  a  basic 
andesite end product. E xcept for the plagioclases, the rocks 
did no t follow the norm al order of crystallisation.

L. S. T.
Dehydration of pollucite. M. Fleischer and C. J. Ksanda 

(Amer. M in ., 1940, 25, 666— 672).—D ehydration curves of



pollucite from Hebron, Maine, and from Elba are reproduced, 
and  compared w ith the results of Strunz (A., 1937, I, 205). 
D ehydration commences a t  300° and is complete a t  640°. 
Microscopical and X -ray exam inations of the dehydrated 
m aterial show th a t th e  H 20  present in the m ineral is not an 
essential p a rt of th e  crystal lattice. The ro tation  powder 
photographs of the original and dehydrated samples are 
identical. The dehydrated m aterial is partly  rehydrated by 
heating to  400— 500° w ith H aO in a bomb, w ithout the 
formation of clay-like alteration products. L. S. T.

Cæsium in the pegamites o£ the Kalbino granites oi East 
Kazakhstan. S. A. Borovik and X. G. Tschentzov (Compt. 
rend. Acad. Sei. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 252— 254).—B y compari
son of the intensities of the Cs 8521-15 and Ba 7911-35 a. 
lines in  th e  emission spectra, i t  has been shown th a t  these 
rocks contain 0—0-4% of Cs. They also contain 0—0-5% 
of R b and 0—6% of Li. J . W. S.

Molybdenite deposits o! the Rencontre East Area, Newfound
land. D. E . W hite (Econ. Geol., 1940, 35, 967— 995).— In  
th e  Ackley City ore body, molybdenite is disseminated in 
altered ap lite ; a  “ honeycom b” of alteration patches has 
been formed by the m ineralising solutions th a t penetrated 
the aplite. The origin of the aplite and the m ineralisation 
are discussed. The Crow Cliff deposit is a  pegm atic type. 
Chemical analyses [R. Folinsbee and R . B. Ellestad] of 
alaskite, aplites, muscovitised aplite, and m olybdenite-aplite 
are recorded. L. S. T.

Magnetite deposits near Daltonganj, Palamau district, 
with a note on electric smelting. K. K. Sen G upta and J. 
Sen G upta (Quart. J . Geol. Soc. India, 1939, 11, 143— 148). 
—-The m agnetite occurs as th e  m idrib of a range of hills a t  
Gore village. E stim ated reserves am ount to  4 x  10* tons. 
Chemical analyses are given. Smelting in  a b las t furnace is 
unsatisfactory, and electric sm elting is recommended.

L. S. T.
Shishimskite (perovskite-spinel magnetite) from the Pra- 

skovie-Eugenievsky mine in the Shishim Mts., South Urals.
L. L. Schilin (Compt. rend. Acad. Sei. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 
346—349).— Tins ore has typically the composition m agnetite 
and hæ m atite 72%, spinel 15%, perovskite 13%. Analyses 
are given and compared with, common titaniferous m agnetite.

L- J- J-
Age of the phosphorite-bearing beds of the Kara-tau. P. L.

Bezrukov, B. M. Himmelfarb, and A. S. Sokolov (Compt. 
rend. Acad. Sei. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 255—258).—From  the 
forms of trilobites and brachiopods found in  the lower portion 
of the Tam dy limestone overlying the phosphorite deposits in 
the K ara-tau, i t  is inferred th a t these deposits belong to  the 
Middle Cambrian age. J . W. S.

Laboratory tests with the water-bearing capacity on trap 
and associated recent rocks in the Deccan and Konkan areas.
D. G. Lim aye (Quart. J . Geol. Soc. India, 1940, 12, 31— 50). 
—D ata for apparen t and real sp. gr., H 20  content, porosity, 
accessible porosity, absorption of H 20 , H aO equivs., and 
yield of H ,0  are recorded and discussed. L. S. T.

Zonal mineralisation and silicification in the Horseshoe and 
Sacramento districts, Colorado. R. D. B utler and Q. D. 
Singewald (Econ. Geol., 1940, 35, 793— 838).—M ineralisation 
includes widespread recrystallisation of th e  pre-Pennsyl
vanian dolomites, less widespread replacem ent of dolomite 
by jasperoid, and deposition of ore accompanied by  addi
tional local wall rock alteration. Field and microscopical 
observations concerning these processes are discussed. The 
ores contain m ainly pyrite, sphalerite, galena, tennantite, 
and argentite in a  gangue of quartz, barite, carbonate, and 
recryst. and silicified country rock. Manganiferous ankerite, 
luzonite, chalcopyrite, and an  unidentified sulphide occur 
locally in small amounts. These minerals exhibit zonal 
distribution as to  mineral species, textures, and variations 
in composition. The zonal arrangem ent of the three tex tural 
types of jasperoid distinguished is significant, and reveals 
the  finest-grained textures nearest the centre of ore deposition.

L. S. T.
Abundance and significance of cristobalite in bentonites and 

fuller’s earths. J . W. Gruner (Econ. Geol., 1940, 35, 867— 
875).—X -R ay exam ination shows the presence of a-cristo- 
balite (I) in numerous bentonites and fuller’s earths from 
M ontana, Wyoming, Colorado, Texas, Missouri, and Illinois.
(I) is always associated w ith montmorillonite, and m ay con-
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s titu te  up to  40%  of the clay. W ith a  decrease in (I) an 
increase in quartz  (II) occurs, indicating th a t the m eta
stable (I) inverts to  (II) a t  some tim e during th e  history of 
the clay. No (I) has so far been found in clays older than 
the Cretaceous. The presence of (I) appears to  have no 
detrim ental effect on the properties of fuller’s earth . The 
origin of (I), which is uncertain, is discussed. L. S, T.

Time and temperature effects in the formation of colloidal 
dispersions. P . G. N utting  (J. Washington Acad. Sci., 1941, 
31, 41— 45).—The behaviour of m ontmorillonite bentonite 
digested in  0-4% HC1 a t 28° and a t  90° is described. The 
solutions obtained m ay contain >  twice the am ount of SiO, 
present in  a  saturated  solution of SiOa in  H aO. A t 90° 
equilibrium is approached in  4 days, b u t a t  28° saturation  is 
still incomplete after 128 days. P a r t of th e  R aOa leaves the 
clay and combines w ith SiOa to  form submicroscopic colloidal 
particles recoverable by evaporation. The bearing of these 
results on th e  formation of clay colloids in rock cavities and 
soils is discussed. L. S. T.

Occurrence of vanadium and molybdenum in clays. V. L.
Bosazza (Nature, 1940, 146, 746).—Many fire and building 
bricks made from clays of Karroo age show a greenish- or 
canary-yellow efflorescence a fte r weathering. The efflores
cence is sol. in H .O, and contains V and Mo. Mo is the rarer 
constituent, and is best detected by heating the clay to  ~1000°, 
extracting w ith ho t H.O, and crystallising the salts from the 
solution. HjO-sol. m aterial from an under-fired brick con
tained MoOj 0-08, SOa 1-01, and CaO 0-28%. V, b u t not 
Mo, is easily detected spectrographically in raw clay.

L. S .T .
Degree of dispersion of clays. IV. Shapes of clay particles.

C. E . Marshall (J. Physical Chem., 1941, 45, 81—93).— 
Observations of dityndallism  combined w ith those of extinc
tion directions and birefringence in flowing clay sols enable 
the shape of the suspended particles to  be deduced. For 
several clay minerals particles >100  m¡i. are p la ty  and only 
slightly elongated. The determ ination of axial ratios is 
possible from sedim entation da ta  and ultramicroscopical 
counts if the particles are regarded as flattened ellipsoids of 
ro tation . In  p la ty  particles th e  larger axes lie approx. in 
the plane of the plates. In  the birefringence experiments 
th e  Langm uir tilting: effect was always observed. Only 
when the angle of t i l t  is .sm a ll does dityndallism  give a 
satisfactory indication of particle shape. C. R. H.

Utilisation of different methods of peptising clays for the 
study of the mineralogical composition of their colloidal 
fractions. I. N. Antipov-Karataev, I. D. Sedletzki, and S. M. 
Jusupova (Kolloid. Shurn., 1940, 6, 133— 144).— 15 samples 
of various T urkestan clays were separated into frac tions:
(I) having particles between 2 and 0-2 ¡i., (II) w ith particles 
<0-2  ¡i., (I ll)  -with particles < 2  /¿. which could be peptised 
by N-NaCl, and (IV) w ith particles < 2  ¡i. which could no t be 
peptised by N-NaCl. There is little  difference between frac
tions (III) and (IV). (I) have higher ratios SiOa : A120 3 than
(II)- X -R ay patterns indicate a different mineralogical 
composition of (I) and (II), e.g., halloysite and quartz  in (I) 
and  montmorillonite in (II), or quartz  and nacrite in (I) and 
muscovite and saponite in (II). The results of thermal 
analysis are less clear. J . J . B.

Granulometric composition of sands as an index of the con
ditions of their deposition. L. B. R uchin (Compt. rend. Acad. 
Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 522—524).— Sands deposited under 
different conditions can be distinguished. Errors involved 
in the method are indicated.

Genesis of setting loess-like loams. N. J. Denisov (Compt- 
rend. Acad. Sci. U .R .S .S ., 1940, 28, 525—526).

Coral reefs and the formation of petroleum. W . Bergmann 
and D. Lester (Science, 1940, 92, 452-—453).—Coral reefs must 
be regarded as storehouses of compounds which m ay be 
potential precursors of petroleum . COMe2 extracts of stag- 
horn coral (Madrepora cervicornis) yield cetyl palm itate  (0-25% 
of th e  original coral). The non-saponifiable fraction (0-25% 
of th e  total) yielded sterols pp td . by digitonin, non-steroid 
alcohols [m ainly cetyl alcohol (I)], and hydrocarbons and 
ketones. Meandra areolata contains ~ 0 -3 %  of non-saponifi
able m aterial consisting of cholesterol, an  unknown sterol,
(I), hydrocarbons, and possibly ketones. The calcareous 
outside layers of the sea-fans contain ~ 3 %  of non-saponifiable 
m aterial. L. S. T.
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